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TIlE PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

Andy Pacheco

The success of a club can be gauged by how many people ase inspired enough to become
involved with the club activities. For an outdoor club, the major activities are, of course, trips
to the mountains. Both Longhike and especially the glacier school in October attracted record
numbers, and though these numbers predictably decreased as the midterms and exams came
raining down, many an impromptu day trip was still thrown together at the eleventh hour in the
club room Fridays. The VOC Christmas trips were all well attended, and in addition, two very
successful avalanche awareness courses and a wilderness first aid course were held in
December and January. Close to home, the VOC fielded many intramural teams, including two
Arts 20 relay teams and frtt Storm the Wall teams. The best thing is how many people still
show up at meetings and at the clubroom in Maich, even if they are too busy to go on trips.
Many a summer adventure will be planned even as this article goes to the printers!

Our love for the outdoors and outdoor activities does lead the VOC to get involved in
various projects related to our interests. Among the prujects taken on this year: two bake
sales were organized to raise funds to create the park at the Little Smoke Bluffs in Squamish.
In addition, planning continues for the construction of “the Enrico Kindl memorial climbing
wall” on campus, a facility which would allow for rock climbing instruction and training year
round.

Of course, all the things I have mentioned required a great deal of planning and here we’re
all fortunate that I had a dedicated and enthusiastic executive plus a cast of volunteers to
actually do the work! To all those who organized, instructed, threw parties, baked, cooked,
manned booths or the gear room, wrote, edited, typed, commented, hammered, sawed, chopped
or otherwise gave their time, my heartfelt thanks. It’s you who make the club what it is.

Well, that’s about all I want to say, except to remind you all that the year is just
beginning: one more month to the end of classes, and then we can really hit the peaks. See
you in the summer!



JOURNAL EDITOR’S MESSAGE

Nick Folkard

When I was told in April that I had been voted in as Journal Editor in my absence, I
wasn’t sure whether to be pleased or not; it seemed a rather dubious honour, to say the least,
if the hunted look on Jeff’s face during the previous few weeks and the maniacal glint in his
eyes were anything to go by.

However, it has turned out to be a thoroughly pleasant task. Although VOC’ers naturally
have better things to do than write articles, there seem to have been enough weekends
sufficiently wet to prevent all but the pottiest actually getting out; faced with such a situation,
it appears that a gratifying number of members would sooner write about their past exploits
than work.

The VOC Constitution was altered after Jeff’s experience, to prevent future Editors from
taking to the bottle, being consigned to an asylum or even ending the agony for good. I was
required to appoint a Committee, which was accomplished with surprising ease. In fact, people

ltigtic, and I am extremely grateful to Suzanne, John, Mike, Jacki, Becky, Morven,
Teresa, Jennifer and Johann for their help. You saved me from a horrible end!

Pethaps the nicest thing about being Editor (besides having Executive meetings as a fine
excuse for missing the Monday lunchtime ecology seminars) has been meeting people. My
almost weekly routine at meetings seems to have won me a certain infamy, so that people now
recognize my ugly mug, and I’m sure I’ve made snore friends than enemies (iust..) during the
year. To everyone, I would like to say thankyou for putting up with my incessant rantings
about deadlines, and to the people who took pity on me and actually wrote articles, thankyou
again -- the Journal wouldn’t have happened without you!

I hope everyone enjoys reading the Journal -- I certainly did. Have a great year and be
sure to collect lots of material for next year’s rag.
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GRAD NEWS

Darlene Anderson is rumoured to be returning to Vancouver from New Zealand.
Kobus Barnard is worldng and taking courses at SFU.
Pierre Beaudry and Leisbet Croockewit were mauled during the summer of 1988 in
Smithers, where they now live.

Brad Boyle is somewhere in Latin America, probably Guatamala by now.
Peter Celliers and Denise Hart are engaged.

-Peter is finishing a post-doc in Munich.
-Denise has been working in forestry and is travelling in Germany.

Jim Chesko has seen the light and returned to physical chemistry (Ph.D. at Berkeley).
Terry and Heather Chow are still in Kamloops.
John Croockewit is returning to B.C. in April.
Bruce Fairley has moved to Golden and is practising law there.
Normand Fortier has returned to B.C. from Quebec and has a job in Port Coquitlam.
Tammy Golinsky is wandering the wilds of Nepal.
Bill Richards is wandering the world in search of Tammy.
Craig Hollinger is working Vancouver or thereabouts.
Markus Kellerhals is around when he’s not on Quadra Island or kayaking in Strathcona.
Rich Lechleitner is back in town after a spell as a park ranger in the U.S.
Graeme Luke has a post-doc at Columbia University in New York. His most adventurous
climb so far has been the Empire State Building.
Brad Nixon is flying in the Sudan -- his address is on the VOC Noticeboard.
Dave Robinson is somewhere in Asia, heading for Africa.
Dave Williams is returning to Vancouver after completing a post-doc at the University of
Hawaii.



...VOC SOASH SEEN 198849...
Reena Meijer-Drees

SUMMER REUNION (Sept. 1988): Lotsa slides, lotsa stories, lotsa goodies. The potluck
affair held in the Garden room attracted about 20 people and got everyone in the mood for the
fall hiking season.

LONGHIKE (Oct.): this year’s VOC classic outing proved no less successful than last year’s;
the food was not as good as Brad’s effort in ‘87, but the weather was somewhat more
cooperative! Rock school was very popular (climbing at Murrin and the smoke Bluffs,
different levels taught) and the dayhikes were also well-attended. Trips went up to the Tusk
and up to Singing Pass (dodging mountain bikers). About 110 people showed up at the AMS
Whistler cabin on Saturday evening for a wholesome meal of chili (veggie and 2 levels of
hotness available) and a party afterwards. After breakfast the next morning more daymps went
out, as well as lots of ad-jib climbing. A splendid intro, to the VOC!

HALLOWE’EN (guess the date): Susan Curror generously donated her parent’s house for this
one; I didn’t go but it was apparently lots of fun, even though the VOC executive sort of left
Susan stranded in the party preparations, and things were rather disorganized. No pumpkins to
carve, and prizes for the best costumes were handed out “after the fact” to Ed Spat for his
effort as a Zulu and to. . .and. . .as the couple in bed.

SKATING PARTY (Nov.): About 30 people caine out fot a good time at the Thunderbird
Winter Sports Centre -- unfortunately, no hockey games this time!! Pizza afterwards.

GLACIER SCHOOL (Nov.): Held at Joffre this year. With over 50 people in attendance, this
was the largest VOC glacier school ever! What a keen bunch! Lots of epics happened on this
trip. Thanks to extensive organization done by the VOC exec., ably aided by Eric Smith, Brad
Boyle and Paul Kao, everyone attending had gone to two evening “dry” sessions. Things went
well on the glacier and everyone got to practice ice-axe arrests, belays and walking on
crampons (or, as one of my acquaintances calls them, “those crouton-things”).

“XMAS’ PARTY: Well, this was actually held in the new year under the title New Year’s
Reunion. Once again a potluck held in the Garden Room — quite a turnout. Everyone showed
their Christmas trip slides, which varied from avalanche-dodging at the Wheeler Hut to hellying
in to Harrison Hut to jungle thrashing in Venezuela.

CURLING PARTY (ian. 13): Not a large turnout. but it was fun anyway. There’s something
infinitely Canadian, even mid-western, about curling. . .1 want one of those jackets!!

WINTER LONGHIKE (Feb. 6-7): Held for the first time at Mount Baker. sure to become a
classic! Great accommodations at the Swiss Alpine club cabin just outside of Glacier, thanks
to Greg Bissegger’s membership. The weather was absolutely terrific but the snow was
pathetic. Two day-trips went out (rewarded with gorgeous views) and a number of folks went
lift skiing. Dinner at the cabin was chili (2 varieties: hot and superbot) and there was a



singsong afterwards accompanied by Marilyn on guitar (5 stringed version) and Nick and

Reena on recorder. Breakfast to reggae tunes, after which most people took advantage of the

sunshine to do some more skiing.

BANQUET 1988

Jeff Greenwood and Muriel Pacheco March, 1988

The Broken Board Award went to Richard Howes and Jeff Greenwood for their marathon

five-day assault on the NE Buttress of Slesse Mountain. This farcical adventure also eamed

Richard a giant foam key, presented by Jeff, for when he locked his bicycle to a tree on one

side of the mountain and then left the key on the other side. The Loviiw Cup went to an

unsuspecting Jeff Greenwood and Lisa Moody (who was conveniently absent). A new award,

the Old Geezer Award, was presented by Richard Howes to Andy Pacheco, a longtime member

of the VOC. jy also received a coathanger from Eric Clemson (the Surrey kid) for when

next locks his keys inside his car. Steve Dods was presented with a picture of a whiteout by

Jeff Greenwood, to commemorate y unsuccessful routefinding attempts to Brew Cabin.

Kwon Kim was named Rock Jock of the Year by Andy Pacheco, and was given a space

blanket and a bag of marshmallows so he could survive more unplanned bivouacs. Jcff

Greenwood earned (another) Fancy Pants Award from Muriel Pacheco for acquiring a pair of

lycra running tights which he claimed he would never wear climbing. Richard Flowes was

presented with two (more) Goon Awards, one from Brad Nixon for the most memorable (and

indecent) slide show of the year, and the other from Rich Lechleitner for Richard’s vague

instructions on how to get to Glacier School which misdirected at least two vehicles.

On a more formal note, the most active new member of the VOC was Ileana Paul. A

VOC Silver Pin was presented to Rich L,echleitner for his long time service to the club.

Thanks a lot. Rich!
Jeff Greenwood presented the Journal prize for Best Article to Geoff Harris for his story

about desert rats down at Joshua Tree National Monument. Mike Hayden wrote the most

humorous article, an account of a VOC winter ascent of Mt. Blackstrap in Saskatchewan. Nick

Folkard and Richard Howes shared the prize for the most prolific author, with five articles

each.

The slide conipetition was a two horse race between Bill Durtler and Richard Howes, with

Brad Nixon sneaking in to win the artistic category. Richard came first overall with his slide

of the north face of Mt. Robson.

The slide show was presented by John Clarke this year, who inspired skiers, climbers and

hard-core hikers with his slides and inside information on the lesser travelled and documented

areas of the Coast Range. Numerous impressive unclimbed peaks were flashed on the screen

before us, along with shots of excellent backcountry ski terrain. Post-slide show conversation

was dominated by ambitious summer trip plans by all viewers.



INTRAMURALS
Nick Folkard

1988-89 was a less active year in Intramural sports than 1987-88. The reason for this is
unclear, but may have something to do with sunspots. In any case, VOC representatives
triumphed whenever they did get around to exchanging boots for runners.

The Club entered men’s and women’s teams in the Arts 20 Relay. Both teams were
entered in the wrong category by the Intramural powers-that-be, who read the word “Varsity” in
our name and decided that we should be entered in the Varsity category alongside the rowing
team, football team et al., instead of in the Independent category along with everyone else who
doesn’t eat, sleep and breathe sport. Despite this foul-up, the women’s team came a
magnificent 2nd in their category and the men’s team an almost as magnificent 3rd or 4th (we
were 17th overall, anyway, which ain’t bad out of over 250 teams). The teams were as
follows:

MEN WOMEN

Andy Pacheco Heather Bury

Nick Folkard Muriel Pacheco
Greg Bissegger Lisa Moody
Phil Gunning Theresa Duynstee
Jeff Greenwood Audrey Pearson
Mike Hayden Lynn Mitenko
Brad Nixon Alice Waterman
Dean Allen And one other, whose name no-one can remember but who ran

magnificently anyway.

Lisa Moody, your trusty membership secretary, has also been entering the Friday lunchtime
runs regularly, which is a feat beyond the willpower of most of us. Even more impressively,
she’s actually won at least two of the things, against some pretty classy competition. This, of
course, proves beyond all doubt that THE VOC IS GOOD FOR YOU.



SPRING 1988

BURTON HUT

Tom Baumann

We waited so long but finally midterm break was here. We were going to go to the

Sphinx Area in Garibaldi Park. After a very slow start we left the trailhead to Garibaldi Lake

around 11 o’clock. The lower part of the trail was not in the best shape and we had to walk

on foot with our skis strapped onto the heavy packs. About halfway up we were able to ski.

It had been misty all morning and the trees were dripping. At the Barrier view, the clouds

broke up and by the time we got to the lake, it was sunny and warm and would stay this way

for the duration of the trip. We eyed the ice on Garibaldi Lake and found it to be aught for a

crossing to the other end. Black Tusk to the left, we went across the ice, keeping a straight

line towards our destination.

We arrived at the hut just at nightfall. We had to clear the snow from the front to open

the door. Once inside we discovered the hut was not very big but in good shape and surely

comfortable for five tired skiers. The heater couldn’t be persuaded to give off any heat. We

would find out, just as we were ready to leave for home, that the wick was missing and a

spare was lying in a corner hidden away from view. It didn’t matter much, as all the cooking

heat and our bodies warmed up the entire hut quite comfortably. The only problem was that

anyone attempting to go the outhouse, and not closing the door while still halfway in, would

get heck from the entire crowd for letting all the cold in. By the way, the trip to the outhouse

was worth more than usual, as the stars were Out to their best, and at this altitude and with the

crisp air the picture was perfect.

With only some minor snoring, the night was quiet, and much refreshed we left the hut

around 10:00 am, to do some serious skiing. We ascended towards the Sphinx. Outfitted with

Pieps, snowshovels and other snow travel paraphanalia, and with the avalanche danger in our

area judged to be low, we made good progress. After several hours of steep climbing, we

reached Sphinx Pass with its great views of Mt. Garibaldi and the Neve Traverse which we had

originally planned to do. There we baked in the sun for a while and savoured the view.

Traversing below the Sphinx we made for the Bookworms. The slope here, with some

cornices above, was not very safe and we spaced out for a relatively safe crossing. At the

Bookworms the wind was gaining force and it was very cold. As it was also getting very late,

we telemarked down some easy slopes and in perfect powder conditions to the hut. Three

more skiers had arrived there and it started getting crowded, but this was a welcome excuse for

everybody to just dive into the sleeping bags and recover from a strenuous trip.

The next day saw us packing up and sliding across Garibaldi Lake towards Sentinel

Glacier. There we dropped our packs and climbed up the glacier for another great view at the

top and a fabulous ski down. On our way across the lake we encountered three letters written

• in the snow beside the skitracks we were following: V 0 C. We found Out that another VOC

trip had gone out to Mt. Garibaldi and they had left the mark for us.



Bemdt Schulter celebrating mid-term break near the Sphinx Hut Photo: Tom Baumann



Some of us tried to more or less ski down the Barrier trail, but most put skins on for the
trail was icy. Again, at the bottom of the trail, some barren patches were encountered and we
had to walk. In the dark, we arrived at the cars and had a birthday party at Squamish.
PARTICIPANTS:

Tom Baumann Steve Dods Lisa Moody
Brian Smith Berndt Schulter

A TRIP TO PARADISE
James Chesko April 23-29, 1988

During the week of April 23rd to 29th, 1988, seven VOC’ers graced the Julian Harrison
Hut in the Overseer Area. Below is a selective and incomplete account of the trip’s amusing,
moving and perhaps trying moments as seen through the eyes and the mind of one of the
party’s members. No doubt, the trip has meant much more to all those involved than these
feeble scrawlings can ever tell, yet it would be a grave injustice not to make an attempt to
capture the dying flicker of an illuminating, warm flame...
Dear Gaea,

Five long years I had been at UBC. For four of them I was condemned to fritter away the
final days of April studying for exams, but this year it would be different. A made-to-order
exam schedule spaced my finals Out over the first three weeks of the month, thus leaving a full
week free before work started at the beginning of May. I resolved not to let this opportunity
pass me by, for the heavy late season snowfall would offer some awesome skiing to anyone
who could make the time to enjoy it.

My first interest was to complete the infamous Spearhead Traverse, but a conversation with
the head honcho of Whistler’s ski patrol team confirmed my reservations: the very heavy late
season snowfall (about 2 to. in a three day period!) and strong winds had loaded up the slopes
and ridges with a perilous amount of snow. Then a second, even better idea came to mind as
memories of the ill-fated Christmas of ‘86 trip to Overseer flashed before me. Why not spend
a week in the most modem (and fmest) VOC Cabin -- the Julian Harrison Hut in the Overseer
area? The advantages were too numerous to mention: a warm, dry, stove-heated cabin in the
isolated and majestic mountains which we could ski into with our heavy packs and from
which we could base our day trips. There was little difficulty convincing interested skiers to
side with me on this second idea.

Committed to making the trip as untraumatic as possible, I presented the option of
helicoptering in to the pasty members (previous attempts to get to the cabin had resulted in
three-day ventures involving crossing waist-deep glacier-fed waters and the doomed exploits of
a last-nameless Phil” who never made it to the hut due to a dislocated shoulder or brok’n arm
-- see the log book up in the Harrison Hut cabin for more details). When the members
expressed an open-minded hesitancy at the idea, my suspicions were confirmed: I was dealing
with nothing less than the VOC skiing hardcore. In the end, I was glad that we decided to ski
up rather than ‘copter in, not for fear of being labelled “hell-scum”, but simply because this
action concurred with the cabin’s original purpose: to provide a comfortable shelter to those
who wished to access undeveloped areas by self-propelled means whenever possible. Those



who were on the trip will realize how the weight of my pack was a physical manifestation of

the gravity of our group’s decision to ski in.

The pre-trip planning gave me the opportunity to talk with many interesting VOC’ers that I

had never had the pleasure of meeting during the year. In the end there were four of us

(Steve, Jan, ileana and myself) that would come for the full week Richard and Brian did not

like the idea of coming up for a few days to cook the first few meals for us and help us carry

in supplies, but they were interested in coming for four days and returning in time for the
Warren Harding presentation. Peter Stone, in his characteristically humble and reserved
manner, had mentioned that he might somehow run in to us during the trip. The decision was
made to meet at my house Saturday morning at 5:30 a.m., for a long first day would be
required to make it to the cabin.

Brian and Richard were the first to arrive (even on time) and were soon followed by Jan
and then Steve and Ileana. After packing my equipment, finding an Interac bank machine (for
Richard) and getting a cup (for Richard) we were on our way. Around 7:45 we stopped at the
Pemberton Hotel and had some of their delicious blueberry pancakes for breakfast. Everyone
was in such an enthusiastic and sociable mood that morning that all six of us squeezed into one
booth. It was the kind of scene one might imagine for a “Brady Bunch goes skiing” episode,
but we were in too high spirits to feel embarrassed or care what the locals may have thought.
The drive up the Lillooet River Road was delayed briefly when Steve decided to drive past the
turn-off in search of a different access. We eventually travelled down the correct route and
arrived at the logging camp at around 11:15.

By noon we began the trek up with full, heavy packs (some more full and heavy than
others) and were soon skiing on glistening, wet spring snow under the bright, warm rays of the
sun. Steve had found out from Anita Miettunen that the east bank of Madhorse Creek was the
best way in, so we continued over the second bridge and stopped for lunch before beginning
the uphill part of the journey. We then followed a road that zigzagged up in the direction we

were heading, and then began skiing up through relatively dense trees. The snow soon became
too steep and soft for skiing, so we began trudging up on foot, often sinking up to our waist or
shoulders (eh, Ileana?). Brian and myself soon fell behind the swift foursome which kept
climbing up and up to above 6800 ft (1 had the altimeter), thus betraying their identity as
insatiable peak-baggers. Jan and Steve knew the way in (I figured) but Richard was probably
far off ahead leading the way. After an interesting descent down a deep, unskiable slope we
accessed the east fork of Madhorse Creek as it began to get dark and skied by headlamp to the
Hut. We fmally arrived around 9:30 p.m., roughly 16 hours after leaving Vancouver.
Fortunately, the cabin was vacant and just waiting for us to put it to use. A hearty dinner was

soon prepared and received by all. Then we climbed into our warm, dry sleeping bags and
settled down to a long, tranquil sleep.

The next morning we awoke at the crack of ten to overcast skies and moderate

temperatures. After breakfast we decided to replenish the dwindling supply of firewood. Steve

and Ileana felled some dead trees, Jan and I hauled them back to the hut and Richard and

Brian cut and split them. We also put up the antenna and Set up the SBX-IIA radio telephone

that we had brought in case of emergency. After lunch, we skied down to the “blue hole of

Calcutta”, a large wall of soft ice in front of run-off streams at the foot of the Magic Carpet

glacier. A snow pit revealed a wet, heavy snow layer about three inches thick which slid

easily off the harder, more cohesive four-foot thick snow layer of the heavy snowfall earlier



that month. After skiing up into dense cloud and twenty-foot visibility, we decided to return to

the cabin a little earlier than the previous night in anticipation of a longer day on Monday.

On Monday morning we awoke at 7:30, hastily consumed breakfast and prepared for a full

day of adventure. To clear up any doubts as to the utility of the radio, I decided to call

Vancouver that morning. I phoned home and talked to my mother and father about recent

weather reports and the condition of the party. Richard appeared amused by this, for he

recorded in the log book “Jim phoned his Mom and Dad this morning: how sweet”, but I was

later to realize that he was merely covering up a sensitive feeling of inadequacy. I later talked

to my parents about this and they agreed to adopt Richard if he so wished. Anyways, after a

quick Pieps check we were on our way up the Rollercoaster Glacier to the col to the right of

Zygornaticus. The sun was peeking through the lightly overcast skies producing that brilliant

warmth that contrasts with the cool wemess of the snow as it melts and evaporates. The col

offered us a view of Overseer. When we saw this mountain we knew what we would be

climbing that day. A gently sloping ramp down so the base of the mountain led to a steeper

slope that gave us access to the south-east ridge. We continued by foot up the ridge travelling

on third class rock with some snow patches. An impressive, one-pitch rock wall lay on our

right, but we bypassed it and gained access to the upper section of the mountain with one 5.6

move that some of the party members were belayed over. We traversed north across a

snowfield and kicked steps up to the peak. The view from 9000 feet was well worth the

climb. To the north were numerous mountains, and to the south one could see endless peaks

and snow from the Pemberton Icecap and beyond. Our descent route followed a roundabout

course down the eastern glacier and then a traverse west back to the skis. A brief downhill

section that gave party members the opportunity to practice their telemark turns was followed

by the gentle slope up to the col. By the time we reached the col, the snow had cooled down

to become unbreakable crust, providing a challenge (read aggravation) for even the most skilful

skier. Headlamps were put to use again as we skied back to the cabin. Upon returning we

found an additional member to add to our group: Peter “man of’ Stone. Peter had traversed

the whole Pemberton Icecap up from Rutherford Creek (I!!, a hardcore factor 8 feat).

Thesday was the day that Richard and Brian “had” to ski Out. We awoke to dazzling

sunshine and a clear blue sky that morning, sunshine that would continue throughout the day.

Peter had left earlier that morning to perform another long distance. multipeak conquering

traverse. Richard was wandering around the cabin, writing things in the log book and leaving

his packing to the last minute. Brian had borrowed a tensor bandage to support his badly

abused knee and was packed and waiting for Richard. Before heading outside to dig my

tanning pit, I pointed out to the pair that I had enough food for them for the next four days

and Brian could phone work on the SBX-llA and tell them he would be back later in the

week. This only made it much harder, for they both realized that they would most likely not

make it to Vancouver in time for Warren Harding, and would be missing Out Ofl an opportunity

to enjoy the best ski-touring/power-tanning of their life. Feelings of regret at their departure

were alleviated somewhat by the realization that Brian would be taking back the abysmal,

trashy novel he had brought up and by some final group photos which were taken.

Soon after the two left we were skiing up the Magic Carpet Glacier towards Abbott and

Costello. All of the world seemed to be sunshine and snow on the way up. We hiked the last

hundred feet up to the top of a rocky ridge which afforded a vista of scenery as well as some

fiat rocks to lie on and soak up the sun. The smooth, white expanse of the Pemberton Icecap’s



Jan Palaty skiing below Madhorse Peak (not Elaho), near Harrison Hut Photo: Peter Stone
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snow seemed to merge with the billowing clouds that rapidly floated by; it was like an

endless, soft ocean that invited one to sail upon it. To the left we could see almost every

detail of the Ice Cap, and point out different paths that could be followed across it. After

about two hours lying in the sunshine and cloud-watching (is that a Klingon ship, Mr. Spock?)

we began our ski descent down the soft, heavy snow. At one point I heard some commotion

behind and turned around to see Steve and Ileana valiantly diving after a runaway ski. After

their tackles fell short I joined in the chase and schussed after this possessed ski that was

tearing down the mountainside. Luckily, the ski could not find a crevasse to plunge into and

put itself out of its misery, and I soon overtook it. performed an exorcism, and returned it to its
rightful owner -- Jan! Jan never told us how the ski got started on its journey, but surely there

are easier ways of transporting one’s equipment down the mountain. The rest of the ski down
gave ample opportunity to carve smooth, graceful turns in the spring snow. As we returned to
the cabin, we noticed that Jan’s skin had darkened enough to pass off as a Moor’s: Jan had
seized an early lead in the intra-party tanning competition, perhaps a strategically prudent
move. Later on that night the clouds rolled in and it began to snow.

On Wednesday, we awoke to overcast skies and cooler temperatures. We had hoped to
cross the South Creek Glacier that day, but the visibility would not allow it. We headed up
towards Zygomaticus instead, but were turned back by deteriorating weather conditions. We
returned to the cabin and played a game of Hearts, which Peter Stone won handily. Many of
us read that afternoon, most notably Jan (a science student),whose persistent efforts towards
digesting Hugo’s LLMjIerabits showed extraordinary refmement. We thought that the mere
presence of such a work in the hands of a scholar such as Jan would command the respect of
even the most recalcitrant raincloud, especially when in combination with Ileana’s Rousseau (in
the original French text), but perhaps the spirit of Brian’s trash novel had stayed and sullied the
whole cabin. Nonetheless, the warm, dry shelter that the cabin provided was a luxury that
many nights of snow-caving in the dead of winter elevated in pleasure.

On Thursday the snow was falling wet and heavy. We decided to try some tree skiing out
to minimize the avalanche hazard. Unfortunately, there were a few too many large drops
where I wanted to ski, so we headed up towards Rapture Meadows. Halfway up towards the
ridge, the slopes became open and steeper, a snow pit revealed a eight inch layer of heavy
porridge snow that was slowly oozing down the hillside. When we turned around and started

skiing down, every turn gave a patch of snow the push it needed to start it sliding slowly down
the hill. We returned to the hut, chopped a bit more wood and performed a major clean-up
before settling down to a game of cards -- modesty prevents me from declaring who won. We
decided that if the weather was less than great, we would head down on Friday to avoid the
crowds at the Hot Springs. That evening we got the Stove burning strongly. I can remember
lyying down beside the stove with eyes closed, feeling the warmth of the fire and the warmth
of newly made friendships, and hearing the crackle of the burning wood, the pleasant
conversation and the laughter of my fellow skiers. I walked outside and felt the cool, gentle
touch of the wind and the murmured whispers of the flakes as they hit the ground. Falling
softly, faintly falling.

On Friday, we arose to mixed cloud and clear patches. Although Peter Stone had run out of
food two days ago (we had been offering him tome from our bountiful supply), he was the
first one out the door and up the Rollercoaster Glacier, as well as being the most reluctant to
turn back even when the clouds surrounded us. But we returned to the cabin, packed up,



cleaned up, took our departing photographs and headed down. In spite of a sore leg, Peter led
most of the way down, performing difficult traverses through dense trees that required the
utmost in edge control and balance (eh, Ileana?). We took off our skis at about 3700 feet and
stormed down the soft snow on a path that took us to within 100 feet of the edge of the road
we followed up. Skiing down this road was a breeze, and we made it back to the cars at 4:30,
a little over four hours after leaving the cabin. We then got a change of clothes and hiked
back to the Hot Springs where we enjoyed the 96 fahrenheit water and Steve played with his
waterproof camera. When Peter tried getting Out of the pool he fell over backwards, landed on
his head and rolled on the ground, thereby scaring the daylights out of me until I saw he was
okay. Afterwards I wondered how such an incident would appear in Accidents in North
American Mountaineering. It began to drizzle slightly and the cool rain felt very refreshing as
one sat in the hot pool and watched the steam rise up off the water. But we soon had to head
home, as the approach of many beer-can toting bathers became evident.

Getting into a fresh, clean set of clothes after the bath got inc thinking about the civilized
world again. We drove back to Pemberton and stopped at Phil’s, where Peter treated us to a
shake and we all ate pizza or fish and chips. The sense of a good thing coming to an end was
undeniably present, although the group agreed that we would meet at Ileana’s in the future to
look at the slides and talk and laugh at least once more.

Sincerely,

James Chesko.
This article was distributed at the evening get-together in hope of inciting some other party
members to write what they saw and what they felt. As you may have noticed, the
shenanigans that I was involved in are curiously absent from this article; regardless, I hope it
may provide encouragement or incentive to anyone with sincere interest in seeing the plenitude
and wealth of some of the province’s nicest areas. A heartfelt thanks to those VOC’ers with
the foresight, determination and energy to build the Julian Harrison Hut: may she be
maintained and put to good use.

PARTICIPANTS:

James Chesko Steve Dods Brian
Richard Jan Ileana
Peter Stone

LEAVENWORTH, WASHINGTON

Tom Baumann Easter weekend

What to do this Easter weekend, that’s the question. The weather report it forecasting the
worst weather, mild and raining, no hiking. Let’s go across the mountains to Leavenworth in
Washington. It takes about 4 1/2 hours to get there, assuming your car runs for such a long
tmie.

Our start at 08:00 at the Peace Arch border crossing was quite slow; it had started to rain
already and the two days looked bleak in our minds. Haixlly 20 minutes underway we had our
first pitstop at Fred Meyer’s in Bellingham, where various food and drink (beer) items were



purchased. Our truck then headed to Everett for some shoe shopping. Finally, despite the rain,

we got underway across the mountains.

Originally we were going to meet at the Eagle Rock Cafe, as Vivian had told us. Brian

and I looked and looked but couldn’t find a cafe of that name along the way. Once across

Stevens Pass, we reached Leavenworth in the early afternoon. We drove through the town that

had been changed years ago from a bland Texas-style cow-town into a German look-alike

tourist trap. “Der Sportsrnann” (great sporting goods store) and “Der Safeway in the midst of

all these Bavarian houses was almost too much to bear. We took off to Icicle Creek
Campground where we would meet the others. An hour later the group was complete and we

were all told we had missed our first meeting point. The only mistake our guides had made

was that the cafe’s name was the Index Cafe and inside you get a newspaper named “Eagle
Rock”. How were we supposed to find that?

We managed to get a good walk in the sunshine at 20 Celsius (I love the rainshadow). In
the morning the majority of the group went climbing at Castle Rock etc., while Anita, Steve
and I went for an overnight ski trip up towards Eightmile Lake. We parked the tn.ick halfway
up the mountain where the snow began and started skiing up. After three kilometres rain set
in, the trail became steep for a while and rather difficult to make Out. Unlike in British
Columbia, the trails were unmarked except for the odd sign at intersections. As soon as the
snow covers the trail, it’s hidden. It was raining really hard when we decided to abort our
mission and go back to camp. Since we were toed and hungry, we decided to drive to town
and get something to eat and drink. At “Gustav’s” we met up with our climbers, who didn’t
like the rain either. Back at camp it wa.s still early and we gathered all nine of us in my
camper (the camper is quite small but withstood the test). By revolutionary music and great
stories we found out that one can do many things with marshmallows. Have you ever tried to
cover your eyes with them behind glasses, or have marshmallow-teeth? Well, some pictures
show we tried everything and had a heck of a time at it.

In the morning some rock scrambling was done and half of the group left for home, while
the adventurous people headed east towards Moses Lake and the sand dunes. Through desert
and past uncimbed rocks jutting out of the middle of a river, we made it to the dunes by
nightfall. Jumping off dunes in the sand and rolling around the sand may sound funny to you,
but Brian even brought out his skis and telemarked (yes, you read this right!) down the dunes -

-what a spectacle!

Our drive home across Snoqualmie Pass was exciting too, just because we had to battle a
major snowstorm. But down at the coast, we met up with the monsoon rains again and arrived
home around one a.m.

In October the same year we went southeast again for Thanksgiving, a traditional trip of
the VOC. The weather was going to be great and this time we made it to Leavenworth within
four and a half hours. After fmding out that all backpacking permits for Enchantment Lakes
and area were taken, we went off to Eightmile Lake and Lake Caroline. With 30 kg. of gear
on the back, the steep ascent was made in less than three hours and camp was put up at Lake
Caroline. The snorers and non-snorers were accommodated and dinner in the moonlight was a
treat. Our own biologist, Rich, made everybody aware of the fauna in the water and all water
had to be boiled before use.

Judy and I were up early, two hours before the rest of the crew slowly awoke finally to a
warm and sunny day. Right after the jokes about the oatmeal (yuck, great, looks terrible, tastes



so good), we headed off to do Mt. Cashmere. The peak required some easy scrambling. Three
different routes were taken -- all lead up to the prominent peak with views of Mt. Baker,
Glacier Peak, Mt Rainier, the Stuart Range and far to the east into the deseit What a great
summer-like day with warm temperatures. The next day, Judy and I took off early and
dumped our heavy gear at Windy Pass. From there we explored the area and got a glimpse of
ten mountain goats. As we moved closer, they went into more rugged terrain and we finally
lost them in the smail trees.

Back at the pass we discovered that half the group had started the long descent already
and the other half wanted to have lunch. So Judy and I went on by ourselves and after four
hours made it down to the parking lot, where we had left a car to complete the circuit. The
advance party had lost the trail and bushwhacked back to the bridge across the river. The last
four hikers didn’t arrive until it started gethng dark. Reena and I went to look for them and by
sheer luck discovered them across the river about one kilometre away from our destination.
They forded the creek and told us how they got lost. (For anybody going there: the logging
road should be left shortly before the destination at a sign that is awkwardly placed downhill,
where the trail leads down). The drive back was uneventful except for around eight police
traps (no one was caught).
PARTICIPANTS AT EASTER:
Muriel Pacheco Andy Pacheco Vivian
Brian Tom Steve Dods
Anita Richard Howes Kathrin
Jeff Also two people I can’t remember



SUMMER 1988

THIS IS REALLY EASY!

Tom Baumann

That’s what Jan said to me when we discussed going on this early season, high altitude

hike. Mount Ashlu lies towards the Pemberton Icecap and is the highest peak in the vicinity.

Outfitted with good hiking boots, iceaxes, daypacks and lots of guts, the three of us drove to

Shortcut Creek where this hike starts. Following the creek on foot through the underbrush was

slow, but soon we would come to an open area where we crossed the creek barefoot. Next

was a very steep rise to near a still partially frozen lake and from there up a sheer rock wall

that was treed. Making our way up the branches of the trees, we reached the alpine area and I

was finally granted a rest stop. “See how easy this is”, said Jan.

Soon we went on across some easy snow slopes and the occasional hidden ice field. Some

of the slopes were somewhat steep and we frequently changed our route to cross at the safest

spots. Just when I thought this was really alright, we stood at the bottom of a snow gully. I
need not say that we had to climb up the thing. Considering the steepness and the endless

snow fields below, I felt quite dizzy. Finally out of this channel a great view from the ridge

made me forget. The ultimate summit was to our left only a hundred metres away. The two
fast guys went ahead and by the time I had crawled up there on all fours, they had waited for
some time on the top. The view with all the glaciated mountains and beautiful sunshine was
phenomenal. “I told you that you would like it up here -- and it’s really easy”, remarked Jan.
As the wind was blowing and our feet slowly freezing, we headed down. By that time my
energy was drained and automatic pilot took over. However, we three made it all the way
back, the last few kilometres more stumbling than hiking. See, I told you this is really easy!
(P.S.: The author is grateful to have been dragged out by Jan for mountaineering for the first
time; many trips followed and were thoroughly enjoyed).

PARTICIPANTS:

Tom Baumann Willy Jelkmann Jan Palaty

THE WEST COAST TRAIL
John McCarter May 28 - June 1, 1988

The West Coast Trail in Pacific Rim National Park winds 70 km up the coast of
Vancouver Island between Port Renfrew and Bamfield. On May 28. 1988, four of us left Port
Renfrew amid lazy noontime sunshine after a last meal in civilization at a charming Port
Renfrew diner/bowling alley. After crossing the Gordon River in a herring skiff (kindly
residents will take you across for a small, variable fee), we embarked on the trail in earnest,
heading west. The trail is well-marked, but muddy most of the time and water is available
from numerous small creeks. The trail was in an almost bog-like condition and we made the
remarkable progress of 5 km the first day, camping on the beach that night at Thrasher Cove.
However, incoming tides convinced us to move our tents later in the evening. We hung our
packs in a futile bid to discourage the acrobatic mice which seem to rely on the steady supply
of bread, granola bars, etc. thoughtfully provided by hikers.

The next morning, the skies had almost completely cleared (very unusual for the West

Coast) and we moved on for 11 km through another very muddy section of the trail to Cullite



Cove, a sheltered campsite at a creek mouth on the ocean. Moving over windfalls and the

constant mud-slogging made it a very exhausting day. Unfortunately, once in camp I

discovered that I had dropped one of my running shoes somewhere. However, a strip of

Ensolite, a garbage bag and duct tape does make an almost functional bootie. We had also

passed a party of older hikers on our way in and we shared a pot of tea when they came in

later in the day.

In the morning the weather was still amazingly good and we took to the beach for much

of the day, the crash and hiss of the surf surrounding us (walking on the beach is somewhat

harder but more scenic than the thickly forested trail). By this time we were heading NW,

alternating between stretches of beach and moving to the trail when tides or rugged headlands

made the beach impassable. The sliver of land on the horizon had disappeared and all we

could see to the west were endless Pacific swells. Seal noses peeked at us from the water, the

odd eagle circled slowly overhead (even landing in the sand a few yards away, seemingly

unafraid) and the surf roared ceaselessly. The frequent river crossings on the trail are handled

by hand-pulled cable cars. These are great fun as you can sit down and zip at least half-way

across the river before having to haul yourself the rest of the way. Fog rolled in off the ocean

in the afternoon and Karen hurt her knee on slippery rocks. When we camped at Carmanah

Creek 11 km later, lain dazzled us with his novel Magic Pantry concoctions over the campfire.

The next day, we passed the half-way mark at Dare Point and crossed Nitinat Narrows

(once again, a local fisherman will gladly take backpackers across -- for a fee — just wait. at his

wharf long enough). The sun was still shining gloriously -- we couldn’t believe our luck.

Over a much-improved trail, sometimes on the beach, occasionally overlooking spectacular

rocky dlifibands, we covered 17 km. Much of the beach was littered with flotsam washed

ashore from as far away as Japan: packing cases of Kirin beer, orange plastic fishing floats

(none of the older glass ones though). We camped at Tsuquadra Point, pitching our tents on

the beach as the sun set over the Pacific, a few gnarled clouds orange and grey on the horizon.

It was a warm night so we squished our toes in the sand, dozed in front of the fire and

watched the stars overhead. A perfect evening.

That night, the rain began and winds picked up considerably. We moved out in the

morning after a minimal and soggy breakfast in heavy rain, with 26 km to Pachena Beach and

the trail’s end, we decided to camp early if the rain let up and enjoy some of the better scenery

of the trail (Tsusiat Falls, the Sealion Rocks, etc.) but to push on to the end if the rain

continued. By noon, the rain was taking turns with hail. We decided to get out that day. We

stopped at a derelict shack (with most. of a roof) near the Klanawa River, had some tea and

attempted to dry Out. Karen kept reasonably comfortable in wet clothes by the novel technique

of wearing six shirts. After the Darling River, the trail widens and becomes a virtual highway

compared to the earlier quagmire. We passed by the Pachena Point lighthouse and camped at

Pachena Beach between 9 and 10pm by flashlight.

The trip ended by catching a ride into Bamfield the next day (about 8 km by road from

the Bible camp at Pachena Bay) and taking the MV Mary Rose from the government wharf in

Bamfield to Port Alberni, watching the rain from the warmth of the cabin. A bus trip returned

us to Victoria that night.

The West Coast Trail is an enjoyable, not too strenuous hike of several days (we did it in

five). It can be a fantastic tour of some of the most accessible coastal rainforest if the weather

cooperates, but good rainwear is essential.



PARTICIPANTS:

Karen Totland Maiian Van der Geest
lain McAuley John McCaiter

A SOLO CANOE TRIP IN TIlE GULF ISLANDS
Scott Phillips June 1988

One afternoon in early June 1988, 1 was lounging in my parents’ cottage on Pender Island
feeling rather immobile (due to a bouldering injury sustained in Yosemite a few weeks earlier)
when I was struck by the idea of exploring the Gulf Islands by canoe. Within a couple of
hours I had loaded my bicycle panniers with food and clothes (I had no other bag), grabbed a
tent, sleeping bag and my camera, hopped into my trusty 16’ “Misty River” aluminum canoe
and pushed off.

Having never canoed in the ocean for more than a few hours at a time, I didn’t really
know what to expect. I had no chart (other than the relatively good one in my head) and no
defined goal. Basically, I was counting on enthusiasm coupled with a deep respect for the
power of the ocean to keep me going and to keep me out of trouble.

The weather was clear and sunny. There was only a light breeze. It felt good to be out
onthewaterwiththesunandthewind. Ifeltfree. Ilovethekelingofhavingleft
everything behind and yet having nothing definite in the future to focus on. It forces me to
experience the present wholeheartedly.

As I paddled under the bridge that separates North and South Pender Islands, I heani a
strange repeated chirping noise. Initially, I thought it was a bird, until I looked down and
found that a mother and baby river otter were swimming along with me about five feet away,
and the chirping noises were coming from the baby. After a few seconds, they dived and I
didn’t see them again.

I proceeded to paddle into Browning Harbour, where I discovered the burned-out wreck of
a 30 metre yache lying on the bottom. Upon peering down into the charred wreckage, what
should I spy but a blackened pot and a mug. With a little judicious paddle work these were
brought to the surfac, cleaned off, and added to my tiny stock of supplies.

By the time I reached Plumper Sound the sun was getting low. Saturna Island was
glowing golden in its light. I must say here that inter-island crossings in an open canoe are not
really a brilliant idea (as if that’s news to anyone). The water was so calm, though, that I
couldn’t resist the invitation, so I set off -- and I made it across. After blowing half a roll of
film on patterns of weathered iock in the sunset I dragged the canoe up on some rocks and
pitched my tent beside a tree with an eagle’s nest in it at Boot Cove.

The following morning the w,te1 was again relatively fiat and the sky was cloudless so I
decided to try paddling around Satuma Of course, the tide was 12’ lower than it had been the
night before, so launching the canoe off a little cliff covered in slippery Fucus weed was
interesting. Eventually I ended up, with gear, in the canoe the right way up in the water, and
paddled off.

The south side of Satuma is gorgeous. it is basically uninhabited. There are arbutus, fir,
yew, oak and jumper trees all over the shore. Several times I watched raccoons prowling
carefully around the exposed tidal zone for food — and that’s only half of it. This day the



water was so calm that I could see clearly through the surface to the world underneath as I
travelled along.

About half-way along, my paddling was interrupted by a deep puffing noise. I looked
around, saw nothing and resumed paddling. Twenty seconds later the sound came again. This
time I saw a big black fin towering over the water a few hundred yards away for a few
seconds before it slid under the surface. A killer whale — a really big killer whale. This was
too good to be true. I estimated his direction and paddled out to try and put myself in his
path. After a minute or so I saw a bulge in the water surface about 30 feet away. Then the
whale and blowhole came up and I heard a deep puff At that range the huge power and
languid grace of the whale were absolutely stunning. He didn’t make more than a ripple.
When he dived I watched the white spot on his back through the green water as he glided
directly under the canoe. Still moved, I watched him surface intermittently until he passed
beyond a point on Saturna. Within a couple of minutes of resuming paddling, I heard some
more bursts of whale breath in the distance. There was a whole pod of killer whales on the
horizon. I spent the next hour madly paddling, but never got closer than 100 yards or so.

It took quite a while to get back to Saturna at a more moderate pace. I spent the rest of
the day poking around in kelp beds on the way out to East Point (the eastern tip of Satuma).
Towards evening I paddled over to Tumbo Island. Tumbo is a privately owned nature preserve
but I had heard that the caretaker was a really neat person. He kayaks and does pottery --

besides, anybody who lives on an island must be neat. I couldn’t find him, however, so I
pitched my tent on one of the points. I set up my tent in the depression where a deer had
slept the night before. In the purple light of the setting sun, I watched seals playing in the
eddies of the current that swept by. The East Point lighthouse blinked white against a fiery
pink sky.

The following day I set off to paddle around the north side of Saturna. The current was
tremendous. I estimated I was making about 2 inches per stroke. Then the current got
stronger. Only by using back eddies to best advantage did I make any headway at all. A
friendly couple saw me toiling by and invited me in for breakfast. When I resumed the tide
had changed, but the current was still against me. Apparently between Tumbo and Saturna the
current runs the same direction on both tides. I made some progress, however, and after
exploring Cabbage Island, paddled up the remainder of the North coast of Satuma and
eventually arrived at Boat Passage which separates Saturna from Samuel Island. Somehow, by
frantic paddling, I managed to sneak through a torrential outflow and into Winter Cove. It was
already getting dark. I ended up pitching my tent at the top of a 30’ cliff on Samuel Island,
after making a hairy cmx move in the dark with my gear bag clamped between my teeth. At
one point I almost pulled a big rock down onto the canoe at the bottom.

The morning dawned sunny and relatively windless again. I cruised back out to the North
and around Mayne Island, and was in Active Pass by early afternoon. As usual, the tide was
running against me -- and in Active Pass the tide really runs. Also as usual, I decided to
paddle against it instead of being smart and waiting for the tide to change. By sneaking
around through the back eddies along the edge I made reasonable progress. Watching big
ships buffeted by the current in midstream was quite scary, though, because I knew that I
would have to cross at some point. At lunchtime, I was sitting on a rock and a bald eagle
flapped by 20’ from my face. It didn’t pay any attention to me. Ten minutes later it cruised
back along the same line, this time with a big fish dangling from its talons.



In the late afternoon. I reached the lighthouse at Helen Point on Mayne. The current there
was downright scary. A wall of water about 10 high was created as the tide rushed into the
pass. I decided to make a run for it anyway and burst out into the torrent, paddling as quickly
as I could. I was losing ground alarmingly when I looked up and saw a ferry bearing directly
towards me. It took me 10 minutes to make up the ground I had lost and get back to the
lighthouse after the ensuing scramble for shore. Another ferry went by. Immediately after it
passed, I made another run at crossing. Again I started losing ground but not too quickly -- it
looked like I would make the Galiano side with a loss of not more than a hundred yards or so.
Then I heard a distinct swishing sound behind me. I looked back to see a set of enormous
breaking waves. The current and ferry had somehow interacted to create waves much bigger
than a normal ferry wake, and I was being swept backwards into them. I was terrified, but
whipped the canoe around just in time to face the waves bow first. The bow went way up.
pointing into the sky, and then crashed into the trough behind. Four more waves followed and
the canoe survived each of them. 1 could hardly believe it when I emerged still afloat. I had
lost a lot of ground, however, and had to make up about 1 km. by the time I arrived at the
Galiano side of Active Pass.

The evening’s activity was a pleasant paddle in calm water so Montague Hasbour on
Galiano and across Trincomali Channel to Saitspring Island. I was very happy to discover a
big, uninhabited section of land. I beached the canoe in the twilight and set about finding a
place to camp. I soon discovered why there were no houses: under the cover of trees, the
whole terrain was basically a steep, rocky, moss-covered bluff I sometimes think that steep.
slippery rocks seek me out. In the dark at the top, after clambering up a fallen tree, I couldn’t
find any flat spots -- but a big enough pile of rainforest moss smooths out any bumps and I
slept well.

I had to fight big winds into Ganges the next day. Canoes are at a decided disadvantage
in the wind. At last I could buy food and a couple of books. I spent most of the day
lounging about town and towards evening fought the winds once again to get out of port (rule
of thumb: the wind is always against you). As night fell, I discovered the gorgeous but tiny
Channel Islands between Prevost Island and Saltspring. The big one is maybe 50 yards long.
the perfect place for a canoeist to hang out.

The whole next day was wet and stormy so I holed up with my books in the tent. The
following day wasn’t much better, but I had some commitments to attend to in Vancouver. so I
popped the canoe into the water and ploughed out into the whitecaps to return to Pender Island.
This was by far the scariest inter-island crossing of the trip. I really shouldn’t have done it, but
I stayed low in the canoe to keep the center of gravity down and everything went okay. I
reached Pender Island still in the canoe.
Conclusions?:

I’d say that ocean canoeing in an open canoe is too dangerous to recommend generally.
Before going out again, I’d like to build a water-resistant, clip-on canoe cover to stop waves
from slopping on board. With a kayak or covered canoe, though, I don’t know a better way of
seeing the Gulf Islands.

PARTICIPANT:

Scott Phillips



SOUTH PEAK OF MT. JUDGE HOWAY .. KINDL BU’fl’RESS

Kobus Barnard

Judge Howay is a relatively inaccessible peak close to Vancouver which has fascinated me

for some time. The peak and the surrounding area are very rugged and seldom visited. A few

years ago, I was able to make an ascent of the North Peak with my friends Andy and Muriel

Pacheco. This is a short account of a new route on the South Peak by the same team. We

propose to name the climb the Kindi Buttress after our friend Enrico Kindl who was killed by

an avalanche on the Kain Face of Robson after a successful ascent of that mountain’s North

Face.

The beauty and ruggedness of the area are guarded by the unusual “quality” of the
approach. A handful of methods to get near the two summits have beet used by various

parties over the years, none of them proving to be easy. We chose our approach with
convenient access to the South Face of the South Peak in mind, but I have no idea whether it
is the most efficient way in. The start of most Howay trips involves travelling across Stave

Lake, which we did in a canoe. Leaving the boat at the north entrance to Clearwater Bay, we
then proceeded to the next part of any Howay trip, namely the bushwhacking. The end of the
day found us at the col between the two 3900’ bumps north of our starting point.

The next day, we followed the ridge running northwest to the base of Mt. Kranrod

(Kranrod is a short non-technical ascent from this point). This ridge walk features great views

of the awesome North face of Mt. Robie Reid and the lovely Kunzleman Lake, and more of
the two peaks of Howay are revealed around every bend. As a further bonus, we were treated
to a bear sighting -- a mother and her cub. The next part of the journey involved a traverse

around Mt. Kranrod heading east. The route is tricky at one point, the easiest way involving

60 feet of minor third class -- take care with those “Howay Packs”, especially if conditions

aren’t optimal. The final elevation gain required to get around ML Kranrod is rewarded by the
first good look at the whole expanse of the two summits. Our route appeared terrifying from

afar, but we managed to keep most of our thoughts of “What the hell am I doing here?” to
ourselves. At this point we descended and traversed to a lake at 3000 feet, just below the

South Face. At the west end of this lake we camped. The lake shore had the appearance of a

recent visit from a scout troop, due to numerous (and diverse) animal tracks. We revelled in

the knowledge that probably no one had been to this lake since our visit four years ago, and

that perhaps we were the only people ever to have walked its shores. That night we were

awakened by loud sniffing just outside the tent. It turned out to be a disoriented bear who had

no idea of what to make of the spaceship that had appeared in the middle of his personal trail.

The following day, we went for our route. A ninety minute hike to the base of the South

Face was followed by an hour of intricate rouse-finding and enjoyable scrambling up a shoulder

leading to the buttress on the west side of the south face. Finally we were at the base of our

route and roped up. The route still looked tough, but I headed up anyway, and discovered

relatively easy going, starting 50 feet to the left of the buttress crest. The first seven pitches

were mostly class 4, reaching a maximum difficulty of perhaps 5.3. This section was standard

alpine hunk, with some loose rock and less than ideal protection, but enjoyable nonetheless.

After overcoming this bottom section, the character of the route changed from above average to

outstanding. For the rest of the climb, we would find nothing but fun climbing on incredible

rock with good protection. The rock was sound, and so rough and full features that even on



South face of Judge Howay ‘s South Peak. The route ascends directly to the prominent
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near vertical terrain, the climbing was easy. We went straight up the buttress for 3 pitches
(some 5.8) to a point where we crossed a gully onto even better rock -- beautifully red
coloured with the texture of rough sandpaper, and totally solid! 3 pitches later we joined the
gully again at its top. Next, a headwall slightly to the right was climbed for three more
pitches. This section, led by Muriel, contained the crux of the climb -- a few moves of 5.9.
However, in keeping with the character of the route, the climbing was mostly enjoyable 5,6.
The last pitch of the day brought us to the top of a prominent gendarme, visible from far away,
and as far as it is known, unclirnbed. The top of the tower was the home of many unstable
blocks, some of which had to be booted off to ensure a safe rappel off the back side. After
the rappel, it was time to bivi. Andy and I wanted to be far from the tower and its loose
blocks, but Muriel found much flatter ground at its base. And it was here that we slept, in full
view of the summit, 500 feet above us.

The following morning we knocked off the rest of the route in about an hour, and spent a
goodportionoftherestofthemomingrelaxingonthesummit. Weweresuregladtobethere
and proud of ourselves for having done such an aesthetic first ascent. The views from the top
were great. We could see the entire Chehalis group and much of Garibaldi Park. At the other
extreme, we studied the nearby 1200’ South Buttress of the North Peak.

The descent of a technical peak by a route other than the one used to climb it can be a
pain and this would be the case here. We had 800 feet of steep rock to go, and wanted to
minimize the number of rappels. We eventually were able to do 700 feet of roped down-
climbing before making a single rappel to the snow, but one of these sections was close to
vertical on loose looking blocks — not much fun in my book. The straight-forward descent of
the snow gully was interrupted by a rumble. We thought, “Oh shit, an avalanche”, followed
by, “Oh, I see, it’s nothing to wony about; it’s just a bunch of rocks”, followed by “Oh shit!
It’s a bunch of rocks headed straight for us!”. I spoke everybody’s synopsis of the situation --

‘Under that boulder!”-- as we scrambled into the only safe place for many yards, which luckily
was just behind us. Half a second after collecting in our place of safety many rocks the size
of day packs zinged over our heads.

After the gully, we traversed southward and climbed Onto the ridge dividing the south and
west parts of the South Peak. The descent from the ridge down to camp was a route that we
had done before on an earlier trip and is exceptionally rugged bush. The whole area is full of
bluffs, and there are severe penalties for wandering too much to either the left or the right.
Our view from the ridge led us immediately astray, and valuable time was lost making the
correction. It may be significant that when we finally got the descent working smoothly, we
were on the exact route that we had used four years earlier -- there may not be any equally
appealing methods. We got back to camp in the fading light, but we had forgotten that the
VOC tent that we had was due back that day. If you don’t return those tents on time, they
self-destruct, and due to the disintegration of the fibreglass poles, our dome was now a teepee.

The pack out the next day was delayed by general exhaustion and a desire to stay at our
precious camping ground as long as possible. Once we got going, we managed to make it to
Stave Lake in one big push during summer’s hottest day, stopping at every stream to pour
water over our heads. The next morning, we finished our canoe trip and made our way to
where we had left our car in isolation earlier in the week. But it was now the weekend and
time for the masses to enjoy the wilderness, V-8 style. Culture shock it was, with our car now



company to at least 25 others, as well as tents, a dining canopy, ghetto-blasters and a hundred

beer-guzzling nature lovers. Let them have their wilderness. We got ours!

PARTICIPANTS:

Andy Pacheco Muriel Pacheco Kobus Barnard

THREE IN THE YUKON

Nick Folkard

The following three articles describe hikes I did while staying at the Kluane Lake
Reseasth Base in the SW Yukon this summer. The purpose of my stay was ostensibly to carry

Out fieldwork for my degree, but the temptation of the surrounding wilderness was at times too
great to resist. The base lies at the foot of the Front Range. behind which the immense peaks
and icefields of the St. Elias Range are hidden. There is therefore considerable incentive to get
to the top of the nearby mountains, even if a day or two of beetle-catching must be sacrificed
in the process.

1. “YAGI PEAK” June 1988

As usual at the beginning of a hike, I felt horrible. I could feel last night’s Newcastle
Brown slopping around inside my legs as we started up the forest trail in the morning sunshine,
and I soon found myself at the back of the group with plenty of time to admire the grizzly
bear diggings and wildflowers that enlivened the path.

To my great relief, half an hour of gasping up the mossy trail were enough to warm me
up, and as we emerged from the spruce trees into a thicket of willow, I began to feel human.
A brief period of thrashing through the tangled shrubbery brought us out onto the wonderful
green trampoline of the tundra and we sat down to rest and admire the view of an incredibly
blue Kluane Lake stretching away below us. Anders was the last to arrive, claiming that he’d
been photographing butterflies; the rest of us were inclined to believe that the after-effects of
his famous home-made schnapps were a more likely explanation for his slow progress.

We moved on, flailing at mosquitoes and surprising a family of ptarmigan. Any feelings
of tiredness were gone now, replaced by exhilaration as the wildness of the tundra, its
immensity and its subtle greens and browns and whites, cast their spell. Soon we came to the
far edge of the plateau, where pink and yellow flower-spikes thrust defiantly through the snow.
We peered down into a deep ravine carved by the creek far below and debated where we
should go next. I had been foolish enough the previous evening to agree to search for radio-
collared lynx and coyotes from this high point for a friend and now I extracted the Yagi
antenna and heavy receiver from my pack. I had been cursing the equipment all morning and
when we could fmd no trace of the animals I was tempted to bury the things there on the
tundra. Instead, Anders volunteered to take the receiver and I set off along the edge of the
plateau with only the antenna for company. The others had decided to cross the valley and
climb Outpost, the mountain opposite, but I had my heart set on a snow peak which dominated
the head of the valley.

I soon left the gentle slopes and soft moss of the tundra behind and found myself on steep
frozen scree, surrounded by crumbling red pinnacles. The Yagi proved to be a very poor ice-



axe and I teetered unhappily along a trail left by sheep in the dusting of snow. Eventually I

scrambled down to a relatively level col and took the opportunity to strap the antenna to my

pack — half hoping that the thing would fall off and slide a few thousand feet into Vulcan

Creek. From the col I scrabbled up steepening snow towards the big whaleback ridge above

me; the last few feet were very steep and hardened by wind, and I had to punch and kick

holds to reach the ridge where I let out a whoop of relief and exhilaration.

From here, the ridge dipped and then swooped up in a long, graceful arc to the summit.

The snow was perfect for walking in and little rock towers provided enjoyable scrambling.

The fmal section steepened and narrowed a little, and then I was on the top. The wind at

8100’ was chilly, and I put on woollies and crouched in the lee of the summit to eat the

pathetic remains of my lunch. Just as I was finishing and preparing to leave, I noticed a small

figure approaching at a phenomenal speed from the direction of Outpost. As I trudged slowly

down towards it, I realised that it was Fritz, clad in jeans and T-shirt, jogging along the ridge:

he’d done Outpost, and had decided to go over the peak I’d just left and descend into Vulcan

Creek. 1 declined his invitation to accompany him, partly because I wanted to do the whole

ridge and partly because he was moving three times as fast as me. Besides, my outfit --

balaclava, sunglasses, windproofs, gaiters -- looked a little silly compared to his beachwear.

I stomped along the ridge towards Outpost, grateful in several places for Fritz’s footprints

in the hard, steep snow below big gendarmes too difficult to be clambered over, and eventually

staggered out onto the summit plateau convinced that I’d done quite enough ascending for one

day. Several sets of bootprints meandered over to the edge, where they took one look at the

steep slopes below and turned sharp left. I, however, was too tired to walk any further, so

turned my back on the view and kicked steps slowly down the hard snow until the angle eased

and I could turn around and bumalide the rest of the way down to the creek. The walk down

the rocky creek-bed seemed endless, but was made interesting by the number of bear prints and

by the view of “Yagi Peak” looking very large and white behind me. A final thrash through

nasty, prickly spruce trees brought me out onto the highway, and from there some mysterious

automatic pilot, seated in my stomach, guided me down the access road to the Base and the

enormous pot of chili that waited there.

PARTICIPANTS:

Nick Folkard Fritz Mueller Nancy Alexander

Anders Angerbjorn

2. MOUNT ARCHIBALD July 1988

We were driving back to the Base in a Suburban heavily laden with beer one Saturday

evening; away to the South, a great snow-capped double summit glowed in the setting sun.

No doubt about it -- we had to do Mount Archibald.

As soon as we got back to the Base, I asked Andy -- the manager and a mine of

information on everything from rotary engines to the bars of Santiago -- what he knew about

Archibald.

“One of my favourite uncles,” he said, helpful as ever. Armed with this information, we

decided to have a go the following weekend.



7 am. on Sunday found five of us bouncing along the approach road equipped with an
ancient 11 mm. rope, three pairs of crampons and three ice-axes. Eventually we reached a
washout which even John wouldn’t contemplate crossing, so we parked the truck and headed
off up the Alsek Valley on foot. The fact that this valley has the highest recorded density of
grizzly bears in the world helped us to set a good pace -- so good that we walked straight past
the enonnous gravel outwash plain we were supposed to follow. Fortunately, one of us, Paul.
knew more or less what he was doing and corrected our mistake before we had gone too far.

The outwash plain gradually narrowed until we caine to a sheer-sided canyon. One look at
the creek thundering through it convinced us that our original idea of wading was not sensible.
and we grovelled our way up the steep bank of dirt and rocks and roots until we were high
enough to walk along the top of the canyon walls and descend on the far side. The descent
was interesting, involving as it did a traverse across a steep slope composed of something
resembling crumbly cement. My attempt to kick steps was only marginally successful, and I
soon found myself bootskiing backwards over the six foot vertical drop at the bottom of the
bank. I dusted myself off and waited for the others to arrive more slowly but more elegantly
at the creek bed, and we carried on past towering mud cliffs.

We soon found a wide gully leading up Out of the main valley. Four of us scrabbled up
the scree in the centre of the gully, but John attempted an impression of a mountain goat and
clambered up an airy and crumbly mud ridge. Close to the top he discovered that he was
lacking a hoof or two and had to retreat. We all eventually reached the lush alpine meadows
at the top of the bank safely and collapsed in the grass to recover.

Then up we went through the meadows, invading berry-patches after checking to see that
they weren’t already occupied. The vegetation petered out and we climbed up onto a wide
moraine. After half an hour of boulder-hopping, it was unanimously declared to be lunchtime,
and we sat amongst the rocks and cast envious glances at one another’s brown paper bags.
Having run out of things to eat, we reluctantly dragged ourselves to our feet and continued up
to the summit glacier, which looked quite harmless; we therefore distributed the axes and
crampons as fairly as possible and wandered up in the general direction of the top. We were
now in thick cloud, and our disrespectful attitude towards the glacier changed abruptly when
Paul’s left leg suddenly disappeared, He retrieved it, peered down the evil black hole thus
revealed and remarked that he hated it when that happened; he then decided that this was an
appropriate moment to rope up, which we did crouching out of the cold wind behind a large
boulder. As we fumbled with the stiff old rope, Paul entertained us by relating how he lost
most of his gear earlier in the summer when a toboggan upon which he had until recently been
sitting went over a 6000’ drop on Mount Logan. Suitably reassured of our leader’s survival
instinct, we followed him straight up into the dense cloud towards the Summit ridge, and finally
along the narrow ridge to the top.

We managed a brief photo-session in the tearing wind, and caught the odd glimpse of a
view through breaks in the clouds. The ridge continued in a graceful sweep towards the
second summit, but we decided to be discrete rather than valiant and headed back down the
way we had come.

The return trip was marked by a horrendous bushwhack through man-eating willow, the
result of my tuggestion that it might be a short-cut. This adventure was followed by an
entertaining attempt by Sian to do a 5.11 hand-traverse along a slippery clay bank, which
ended with her sitting down quite hard in a particularly deep and cold part of the creek. To



her credit, she stood up and strode with huge dignity out of the creek, ignoring our less-than-

sympathetic laughter. The last few kilometers seemed unnecessarily long, but we eventually

reached the truck 13 hours after leaving it. We were pleased to find that it had been neither

stolen nor washed away, and immediately headed for the nearest chocolate bar emporium. The

journey home was peaceful: only snores and the odd remark about my driving disturbed our

otherwise silent admiration of the sunset.

PARTICIPANTS:

Paul Langevin Andrew Paul Sian Williams

John Wilmshurst Nick Folkard

3. MT. VULCAN August 1988

Vulcan is one of the few mountains in the Kluane area fortunate enough to have a decent
name. Even the spectacular giants of the St. Elias Range are unimaginatively named after
obscure dignitaries — Messrs. Wood, Steele et at Vulcan, although only 9000-odd feet high.
fully deserves its impressive name; its gleaming white summit ridge draws the eye from many
points on the Alaska Highway and its presence dominates the southern end of Kluane Lake.

John, Sian and I set off up Vulcan Creek early on a perfect August morning. The first
few minutes were spent in cool spruce forest, but we soon emerged into the sun and began to
remove layers. As we crunched up the stony, Pry-carpeted creek bed, we disturbed a plague
of grasshoppers which were busy defoliating the young aspens growing amongst the boulders.
A loud droning behind us made us jump and we turned, half-expecting to see a gigantic
grasshopper whirring towards us. To our relief, the noise was coming from Andy’s little
orange ski-plane as it trundled across the sky, heading up towards the Kaskawaish Glacier and
the icefields beyond. We waved and continued up the gentle gradient alongside the creek.

Before long, we came to the first obstacle of the day: the creek swung under some
undercut cliffs, forcing us to cross it. The record rains of July were still swelling the creek,
and it took us several minutes to fmd a place where the torrent seemed wade-able. I took off
my boots, socks and trousers, took a deep breath, and plunged into the creek. The icy, thigh-
deep water tore at my legs and my bare feet scrabbled on the invisible creek-bed. I reached
the far side, toppled onto the bank and hauled myself out, and then leapt about and shouted to
exorcise the pain from my feet and legs. John and Sian had been watching me with interest
and didn’t like what they saw, they moved a few yards downstream and crossed easily to a
little island in mid-stream. Now there was just a narrow but deep and very fast section to
cross. John took off his pack, intending to throw it to the bank. Unfortunately, his desperate
heave wasn’t enough and the heavy pack fell a couple of feet short and started rapidly down
the creek. Without a moment’s hesitation, John flung himself after the pack, landed up to his
waist in the creek and sheepishly dragged himself and the rather damp pack up onto the

boulders. Sian opted to keep her pack on and proceeded to walk slowly and steadily through
the thundering water in her usual amphibious fashion.

We had gone only 200 yards further when a second crossing was forced on us. We had
been told horror stories of previous assaults on Vulcan having to make dozens of creek
crossings and we were beginning to believe them. However, either the creek had changed its



Mount Vulcan, Yukon Territory Photo: Nick Folkard



course (not at all unlikely) or the stories had been exaggerated (even less unlikely) as this
proved to be our last wet” crossing.

We stopped for lunch below crumbling multi-coloured cliffs. A single autumn-yellow
aspen glowed in front of a backdrop of green-black spruce. The creek led up through the tree-
line and forced us to cross once more, this tune on gleaming wet boulders. A tributary joined
Vulcan Creek and the tongue of tundra between glowed red and yellow and green. I opened
my camera case and dug out my camera to take a picture of the colours, forgetting in my
eagerness that my sunglasses and an unused roll of film were also in the case. They arced
gracefully through the air and fell with a plop into the creek. The sunglasses disappeared
instantly, but the film was safe inside a plastic bag and bobbed happily off down the stream
like an expensive cork. This was a bit of a blow, especially since there were only two shots
left inside the camera, but there wasn’t a great deal we could do so we waved the film goodbye
and continued.

By 2 p.m., we were close to the tongue of the glacier, and had pitched our tents on a tiny
meadow surrounded on three sides by thick willow scrub, with a steep bank dropping to the
rocky creek bed on the fourth side. We spent the rest of the afternoon munching, cutting slits
in strips of cardboard as makeshift sunglasses and trying to work out exactly where we were
supposed to go on the glaciers of Vulcan, which were mostly concealed by cloud but appeared
formidably complex when they occasionally loomed into view.

The alarm clock beeped at us in the dark the next morning, and we ate a hasty breakfast
while the cloudless sky slowly lightened. As we headed across the creek and up onto a rocky,
crumbly, scrambly ridge, the east side of Vulcan’s summit pyramid suddenly caught the sun
and glowed a dazzling white. A sharp crescent-shaped arete separated the warm morning light
of the east face from the cold blue night of the west: its perfect curve, hanging high above us,
drew us along the ridge of frozen, snow-dusted talus and up into the glorious sunshine, where
we turned, squinting, to feel the warmth on our faces.

Soon we reached the glacier and donned rope and crampons. A merlin, a small, arrow-
quick falcon, whipped past us just a few feet away, as we started across the hard, crunchy
snow, We were overawed by the huge white pyramid to our right and ignored the beautiful
arete which still divided day from night, aiming instead for a wider and less steep ridge.
Within minutes we had changed our minds and traversed below a tiny icefall onto the hard
almost-ice of the dark face. The steepness and the expansive view opening out below our feet
injected a little adrenalin into our veins and we concentrated hard on the kick, kick, stab
rhythm of our progress. A final exciting traverse brought us to the arete and we stood astride
it with one foot in day, one in night and whooped.

The ridge remained narrow, but gradually became less steep, and soon we were walking
along the almost level section which led to the summit. There we sat, on top of the world,
with sheer snow slopes falling away on both sides and Kluane laid out before us like a map.
The immense bulk of Logan dominated the view to the south, dwarfing the scores of towering
peaks which thnist through the mile-thick ice around it. Lakes and rivers and mountains
marked on our map sprang to life as they were identified, and we could cover 3-day canoe-
trips with a single hand.

Two hours of eating and photographing and general view-admiring weren’t nearly enough,
but it was already afternoon and wisps of cloud were blowing around us. We decided to
descend by a different route, so we turned our backs on the way we had come and continued



along the ridge. We were soon descending steeply on extremely hard snow, and after a
hundred feet or so came to a near vertical section where only our front points would sink into
the ice. We weren’t really ready for this sort of thing, so we retreated back up the ridge,
descended to its leeward side and traversed through the deep wet snow lying there; the cornice
above us shone brilliant white against an unbelievably dark blue sky, and dripped menacingly.
We crossed our fingers and willed the thing to stay put -- we had nowhere to go but down
should it decide to fall off.

Fortunately, the cornice defied gravity long enough for us to move out of its range and
clamber back onto the ridge below the steep section. From here, the way was quite easy:
steep in places, but the hard snow was just right for kicking toeholds and we descended
quickly to the almost flat glacier. We picked our way down around the crevasses, casting the
occasional look back at the icefall and our descent route -- our footsteps now appeared to be
on an almost vertical face due to the ego-boosting effects of foreshortening. A creek drained
the lower part of the glacier, carving a fantastic icy waterchute for itself. We followed it down
to terra firma and eventually back to the tents.

Two enormous meals and 12 hours’ sleep later we were heading back down the creek
towards the road. Only one wet crossing this time -- we found a log for the other one -- and
no losses (I tried hard to leave my binoculars behind, but after a 20-minute search found them
beside a pool where we’d stopped to drink). 4 p.m. saw us trudging painfully back along the
highway in the hot sun, exhausted by the kilometres of road-walking; suddenly, a familiar red
truck appeared in the distance, zoomed past us at high speed, turned around and pulled up
beside us. ‘Hop in,” said Andy. “I thought you’d be Out about now.”

PARTICIPANTS:
Sian Williams John Wilinshursi Nick Folkard

GRAINGER PEAK: THE i-CRACK
Andy Pacheco

We had long heard of the excellent routes to be had on Grainger peak in the Chehalis, but
being short of time for full weekend trips we had always ended up using what little time we
had exploring areas that were less well documented. The problem with visiting poorly
documented areas for the first time is that most times you end up getting very little climbing
done. This year, we decided we would explore only two new remote areas over the summer
and spend the rest of our mountaineering time checking out some of the well documented areas
which were reputed to offer very high quality climbing.

Well, Grainger was at the top of the list, and after one aborted attempt in which our car
lost the drain plug to the oil pan on the logging road, Kobus, Emily, Muriel and I headed up
one fine morning. A very short two-hour bushwhack put us at the head of Eagle Creek, a
lovely spot with waterfalls plunging in from every direction. After taking our entire quota of
waterfall pictures for the season, we headed on up wide ledges which led to the upper bowl
and the base of Grainger. We reached the base of the South Ridge with plenty of time to set
up camp, and then Muriel, Kobus and I headed up the ridge. Emily wasn’t feeling too well,



and decided to rest till the next day.

The line was every bit as enjoyable as we had heard it to be; mostly long steep fourth

class scrambling with short tricky bits thrown in every now and then for variety. Perfect for

moving smoothly and enjoying the scenery! The views from up there are supeib, with the rest

of the Chehalis to the south. Judge l4oway to the west, and Urquhafl and the Old Settler to the

east. We sat on the summit for a bit, picking lines on the nearby peaks that we just hail to do.

then headed back down -- we were even back at camp before dark!

The next morning we headed off to tackle. our main objective for the trip, the South Pillar

route. We found what we thought was the start of the route, but it was wet and unappealing.

Then we glanced around the corner to the left, and . . oh, ecstasy! A beautiful corner looking

like the mirror image of the Split Pillar -- except for the doubtflil looking roof at the top of it,

but never mind, I hail to try it. We got the gear out and off I went. The pitch was not

disappointing; superb rock, bomber jams, even the roof turned out to be quite do-able. About

100 feet of climbing brought me to the base of a short but impressive looking offwidth, which

I decided would be a great place to let Kobus take over. I brought Kobus and Muriel up

together on separate 9 mm ropes, a process which we find makes climbing as a group of three

almost as fast as climbing with two, but with the added safety of an extra team member who

could also help carry the gear. In this case we had an extra twist -- while two of us rearranged

the rack, the third brought up Emily, the fourth member of the team. This was a new

experiment, and worked great; just as fast as climbing with three. By the time Emily reached

us, Kobus had the rack sorted, had tied into the extra rope (the other end of which led to

Muriel), and was busy doing battle with the offwidth. It looked like a scary lead, but Kobus

managed to protect it with big tricams (a #1 Big Bro would have been nice). The rest of the

pitch and the next two turned Out to be easier, but then we came up against a very intimidating

short overhanging headwall. Well, it could have been horrendous, but again a few key holds

and protection slots positioned just right turned it into a very enjoyable sequence. From there

to the top turned out to be fourth class, and soon we were basking on the summit again taking

all the same hero shots, but this time of the four of us.

Well, I guess we basked a bit longer than was prudent, and the descent ibil take a little

longer with foux (we still have to work out the ropework for four for fourth class travel), so we

had to strike camp pretty fast and only made it as far as the last bit of bush before dark. It

took us twice as long to do that bit, but fortunately it’s not steep, and apart from a few

stumbles and bashed shins we got back to the logging road without too much grief.

Back at home we eventually figured out that the route we did was 3-crack Direct. All in

all I’ve got nothing but praise for Graingcr. The South Ridge is an excellent route, whether

you’re experienced or just starting into multi-pitch rock climbing and would rather be in the

mountains than lining up at the Apron (allow of time for route-fmding screw-ups though!).

As for the South Face routes, the rock is great, the climbing is spectacular, and there’s a lot of

potential for wild new routes; go for it!

PARTICIPANTS:

Kobus Barnard Andy Pacheco Muriel Pacheco

Emily Butler



SPRING SKIING ON BAKER

Eric Clemson Late June 1988

One trip that we had been planning over the winter was a spring ski trip up and down Mt.

Baker. Dan’s only ski experience was alpine skiing at resorts. However, after seeing a few

Warren Miller movies, he realized that “real” skiing was to be found on “real” mountains. Mt.

Baker was the obvious choice, as both of us being true Surreites, we could easily see the

slopes of this mountain on any given day in good weather.

Anyway, along came spring (or the end of exams, whichever is first) and we were on our

way up the mountain, hoping that the early morning “fog” would soon disappear. It didn’t, but

still keen, we continued on our way up to the Coleman Glacier trailhead. We were stopped

quite quickly by a snowslide that reaffirmed that it was still early spring and the road was not

clear. Realizing that a whiteout ascent of Mt. Baker was not what we came for, we turned

around and headed up to the lift area for a day of $10 skiing (we had timed Out trip with this

option in mind). Besides, a day of chasing the less-than-endangered LapinUS slciitteuS (ski

bunny) was not too harsh a compromise to accept.

After leaving the mountain a month and a half to “mature” (1 had just been to Bordeaux),

we set off again in first class weather to climb it. The road was no problem then, and the trail

barely had any snow on it either. At around 9:00 m., we reached the open cirques and snow

fields of Heliotrope Ridge and sat down for a rest and a view of the mountain with sunlight

popping around its horizon. We stayed there for quite some time, admiring how nice mornings

can be when you’re not in a rush-hour lineup or sleeping in on the weekend. Eventually, we

continued our stroll up to the glacier, Dan having a difficult time walking along in clumsy

plastic downhill ski boots.

Once at the glacier, we roped up and threw on skis, much to the relief of Dan. who had

been lugging up those heavy VOC A.T. skis. I (luckily) was carrying technology’s gift to the

ski tourer -- telemark gear. Dan found the skinny skins he was using to be very ineffective on

his wide skis. In addition, the surface layer of snow was starting to get quite soft and didn’t

allow for much edging. Although we plodded along for a while in these conditions, it soon

became apparent that, at this rate, we wouldn’t make the summit that day. Dan was also
getting quite tired of lugging the heavy contraptions along. Thus, we came to an obvious
conclusion -- enjoy the sun and head down. This was such a hoot! Putting away the rope and
skins, we cruised on down to the end of the glacier. The slushy surface layer proved to be just
great to ski in. Once down off the glacier, we headed over to the right where we found a
group of mountaineering students, all wearing BRAN]) NEW mountain suit ensembles. We
headed down through the steep, chewed-up slope that they had been practising self-arrests on,
carving turn after turn. I stopped and looked up at the tracks I had cut. The group of

mountain suits were still in the same place, yet they all seemed to be looking down at me.

Was it in awe, or were they thinking more along the lines of “What an idiot! “? The skiing had

been fantastic, and I didn’t really care. We continued our way down and over to the trail,

sliding by a few other hikers and skiers along the way. Back down at the car, we headed

home in time for dinner after a great day on the hill. Next year — the Roman Wall!



PARTICIPANTS:

Eric Clemson Don Kooyman

CROSSCUT RIDGE -- GARIBALDI PARK
Muriel Pacheco Early July, 1988

As often happens, a photo in the guide to S.W. B.C. caught the attention of both Andy and
me. A sawtooth ridge of reputedly solid granodiorite, as yet unclimbed, and within short
driving range of Vancouver. We suggested the irip to Peter Stone, who also had an interest in
that area, as it is not commonly visited and holds several attractive peaks. In addition, Andy
was curious about an unclimbed pillar next to Hour Pit., called the Minute Hand, for which
there was no photo in the guidebook. So we had all the ingredients for an interesting trip, and
three keen mountaineers.

One of the reasons this area is seldom visited is that getting there involves a day’s
approach. We planned on a 4-day trip, allowing 2 days for exploration. It was mid-July when
we set off up the logging road to Brohm Ridge; amazing as it may sound, we took our skis.
There had been a lot of snowfall late that spring and it seemed travelling by skis would be the
most efficient option. I am not much of a skier, but with packs weighing nearly 60 lbs. each,
stamina was probably the more important prerequisite for this trip.

We decided to drive up the old logging road to Brohm Ridge in the evening and camp
there so we could get an early start the next morning. We did not have the ideal car for
logging road ruts, of which there were many, and we got out of the car several times to try to
fill them in so the bottom of the car and its muffler wouldn’t get scraped off. Unfortunately,
somewhere we took a wrong turn and ended up back-tracking the next morning, only to be
stopped halfway up by 4x4 terrain (at about 2000 ft). By 8 a.m. we set off on foot up the
road, with skis strapped to our packs. After a few hours of hiking, we came upon some
abandoned Swiss-style chalets. Apparently, a ski area was being developed in the area several
years ago when the owners went bankrupt and left the abandoned chalets. We went into one
of the smaller buildings and found it quite run-down. The area is very popular with
snowmobilers in the winter and they have established a clubhouse” there. Anyway, we
stopped for a drink of water but, as usual, I was extremely anxious to start moving again as
mosquitoes, blackflies, etc. surrounded us as soon as we sat down. I wanted to get above
timberline and above the bugs as soon as possible!

Not far above the chalets we got onto Brohm Ridge (we had our skis on by this time),
which we followed until it was possible to descend to Warren Glacier. We headed around
behind Atwell and Garibaldi to reach the col west of Glacier Pikes, where we descended to the
Phoenix Glacier, contoured around the east side of Sphinx into a glaciated valley, and set up
camp around 500 ft. below Gray Pass.

The next day, we decided to climb Hour Peak and check out the mysterious Minute Hand.
We skied up to Gray Pass and thought we might approach the peak by traversing around the
north side of Parapet. The terrain looked heavily crevassed, so we opted to contour around the
SW side of Parapet, Isosceles, and Crosscut Ridge to the col between the ridge and Luxor.
From the col it was basically flat travel to the base of Hour Peak. . . the Minute Hand was
still not visible and we would not see it until we reached the summit of Hour Peak. We
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picked the line of least resistance up Hour Peak, which involved an easy 3rd-class scramble on

loose rock, and were soon sitting on the summit. We looked across to get our first view of the

Minute Hand. It was indeed a pillar, but would require only about 20 feet of technical

climbing; not worth the trouble of the approach it would involve. Crosscut Ridge was a far

more appealing objective in terms of quality and quantity of rock, so we set off back to see if

we could make use of all the rock gear we were carrying. Peter, not being a rock fanatic,

decided he would climb an easy route on Isosceles, while we tackled the highest point on the

col side of the ridge. We chose what looked to be the easiest line, one and a half pitches of

solid 5.9 or a 5.lOa variation to avoid a short loose section. Great climbing on superb rock.

We basked in the sun at thee top and waved to Peter as he returned from Isosceles. We
decided to call this point Honeymoon Spire in honour of Ajey and Kiran Joshi, friends whose
wedding we missed while on the trip. After rappeiling down we headed back to camp for a
hot meal and tea.

The third day, we got up late and headed back to do some more climbing on Crosscut
Ridge while Peter went off to climb Parapet. This time we decided to start at the opposite end
of the ridge and traverse to the highest point. Once again, the climbing was a lot of fun. This
time the easiest we could get away with was 5. lOb/c. l’he traverse to the highest point was
mostly 4th class with a few easy class 5 moves. We made up a summit cairn and then
continued traversing along the ridge until we got held up on a technically difficult section.
Considering the fact that it was starting to get late, we decided it would be best to set up a
rappel and start back to camp.

The last morning, we set off back home after 3 days of great weather, ideal conditions and
fun exploring. The return trip was uneventful, except for finding what we believe were ski-
plane tracks at the col before the Warren Glacier, and a low flying plane with ogling tourists
about 100 ft away (planes are not permitted to land in the park). Once we neared the chalets
we could hear the din of snowmobiles racing back and forth and up and down the logging
road. After this point the snow was very patchy, so I took off my skis to hike down the road
while Andy and Peter persisted as long as possible before admitting defeat. As usual, the
logging road seemed to last forever. I welcomed that familiar feeling of relief as I reached the
car, knowing I could take off my boots, unload my pack, and sit comfortably in the car as we
bumped down the road to civilization, fondly remembering four enjoyable days in the
mountains.

PARTICIPANTS:

Andy Pacheco Muriel Pacheco Peter Stone

VIENNESE PEAK -- EAST RIDGE
Eric Clemson July 1988

It was mid-summer and I had one of those mountain urges. So far during the summer I
had spent most of my spare time climbing at Squamish. Although this wasn’t a bad way to
spend one’s days off, I was in need of an ‘alpine experience”. So off I went that Wednesday
to the VOC barbecue in search of someone with a similar desire to bop into the mountains.

There I found that Jeff and Lisa had similar ambitions and had ideas of doing the south
ridge of Mt. Grainger. a fine granite peak in the northern Chehalis. That sounded quite good
to me, as I wanted to see how all my summer’s ‘rock-jacking” would fare in the mountains and



was also keen to visit the Chehalis. A trip was planned and we decided to leave on the

following weekend for two days.

After last-minute negotiations with my Mom over the loan of her car, we were off. Lisa

was busy with her music, so Jeff and I changed our agenda to the south face of Viennese Peak.

a slightly more difficult objective. We drove up to the Statlu Lake traithead, from where we

trekked up to the lake in half an hour, grunting along with rock gear in our packs. Upon

reaching the lake, I saw one of the most beautiful scenes I’ve ever seen in the B.C. Coast

Range: Statlu Lake and the Ratney group. The small, narrow lake nestles right beneath

gigantic granite peaks, yet due to the high surrounding terrain is still not truly alpine. This

would be a great place to hang Out, fish, relax, etc. for a few days, but we had to get going as

our objective was still not in sight. We continued up the “obvious rock gully” for what

seemed like a few hours, cracking Pacheco jokes to break the monotony. “Oh hi, you guys.
You should come up this way. It’s really not that bad, 5.9 or so.” “5.10+, Andy.” We
eventually reached the top of the gully and continued on across the ridge system which led to
the east ridge. This was a beautiful and exposed traverse of a long divide. On one of the
many minor summits there was a summit register inside a cairn. It contained three entries, two
of which had been made by people I know (including one by those intrepid Coast Mountain
wanderers Andy, Muriel and Kobus). The third was from 1949, probably the vintage of the
rusting tin can that the register was in.

We reached some our campsite some time after this course in Chehalis history. After a
good dinner, we jogged around in circles for warmth and went to bed in preparation for the
next day’s adventure. Because of our location at the base of the east ridge and the fact that our
sponsor demanded a phone call by darkness, we decided to leave the south face for another trip
and continue up the apparently enjoyable east ridge the next morning.

We woke up expecting to be socked in with clouds, as it had rained a bit during the night,
but were delighted to see reasonable weather with fog rolling around in the adjacent valleys.
After a quick bite and slurp, we set off up the ridge, pausing occasionally to scramble up some
easy class five. Where the route began to get a bit steeper, we stowed our boots and put on
rock shoes for better security and freedom. This part of the route was very enjoyable as we
were able to feel the exposure from both the north and south faces. In addition, the granite
was clean, white, impeccable stuff with positive holds everywhere. After what seemed like a
fairly short time, we reached the final summit gendarme and took out our ropes and gear. The
fmal pitch involved a 5.8 crux which we had both heard stories about from Andy and Muriel.
Wow! What a neat little crag -- unknown exposure into the mist on the south side and
complete space on the north side. A fall on this pitch would definitely leave one hanging in
free space over the north face, as below the pitch were a series of sneaky overhangs. In any
case, we both had mixed feelings about who would lead this gem. I was a little bit chicken
inside, yet still quite keen for the thrill as it really didn’t look too technically difficult. Jeff
suggested I do it, so I racked up and set off. The initial traverse towards the crux finger crack
was well protected. Then I had to commit. Reaching and stepping up, I secured a bomber,
thumbs-down jam and hauled up on it to stuff in a friend. It fit perfectly. Clip. Then a few
more moves up, hand slap over horn and pull up on top, the crux below me. A sling around
the horn, a chock to protect the second easier cmx and I sneaked up on top, clipping into some
rap slings with the initials K.B. on them. What a neat little summit. Jeff followed on up and
we had a leisurely lunch, taking “Marlboro Man” pictures with pepperoni sticks as props.
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What wilderness! This was true Coast Mountain climbing. The feeling of remoteness was
stronger than ever before in my life. I could see no signs of human passage anywhere. The
valleys we were looking over were unscathed by chainsaws and we could not see anything
even near the Fraser Valley. The only signs that indicated that we were not in untravelled
territory were the slings around the summit horn.

All too soon. it became time to rap. The descent was quite uneventful, although I must
comment that walking downhill in rockshoes is not a recommended pastime. Back at camp,
we got our stuff together and chose a different route back down to the lake -- the direct way.
This, of course, would involve a large quantity of bush but we were prepared as Jeff had
brought his gardening gloves along in anticipation and I had spent several years exploring the
dark corners of Surrey. I’m not sure which was the greater asset! In any case, the direct route
proved to be quite interesting indeed. After slipping down steep heather and crashing through
all sorts of other nasties, we reached a mostly dry creek bed. This “bushwhackers’ highway”
quickly led us along to the upper lake, a small tarn which Tom Baumann has a name for.

After a quick drink, we crashed along in what we assumed to be the right direction.
Suddenly we came to a long, vertical waterfall. Hrnmm. After a bit of discussion, i.e. yelling
at each other over a jam which we had both gotten ourselves into, we decided that the only
possible way to get out of this corner was to cross a tributary stream and head diagonally
across the slope in the direction of Statlu Lake. We both knew that cliffs were abundant near
this descent and didn’t want to end up trapped on top of one. Luckily, this was not so be the
case, as once across the tributary and up the opposite bank we saw something beautiful: some
fluo pink surveyor’s tape. We were thus able to ramble down to Statlu, eating blueberries with
all of our anxieties over.

The evening stroll along the lake was pleasant except for the fact that our bodies were on
their last legs (no pun intended). With the assistance of chocolate, we were able to stomp
down the trail to the road. Two days of premium mountain rambling were over. What a trip!
Do it! This trip to the Chehalis opened up a whole new range (groan!) of future trips to plan,
as not only do the Chehalis have a lot of supreme climbing and exploring trips to offer, but for
me it was my first true Coast Mountain experience. Having done most of my mountaineering
in the Rockies and North Cascades, 1 had viewed the Coast Range as a big forest with a bunch
of icecaps on top — not a very enticing area. Well, this may be true for much of the range,
but I found that it offers experience which other areas lack: pure wild frontier. In addition,
the scenery can be breathtaking and the climbs of very high quality. Enjoy!
PARTICIPANTS SPONSOR
Eric Clemson Eric’s Mom
Jeff Greenwood

ELAHO I
Jan Palaty July 30 - August 2, 1988

My goal for the summer of 1988 was to do something different: specifically to climb a
peak which was remote but not harder than class 3. After studying the possibilities in Fairley’s
Guide I decided that Elaho Mountain would be a good target, since it was high (9260 ft),
remote, reasonably accessible and yet rather obscure. Three other people were eventually



convinced but a mutiny at the July VOC barbecue resulted in a modification of the destination

to the Manatee group, on the grounds that it would be less strenuous as a four day trip. No

problem: I had hiked in the area last year and was keen to bag some of the higher peaks. We

were scheduled to leave Friday evening but a last-minute phone call to CRB Logging revealed

that the forest fire casually mentioned in a conversation on Monday was still very much in

evidence and that a trip to the area was not advised unless we wanted to be volunteered to help

fight it. No problem: we gathered at Peter Stone’s place to decide on an alternative objective,

preferably one with a glacier as we wanted to practice crevasse rescue techniques. Peter’s ideas

for a pleasant long weekend in the Coast Mountains (Misty Icefields or a North Creek traverse)

inexplicably failed to generate much enthusiasm in our party. Instead Anita, Steve and I

decided to join Steve Grant’s trip to James Turner, where we would stay an extra day. Peter

decided not to go, as the novelty of the area had worn off after three visits.

So on Saturday morning at the Wedgemount trailhead, we hoisted ridiculously heavy

packs, tuned the Walkmen to the progressive sounds of Mountain FM and headed off into the

bush. After leaving the logging slash, we climbed up to the ridge above Rethel Creek and

followed it towards Wedge Mountain. This is not a highly recommended summer route as it is

dry, bushy and totally devoid of views. Furthermore, the ridge continually teases you with

suggestions of level ground just above that next hill. Our party soon broke up into four small

groups (not a recommended practice with five people and three maps in dense bush) which

waded up through the white rhododendron and mosquitoes in various directions. The results

were predictable: Anita and Steve ended up spending the night at a bug-infested pond about

0.5 km back while the remainder of our party reached the intended camp in the bug-free

meadows west of Wedge Mountain. Although the price to reach this site was high, the effort

was well worth it: rolling meadows dotted with numerous small ponds and commanding a

magnificent view towards the Pemberton Icefleld. To the east, Wedge towered high above us.

A definite improvement over the Wedgemount Lake area, with its squalid cabin and depressing

lunar landscape. We found a perfect campsite on a small lawn beside a stream and just lay

there for an hour, gazing at the splendour around us. Or at least I did, while the other two

were discussing ways to improve the radio reception.

The next morning, with our two missing members still nowhere in sight, we went after

James Turner. We skirted around the south slopes of Wedge (loose rock) and then headed

northeast across the valley (loose rock) to the Bema Glacier. On the way there we had to

cross some very nasty cliffs -- you know the kind, where it’s a 300 ft. fall if those portable

handholds and footholds you’re hanging on to for dear life suddenly decide to give way. Yes,

of course we had a rope, but what can you anchor it to when the terrain consists exclusively of

dirt and loose rocks? Incidentally, we saw numerous signs of mountain goats on these slopes;

I couldn’t help but think of the contemptuous looks they would have given me if they had seen

my slow and hesitant progress across those cliffs. I say “me” because Steve and Robin had

quickly scampered across, seemingly unaware of any danger.

Upon climbing the Bema Glacier to the ridge, we found ourselves below the unfriendly

summit of James Turner. After a brief attempt by an appallingly loose gully on the south face,

we walked around the corner to the north face where we found the alleged class 3 gully (more

loose rock). A half hour’s scramble on variable rock brought us to the narrow summit. I

admit that the access to this peak isn’t much fun, but the views! The Spearheads to the south,

the remote glacier-covered peaks in the heart of Garibaldi Park to the east and Wedge to the



west! Totally rad. Our journey back was uneventful except for twenty minutes spent hanging

on to those cliffs, trying to relocate our original route. We eventually arrived back in camp

(14 his round trip) where we were pleased to find the balance of our original party.

Nobody got much sleep that night due to the high winds which arrived around midnight,

bringing with them an inch of snow. At dawn their ferocity increased to the point where I

removed the poles from my tent (unwisely oriented perpendicular to the wind) and was thus

later forced to listen to some cheap jokes about bivy sacks.

After the departure of Steve and Robin, we went up to the Wedgemount glacier in quest of

a suitable crevasse in order to practice pulling something/someone Out of it. Twenty minutes

later, the tempting sight of Wedge glittering in the morning sun high above our heads prompted

us to postpone the crevasses until the following day and bag the peak while the weather was

still good. Accordingly, we dumped excess gear in the basin and made our way to the west

ridge (loose rock). After an hour’s slipping and sliding on those infernal loose rocks, we

stopped for a rest shortly before the top of the (presumably) easy ridge that leads to the

summit. The view was splendid, especially the sight of The Table sithouetted against the sky

to the south. More importantly, I had my first view of Elaho Mountain: its massive snow-

covered peak and apparently easy ascent convinced me that it just had to be bagged. A few

minutes later, as we were scrambling up to the ridge, I heard a scream a few yards to my right

and turned just in time to see a refrigerator-sized boulder toppling over with Anita apparently

underneath it. We rushed over, fearing the worst, but mercifully it turned Out that bruised

ankles were the only injury. Why are loose boulder slopes rarely (if ever) mentioned as one of

the more serious hazards of mountaineering?

We decided not to push our luck, despite being so close to the summit, and retraced our

steps back down to our camp in the basin. There is actually a snow gully which leads from

the ridge all the way down to the basin but since it looked like a class 4 specimen for going

up, we opted for the relative safety (?) of the rocks.

On our last day we were once again blessed with flawless weather: we left our camp with

some reluctance and crossed the Wedge-Parkhurst col to the glacier beyond. We soon found

an ideal candidate for our purposes: wide, not too deep and close to the edge of the glacier.

Donning harnesses, crampons, slings, ice screws, etc. (a real ego trip for a novice like myself),

we tossed Steve’s pack into our crevasse and proceeded to puzzle over the intricacies of the Z

pulley system. It took us a while (half an hour) but eventually the pack reappeared at the lip

of the crevasse. Closer inspection revealed that it had apparently been sitting in two feet of

water as its contents were completely drenched. After lunch we decided to add a bit of realism

by lowering all three packs half-way. After spending twenty minutes taking precautions to
ensure that we didn’t lose our gear altogether, we managed to retrieve our packs in a few

minutes without difficulty. The same could not be said for retrieving our packs from the rope,

which refused to release them. Ten ineffectual minutes later we were seriously considering

cutting the rope, as our knot had apparently metamorphosed into a figure-eight-of-iron, but we

managed to untie it in the end.

We then made our way around the south shore of Wedgemount Lake and a few hours

later, tired but spiritually fulfilled, arrived at the car. In summary, a great but rather strenuous

trip.



PARTICIPANTS:

Steve Grant Steve Dods Jan Palaty

Robin Tivy Anita Miettunen

KAYAKING IN THE QUEEN CHARLOTTES

Reena Meijer-Drees August 1988

This is another episode in the continuing saga of Steve’s summer trips. Every year, he and

a bunch of his pals from out East at U. Waterloo (of which I suppose I am one) get together

for a 2-week trip somewhere. Last year Steve, Celia, Will and a couple others did the Chilkoot

Pass up in the Yukon; this year, I suggested kayalcing in the Queen Charlottes. This has

always been a dream of my sister’s, who is in native studies, but due to circumstances beyond

her control (of the monetary variety) she couldn’t come along. I spent most of my summer

working in Switzerland (now don’t get jealous; I hated it) so Steve organized all the details.

We ended up flying to Sandspit and renting the kayaks from Mr. Queen Charlotte Islands

himself, Kevin Newton. He got us the permits to all the Indian Heritage sites, too. We

must’ve hit the only 2 weeks of good weather they had up there last summer. I’m completely

sold on kayaking as an outdoor pastime; you can load your boat full of all kinds of luxuries

which you could never take hiking or skiing. The water does the carrying, all you have to do

is push it! It was my first-ever kayak trip; all of us (except Terry, who is a whitewater

kayaker) were pretty green.

The ifight (in a 737) was pretty spectacular. Everything was completely clouded over but

when we got to the Islands, the pilot ducked underneath the cloud cover and buzzed the shore,

scaring the hell out of some yachters and giving us a tour and a first glimpse of what we

would spend the next 10 days exploring. The rest of day one was spent organizing our stuff

and familiarizing ourselves with the boats in Mr. Newton’s backyard (while doing battle with

his 2 deformed dogs -- who peed against our suitcases — and his gigantic angora rabbit, which

I gather was used for wool by Mrs. Kevin Newton). The kayaks, with which we would soon

become intimately acquainted, were like, well, tupperware containers. Complete with burpy

lids. Anyways, they were all well outfitted with sprayskirts, flares, bilge pumps, etc. We

bought some fishing licenses and buzzbombs at Mavis’s and learned that “you betcha” is a big

phrase on the QCI. The night was spent in our tents in Kevin’s backyard, while Sandspit’s

teenagers roared up and down the road past his house.

The next day, we packed up all our stuff and loaded it into the Newton’s “crommie” or

Crown Forest Co. truck-bus-van contraption, by which means it would be delivered to Grey

Bay. From here, Kevin had arranged a boat ride for us to the starting point of our paddle

(Darwin Sound), It was a 3-hour trip in Billy’s Zodiac, with the 6 kayaks seriously weighing

down the roof of his friend’s aluminum speedboat. On the way down to the drop-off point,

“Billy Zodiac”, an ex-logger, was pointing out the sights -- nice trees (fine stands of prime

lumber, as he put it), loads of bald eagles, sea otters. There had been some killer whales

spotted a few weeks previously, but we never saw any, much to our disappointment.

The next two days we spent leisurely paddling down Darwin Sound under beautiful sunny

skies. A lot of time was spent around kelp beds, hanging over the edge of the kayaks, ogling

the marine life, which -- especially to the Eastern contingent of the crew -- was spectacularly



new. Endless photos of eagles were snapped. We tried fishing, too; it proved really easy.

Throw the line over, bob it up and down a few times, and supper is provided (after a while,

though, we got pretty sick of fish stew . the last night Steve prepared a real treat: macaroni

and cheese with NO FISH in it at all!!!). Because the fish (small rock-cod, mainly) were fairly

spiny, the fish-killer had to wear hand protection to hold the creature down while severing its

spinal cord . . . this orange rubberized glove soon became known as “the glove of death’. We

had to camp near fresh water; luckily our topo maps (not marine ones) were accurate in this

respect. There always seemed to be a nice beach and an open, mossy spot in the forest, so
finding a camp spot was never a problem. We saw a few signs of human passage: we ended
up spending one night at what was obviously an ovemight for the Ecosummer kayak tours that
were led out of Sandspit -- lots of bottles and other garbage strewn about. Not very
impressive,

The great weather held out for about 3 days, then, one morning, we woke up and it was
absolutely pouring rain. We rigged a tarp and had a miserable breakfast. We had to do a
fairly major crossing that day, across Juan Perez sound, to get to the south tip of Lyle Island,
and the waves were pretty high. It was damned uncomfortable; wet and cold, and you’d lose
sight of your paddling companions with every swell, they were so big. Will got seasick and
the rest of us were pretty queasy. But the swell died as soon as we got into more protected
waters and we tried to find a campsite as soon as possible. This was the only night where we
didn’t camp near a stream, but we had taken fresh water with us.

The next day it was nice weather again and we headed Out for Hotspring Island, ready for
a bath! When we got there, it turned Out to be a high traffic zone -- yachters, fishing boats
and even an Ecosumnier kayak group (7 double kayaks with 2 guides/cooks/slaves) completely
outfitted in the latest Patagonia fashions. We soaked in the hotsprings (there’s a few pools of
varying temperatures) and picked a large bagful of salal berries, with which the island was
absolutely laden, Not wanting to share our campsite with a dozen others, we headed off for a
nearby island (the Haida watchman laughed when he heard where we were headed: “You got
your saddles? For the rats?”). After a disappointingly railess night it was off along the east
side of Lyle Island (with the logging slash now in full view) to Windy Bay.

I highly recommend Windy Bay. It is not an official Indian site, but there are Haida
watchmen there anyways. It used to be a seasonal site; the Haida would go there at salmon
running time, so there are some longhouse pits still visible, and you can still see where the
Haida dragged their canoes up onto the beach. Also, you can walk a little ways into the forest
and check Out the big trees. We stayed an extra day, just to take it all in. The Haida watch-
couple Wes and Baba are really friendly and will talk your ear off. Baba had us all in to their
reconstructed longhou.se for the best cookies.

The salmon were collecting in huge swarms at the creek mouth (prior to spawning). You
could paddle right over them and see them underneath, so of course we had salmon steaks on
the brain, It’s illegal to catch them at that time of year, but Wet apparently had no qualms and
gave us this huge monster coho (35 Ibs) which he happened to have lying around. What a
feast!! He had a good laugh over our proud fishing stories (“Baby fish” as he called them.
“GOOd only for jum” --fish stew) and offered to take one of us out fishing. Terry ended up
going and they came back with 5 of the biggest fish any of us had ever seen: 3 gigantic red
snappers and 2 positively evil-looking ling cod. We sorta pigged out that night, after a quick
lesson from Wes in how to properly skin and fillet a fish. But we did teah Wes and Baba



how to make banana-honey-salal bread over a campfire (“Pretty foxy.’ Wes thought). We left
with gifts of fish: choice parts of the red snapper as well as some halibut to try.

The paddle to Tanu was fairly long, up around the north point of Lyle, Dodge Point.
There were riptides and large waves there, as well as a stiff wind, but luckily all in our favour,
and we had a blast surfing the swell and exploring the sea-caves. These, we were convinced,
were inhabited by sea-monsters, because they emitted loud booming sounds at regular intervals.
We decided it had been a good idea to save this part of the .paddle for later on in the trip, after
we had all grown more confident as paddlers.

Tanu is impressive. Emily Cars did a painting of it when there were still poles there.
Now there is nothing really left standing, but there are many house pits visible under the
quickly encroaching forest, some still lined with the original planking. If you look closely, you
can still fmd the remnants of old carved mortuary and potlatch poles. Somehow the deep
green silence makes you whisper. However, nothing gives you a new perspective on the
Queen Charlottes’ native issues like standing by the mossy remains of a longhouse, accessible
only by water, looking out over a .cky beach while the wind blows the mist and the cries of
seabirds over you.

That evening, on the beach of another neathy island (you may not camp within a 2-mile
radius of a Haida site), the surf turned phosphorescent. We danced on the pebbles like a bunch
of kids, kicking up light; we smeared green glow on our hands and faces and laughed and
capered, generally behaving like raving lunatics. Yes, the Queen Charlottes axe enchanted.

We were supposed to have been picked up at Tanu, but we were 2 days ahead of schedule,
so we used the watchwoman Carol’s radio phone at Tanu and arranged to be picked up at
Skedans instead. The next day was our longest paddle, about 20 km. We made it to Louise
Island and spent two nights there. The day we visited the site of Skedans was brilliantly
sunny. There is more left of Skedans than of Tanu as there are still poles standing. The
watchman there is Charlie, Chief Cumshewa. He talked to us for a long time about the tourists
he’d seen, about the history of the place, about what the Haida want now, about why no effort
is being made to preserve the Haicla sites (the Haida do not wish it; they are giving it back to
the forest). On the last evening of our kayaking trip we were rewarded with a stunning sunset.

The next day we were picked up at Skedans by Billy Zodiac and dropped off at Grey Bay.
where we waited for Kevin Newton to pick us up. He never showed up and we got a ride
back to town in the back of Billy’s pick-up, leaving the kayaks for Kevin to worry about. The
next days we wound down hitch-hiking around Sandspit, Queen Charlotte City and Skidegate.
taking in the local sights (band council office, museum, art stores, Haida seafood feast, local
pubs -- where I was almost picked up -- literally --by some logger). We spent our final day
taking a Crown Forest Co. logging tour, for a glimpse of the Other Side (the bus driver was --

Kevin Newton).

PARTICIPANTS:

Steve Dods Celia Greenwood Will Drennan
Reena Meijer-Drees Cohn Morris
Terry “Ocean Cowboy” Walker



HOZOMEEN - AN EPIC

Judy Needham August 13, 1988

If you thought the VOC were the only people to have epics, you’re wrong. This is one with

the ACC and I must say that it was the worst trip of the year.

Having grilled me on the phone, the trip leader decided I was competent enough to go on

the trip to climb the south peak of Hozomeen, a class 4 climb. I started having doubts about

the trip even on the way there, when we all met to sort our transport. On the trip was a

Japanese professor who was visiting B.C. and wanted to do some hikirg; this was okay until I

found Out he had no hiking boots or gear to do a climb — wasn’t he grilled on the phone?

This guy didn’t even have a sleeping bag; maybe he was expecting a heat-wave. The most

amazing thing about the organization of the trip was that the leader (or someone else on the
trip -- I can’t remember) met the prof. the week before and didn’t infomi him of the necessities.

Anyway, we drove down to the American border and took the Ross Lake road to the
ranger station, where we checked in. The hike to Willow Lake was quite uneventful, except
for bumping into a family on the way who told us that they had heard a bear and advised us to
turn back -- but that didn’t put us off! At the lake we had lunch and a dip before cariying on.
We left a couple of people at the lake to do some hiking around.

The wasps were out in force that weekend, and on the way round the lake some of us
were attacked. The going was slow on the way up through the forest; I think our prof. had
got blisters from the borrowed boots. I don’t think he was mentally prepared for the bush, as
at about 1000 ft. above the lake we were going at a snail’s pace; about this time he decided
he’d had enough and wanted to go back. We all had a long talk and it was decided that he
would go back to the lake to join the other two people. He was confident he’d be okay, and as
we could see the lake we thought he’d have no problems. The rest of us continued and made
it out of the trees and had a great bivy on the slope.

On Sunday the weather was pretty bad: it was cloudy. We set off early, hoping for it to
clear, but it didn’t. We opted out of the climb and went up the easier southwest peak instead.

On the way back to the lake I was attacked again by the wasps. At the lake we didn’t see
any sign of the prof., but we all had a nice long dip in the water. When the other couple got
back to camp they informed us that they hadn’t seen the prof. either. What now?

We hiked Out to the ranger station and made a report which took ages. A couple of
people returned to Vancouver with all the phone numbers to let our friends and relatives know
that we were okay. All we wanted to do was to get out and search for the prof. before it got
dark, but it took a few hours to make out reports and for the rangers to get their act together.
We split up and set off into the woods with the rangers and their walkie-talkies. It was going
to be dark soon. The rangers wanted us to get to Willow lake and continue the search by
headlamp! What a ridiculous idea!

Fortunately for us, we came across the prof. about half an hour from the ranger station.
He was looking for water. He was okay but was pleased to see us. The only problem was
that he had put his pack down somewhere when he went off to find water and couldn’t find it
again. He had missed the lake and spent Sunday lost in the woods. Watch Out in them there
woods!



THE COLUMBIA ICEFIELDS

Jacki Backhouse August 22-26, 1988

After coming to the Athabasca Glacier two years in a row (first to sight-see and then to

practice ice climbing), this time we were venturing up onto the Columbia Icefield itself. Our

destination was Mt. Columbia, the second highest peak in the Canadian Rockies (Mt. Robson is

the highest).

Weaving our way through the hordes of tourists (who regarded us quizzically), we headed

off mightily. Last year, we headed straight up the Athabasca without difficulty, but this year it

soon became very slow and tedious. The standard route is to follow the right hand lateral

moraine (on the Snow Dome side), but frequent thunderous icefalls on the route were a bit

daunting, so we stayed on the glacier, The left side of the glacier was fill of busloads of

tourists “experiencing it all”. Rising behind, Athabasca and Andromeda were looking very

climbable and beautiful. Frequent backtracking, climbing down into (and then Out of) crevasses

and crossing narrow ice bridges caused us to progress little. About three and a half hours after

setting off, we decided to camp for the night -• at the base of where the Athabasca Glacier rose

to meet the Columbia. It was a cold night and extremely windy -- Alex and Feliks had to

remove their tent fly at 4 am, because it was flapping so much.

The second day was clear, bright and sunny. Looking back the way we’d come, the

Athabasca Glacier looked like a giant tongue -- deeply furrowed with crevasses. Up onto the

Icefields with Snow Dome to our right (where if you pee, it ends up in the Pacific, Atlantic

and Arctic Oceans!). Distances are difficult to judge on the vast flat expanse of snow and ice;

Mt. Columbia 2 hours away, but 5 hours later we seemed no closer. The day was hot

and we were sinking deeply into the snow -- skis would have been a good idea. The views

were incredible: the Twins, Mt. Bryce, Castleguard and Columbia.

We set up camp at a spot left by a previous party. Wails had been built to shelter from

the wind and it looked horny. After supper, the sunset was stunning -- as was the cloudless

star-studded sky. Earlier in the evening, another pasty (2 men) joined us. All slept well -- but

not long enough!

The third day began early -- it’s a real challenge to force yourself out of a warm cosy

sleeping bag at 4:30 a.rn. in the dark! We left camp early --5:15. The snow was hard and

frozen so we travelled easily. Dawn was impressive — the colours touching the tips of all the

surrounding peaks. As the day wore on, it became hotter and the snow softened: and we

seemed to be as far away as ever from Columbia! It jç so close, but 5 hours later we

reached its base. The actual climb up is about two hours of steady slogging -- it is 50 degrees

snow all the way up, with no change in angle, and one bergshrund to cross.

At 1100 Chris and I were standing on the peak -- 12,294 feet -- and I was proud! The

others were right behind us, and we took the compulsory “peak shots” before investigating the

peak and having a snack. It was cold and windy up on top. Heading down, the snow was wet

and heavy and balled up crampons. It slid off the ice which was right below, making progress
slow and careful. Towards the base, Chris slipped into a crevasse up to his waist -- but no
damage done! Sinking in with each step as we ploddingly headed for camp -- it was a long

day, about eleven hours round trip! A word of advice for summer travellers: do take skis!
On return to camp, Chris and I discovered that our food was gone. Ravens had somehow

got into the tent vestibule, pulled out our food and devoured gjj of it. All that was left was a



Don’t try this at home...crevasse-hopping on the Columbia Icefield. Photo: Jacki Backhouse



few pecked tea bags. We spent a hungry evening admiring the lightning shows and listening to

the thunder around us. Fortunately, the storm missed us. The next day we slept in and headed

home leisurely. Travelling down the Athabasca, we did keep to the Snow Dome side along the

moraine and travel time was quick. One good icefall had filled in a few major crevasses,

making crossing them simple. Back at the Chateau, we toasted a good trip with beer and

nachos. A great trip!!

PARTICIPANTS:

Jacki Backhouse Alex Snigorowicz Chris Stec

Feliks Rohas

MT. SHUKSAN

Eric Clemson Late August 1988

It was the weekend before Labour Day and I had still not climbed this mountain.

Throughout the summer, I had to call off several trips planned to climb Mt. Shuksan’s north

face. This time, though, I thought that I had it beat. Ed and I left work Saturday evening and

after picking up the essentials (food, boots and film) we were on our way up the Mt. Baker

Highway. Later that night we arrived at Austin Pass to crash for a few hours as an early start

was required for this trip to ‘go.

Early the next morning we set off hoofmg it to Lake Ann as, having only one vehicle, we

planned to climb the Fisher Chimneys up to Shukson Arm, descend into the White Salmon

valley and then climb the North Face where we would then camp on the Upper Curtis Glacier -

- a very long day indeed. The trip into Lake Ann went smoothly and quickly, although we

were a bit anxious in case a ranger came around the corner, as the permit that we had

scrupulously obtained the night before had been left in the car. A weekend in a U.S. prison

was not really on our itinerary. However, no ranger appeared and after a quick chocolate break

we headed off in the direction of the Fisher Chimneys.

Although this route is one of the most popular in the North Cascades, we were lucky to

find not a single person in the chimneys -- they would normally have been subject to “Bowling

Alley Syndrome’. The chimneys passed quite smoothly and we had another break at the top.

This time we had to melt snow for our depleted water bottles, and by the time we were ready

to get going, it was about noon. Looking down into the valley we would have to descend, and

at the height we would then have to climb, we quickly became lazy and decided that the

standard route would be fine for this trip. Besides, it did look kind of interesting and had been

really enjoyable so far.

Off we went, Winnie’s Slide being our first obstacle. At this time of the year, this

standard snow slide had turned into an ice face with water streaming down it in the midday

sun. I pulled out our ice screws and attacked the “wall”. This being no North Face, we

cruised up it in shorts. Ed yanking out the screws which had all melted out minutes after I had

carefully placed them.

We then walked across the Upper Curtis Glacier, meeting a pair of Canadians who had just

done the North Face which was in great condition. They, being smarter than us, had taken the

more direct White Salmon Creek approach. A bit more walking ticked off another option, as

the Hourglass, a shortcut ice-filled couloir had melted away arid was no more.



Ed Pang emerging from Hell’s Highway on Mount Shuksan



Therefore, we continued on up Hell’s Highway, the fmal obstacle of the standard route.
This proved to be the most interesting part of all, as it was so broken up that we had to do a
bit of vertical serac climbing to get across the gaping ‘shrund. We got by this mess as fast as
possible, as it was not a place where one would want to hang around. Once past these fmal
difficulties, we slogged our way up the Suiphide Glacier, taking in some awesome displays of
the evening sun dancing across the dendritic patterns of the glacier’s snowcover.

As it was getting late, we set up Ed’s fancy, new Mo6s tent atop the only perfectly flat
spot of snow. It turned out that this spot also had the best view. A satisfying dinner
replenished our weaiy bodies, as we watched a moving picture show of sunsets, clouds and
rainbows appear and disappear before our very eyes. As darkness fell, we slid into our bags
with a great day behind us.

The next morning woke us up with fairly strong winds, yet Ed’s tent shed them as though
it was designed by Pininfarina. I was still quite keen to go up to the top, as we were so close
and the weather wasn’t too ferocious. Ed, however, wanted to start down, as he had to be back
in town before all the stores closeu, to prepare for a kayaking trip. Not wanting to create an
argument, but still feeling rather stupid about leaving the summit untouched when it was so
close, I helped pack up our gear and we set off on our way down. The trip down was rather
uneventful, except for a couple of rappels into the fog, and we were soon hiking Out through
the meadows, this time enveloped in a dense mist. We finally reached the car after a great two
days in the mountains. Even though the summit was not reached, we were fortunate enough to
experience the mountain in some of its different moods. This trip was much more sensually
pleasing than some of the “peak-bagging” trips I’ve been on, as we were able to relax and take
the mountain at a much more leisurely pace. The standard Fisher Chimneys route up Mt.
Shuksan is one that I would recommend to any mountaineer -- novice or experienced. It has
all types of climbing involved, yet never seems to be very threatening or overpowering. As for
the North Face -- next year!

PARTICIPANTS

Ed Pang Eric Clemson

SLESSE NORTHWEST FACE
Greg Statler Late August 1988

It was some weekend late in August that we did this climb, and the event depended very
much on several things. For one, I had decided to throw in the towel on my Ph.D. in
chemistry, conclude with a quick if ignominious exit from graduate school and write up my
second M.Sc.. the deciding factor in the end being an extremely poor rapport with my
supervisor. Dave, although graduating the previous year with his Ph.D., disliked both his
Hawaiian post-doctoral supervisor and the utopian Hawaiian existence. Yeah, death to Utopia
and hooray for a gnarly climb in the Chilliwack. The third deciding factor was transport, and
fortunately Sharon’s car was available from Cultus Lake to Slesse Creek.

Late on the Saturday afternoon, Dave and I left Cultus Lake for the drive up the Slesse
Creek logging road. The recent logging activity in this area enabled us to drive to within
about 1 km. of the flying fox crossing of Slesse Creek. Shortly afterwards we were panting
our way up the very well marked but steep trail to the Slesse meadows, occasionally glimpsing



the Canadian and American border peaks. Higher up, the air was cold and misty, and once in

the meadows we were rewarded with a sight rarely seen by the naked eye, a glory! These

magnificent atmospheric phenomena require very precise conditions -- ice crystals in the clouds,

etc., and apparently have tested most theories of modem physics. Basically, we were able to

observe haloes around the projections of our heads onto a fog bank some 500 m. away. We

could only see our own glories and not each other’s.

Having satisfied our amazement at this bizarre spectacle, we began the business of

preparing camp, with the Hawaiian contingent complaining of the cold. There was no water

immediately available, so Dave picked up one of my cans of tuna, cut a hole in it and

proceeded to drink the contents. He clutched his throat and spewed up the contents,

exclaiming, “That’s gross!”. Apparently Dave, being mad with thirst, didn’t notice that it was

tuna “broth” and not “brine”. What sort of refreshment the brine version would have been

to him no doubt mystifies us all. Anyhow, Dave’s thirst was alleviated by melting and boiling

some deposits and we passed an uneventful night far from Utopia.

We were off about 8:00 a.m. the next morning for our climb of the NW face of Slesse,

which is rated about 5.6 - 5.7, I think. We ascended a few 3rd and 4th class gullies before

reaching the base of the climb, where Dave donned his rack and began climbing. I changed

out of my hiking boots and into my rock boots which was a good move -- probably about a

5.7. Dave cut his hand on a sharp crystal on the first pitch and was apprehensive enough to

let me have the next two most exciting leads. The other option would have been to lend him

my rock boots, but I wouldn’t have been able to fit into his hiking boots. We reached the

summit without too many problems, although Dave managed to dislodge a 15 kg. rock onto his

chest before it tumbled some 300 ft. and pulverized into dust on the rocks below, a grim

reminder of what this game is all about. The descent was pretty standard, despite the fact that

I might have rappelled off the end of the rope had it not have been for the knot. We traversed

some rather scaiy fourth class rock before I picked out bits and pieces of Dave’s pulverized

rock from my boots.

We became rather thirsty again and decided to make a beeline for a snowdrift in one of

the boulder fields. Feeling a glissade was hot on the cards, I wandered to the side of the

snowdrift and managed to up-end a large boulder onto my shin. If anyone has ever had

hockey-player’s shin then they’ll be able to sympathize. For weeks after, my shin could be

pushed in like a piece of putty, and taping my whole lower leg was the only way to drive the

fluid away (thanks to Dr. Mike Macanari’s advice).

Anyhow, I highly recommend the climb to all those above the simpleton I.Q., as the face

can be climbed in an easy half day. The views from the summit are awesome, particularly of

the simpleton N.E. buttress.

PARTICIPANTS:

Greg Statter Dave Williams

ELAHO 2

Jan Palaty August 27-30, 1988

The second attempt was planned for late August. Despite much effort, only two people
were convinced by my glowing description of the area, so on Friday evening Anthony Khan,



Peter Stone and myself headed off to Meager Creek. Upon arrival we received a nasty shock:
despite previous reassurances from the Squarnish office of CRB Logging that the watchman
would readily open the gate to the road leading to Devastator Creek, Arvin (the watchman)
adamantly refused to do anything of the sort. Eventually we gave up arguing with him, and
the next morning at 7 am. we parked the truck at the gate and gloomily started walldng up the
road with a fine drizzle falling on us. Fortunately, Heaven soon sent us an angel in the form
of a pick-up truck with a kind driver, who gave us a lift all the way to the end of the road at
Devastator Creek. After crossing the creek on a two-log bridge (generously provided by CRB
Logging) we slowly made our way up the steep hillside to the meadows. This is the worst part
of the access into the Manatee group because the slope is very steep and slippery:
consequently, a “biceps-jumaring” approach is required here.

Three hours and 2200 ft. later we arrived in the fog-enshrouded meadows. Due to the bad
visibility we decided to set up camp and continue our journey the following day. The fog and
rain departed late in the afternoon (although the dense clouds of black flies stayed behind), not
to be seen again on this trip, but by then it was too late to cross the Manatee Glacier to the
neighbouring Meager Glacier valley, where we had hoped to establish base camp.

Next morning we set off across the meadows with the intention of gaining the glacier
below the base of Polychrome Ridge. We had spread Out a bit too far, because when I reached
the ridge, I could find no trace of the other two. Peter was eventually sported higher up, but
Anthony seemed to have vanished completely. A search in the valley below and on the ridge
above yielded nothing. Earlier that day he seemed to be under the impression that we were
going to the Manatee group itself, but I thought that we were now agreed on our destination as
Elaho. Nevertheless, we decided that he must have proceeded to the former because the route
to our Elaho base camp involved crossing an unfriendly glacier where a rope was very
necessary. So in the late afternoon Peter and I made our way to the Manatee group: we
crossed the Manatee Glacier to its western snout, and after crossing the many streams pouring
out of the ice we followed the valley contour around to Manatee Creek. At this point we had
Potential Disaster #2. Peter looked at the raging torrent in front of us and expressed doubts as
to whether “it would go”. With the typical recklessness of youth, I decided to prove him
wrong and waded in. The results were predictable: three-quarters of the way across, I was
swept off my feet and propelled in the direction of the Lillooet River at a pretty horrifying
pace. I remembered that you were supposed to throw off your pack in this situation but the
prospect of losing my entire arsenal of mountaineering clothing and equipment was unbearable:
drowning seemed preferable. After travelling downstream for some 15 metres, I let go of my
ice axe and lunged at a large rock jutting out from the riverbank, and managed to bring my
ride to a halt. The Cariboo Log Chute at Expo ‘86 was never like this! I crawled out of the
creek and, to Peter’s astonishment, requested a belay and went back in to look for my ice axe.
Needless to say, I did not find it: it was probably in Pemberton by then. Seeing that the creek
was not the way to go, we decided to follow it upstream and try to cross on the glacier itself.
This tumed out to be remarkably easy, although crampons were required on the moderately
steep bare ice. We crawled up the moraine on the side of the glacier and suddenly, after
several hours of glaciers and gray lifeless moraines. found ourselves in beautiful green
meadows, complete with clear streams and a very vocal community of marmots. Due to their
relatively exposed location above the Remora Glacier, a stiff breeze was blowing on the



meadows, so they were essentially free of the maddening blackflies. Needless to say, there was

no sign of Anthony.

On the following morning, we set off for Obelia Peak, which we felt was the only feasible

destination for our equipment -- and personnel — depleted party. Minutes after leaving our

camp, the meadows vanished as abmptly as they had appeared and we were back in the world

of rock and ice. Upon reaching the broad Obelia-Oluk col, we were treated to incredible views

of the north buttress of Wahoo Tower, Mt. Dalgleish, Lillooet Mountain and a greet many

stunning peaks and glaciers whose names were unknown to us. What impressed us most of all

was the sheer scale of the place: everything seemed bigger and more hostile than the more

familiar ranges to the South.

We scrambled up to the loose east ridge of Obelia, and then cautiously made our way to

the summit by this route. It isn’t terribly pleasant because it’s 500 ft. straight down on both

sides of a ridge consisting of loosely-piled boulders. Upon reaching the summit, we admired

the views, identified as many peaks as we could and made the usual fruitless search for

Waddington before retreating back to our camp.

On the following day we packed up camp and began our return trip. After crossing the

Rernora Glacier below its icefall (a few major unbelayed leaps were required to clear some

crevasses near the eastern edge), we ambled through the meadows on the ridge separating the

Remora and Manatee glaciers, before crossing the glacial streams by keeping to the ice as

much as possible. Despite the extra elevation gain, this is the best route between the Manatee

Glacier and the meadows, because all stream crossings are avoided.

We dumped our excess gear near the base of Polychrome Ridge and hiked up the glacier

to the ridge overlooking the Meager Glacier. The view which met our eyes after the tedious

slog across the glacier was beyond words. Particularly notable was the six kilometre stretch of

hanging glaciers on the opposite side of the valley and, of course, Elaho Mountain dominating

the horizon to the southwest. I took one look and decided that Mr. Fairley had not been

exaggerating when he had called this peak “elegant”.

The rest of the return trip after this excursion was very much an anti-climax. We raced

down the hill to Devastator Creek in less than an hour, with the flies in hot pursuit, and got a

rather frightening ride back to the hotaprings on Arvin’s trock. Perched on the rear bumper

with our packs on, while Arvin roared down the bumpy mad at 50 km per hour. we wondered

if we shouldn’t have walked instead.

At the springs we relocated our missing party member. After becoming separated from

our group he had camped in the meadows for two more days until driven mad by the flies,

whereupon he had retreated to the hocsprings.

So, did we ever make it to Elaho Mountain? Read “Elaho 3” and find out.

PARTICIPANTS:

Anthony Khan Peter Stone Jan Palaty



FALL 1988

HARRISON HUT ON LABOUR DAY
Steven Dods September 3-6, 1988

This trip was planned to take advantage of the excellent late summer weather. When I got
to the VOC storeroom, I discovered I wasn’t the only one thinking this way: there was
practically nothing left! This trip was also intended to finish the maintenance on the cabin I
had started the previous fall. The trip to the cabin is a gruelling seven-hour bushwhack, but I
didn’t think the hardy and loyal VOC’ers signed up for the trip would mind carrying the 8 litres
of exterior latex and associated material needed to finish the job.

We hit the Meager Creek Hotsprings Friday night and had a brief encounter with the
counter-culture that seems to be developing there. It is not recommended as a place to stay on
long weekends if you want to get some sleep.

The following day, Anita came in handy, as she quickly found the original trail of ‘83,
created when the cabin was built. The route was hard to follow, as many of the original
flagging tapes had fallen down or were very faded -- okay, Anita, where does the route go
now? We fixed the problem by dumping no less than four rolls of hot pink flagging on top of
the old route. The route may still be an obstacle course, but it should no longer be an
orienteering course.

The scariest part of the trip was crossing the east tributary of Madhorse Creek. The trail
now leads across a tree fallen over the creek. Everyone in the group found their own method
for handling this obstacle. Some use the ‘horse and rider method’ -- sit on it, legs on either
side, and hump yourself forward. Be careful of the knots on the log. Others use the
Hedgehog method: bend over, all fours on the log. Remember to occasionally look up to see
where you’re going. Still others use the Trapeze Artist method: one foot in front of the other,
arms extended -- remember: there is no safety net! Perhaps a future workhike could cut down
more trees and lay them at the same place. This would make the hike in safer (albeit less
exciting).

On Sunday we prepared to paint the endwalls of the cabin. Rich and Reena feigned
disappointment when it was discovered there weren’t enough paintbrushes to go around, so
instead they “had to” go climb a local peak. The paint job was overdue, as the old paint was
almost gone after the five years of extreme weathering it had beesn subjected to.

The following day the rest of us climbed to the top of Frozen Boot peak and admired the
scenery. Once you’ve been to an area a number of times it is entertaining to sit on top and
remember previous trips to the mountains that can be seen from this perch. Mt. Overseer
dominates the picture. We had climbed this during a ski trip the previous April. Jan sights his
“mission impossible’: Elaho Mountain, a huge mass of glacier ice piled up into a peak away
in the distance. Jan had already tried to reach this destination twice before, and I could tell
from his steady and intense expression that he would try again (ominous foreshadow .

.

On the way down we found some good boot skiing. I was zooming down one stretch with
abandon when my feet suddenly dropped out beneath me, as though they had fallen into a hole.
I then executed a perfect face-plant on the snow. After getting up and dusting myself off, I
noticed a large crevasse off to my left. (I thought 1 was on a snowfield, not a glacier). I
mentally extended the line of the crevasse to the point where it intersected the boot track. This



was approximately where my feet had disappeared. I surmised I had just fallen into my first

crevasse (or maybe it was just a dip in the snow — I didn’t want to go back to investigate!)

Tuesday was rainy and we hiked down our newly flagged trail in the West-Coast-liquid-

sunshine we’ve come to know and love. Later we soothed our aching bodies in the hotsprings

and headed home.

PARTICIPANTS:

Rich Lechleitner Reena Meijer-Drees Jan Palaty

Anita Miettunen Steve Dods

MANNING PARK

Tom Baumann Labour Day weekend, 1988

You can’t go to Manning Park on a long weekend --

there are too many people during this time. But unless you are retired you have to go anyway,

and there are some great easy hikes around.

Labour Day weekend was here, and despite expecting crowded trails we drove to

Manning Park. Our vehicle was left behind at Lightning Lake, and with overnight gear we

headed down the easy trait Yes, down -- this trail starts up high and loses approximately

lOOm in elevation. It was very warm, so hiking under the shade of trees and along four lakes

was a welcome activity. Many canoers paddled on the water, and a lot of fishermen tried their

luck, but just past the lake we only encountered the odd person.

Passing Flash and Strike Lakes, we wandered towards Thunder Lake, the last in a chain of

lakes created by rockslides which dammed the water in the narrow, flat valley. On our way

we ate many different wild berries that were abundant at that time. The few kilometres to

Thunder Lake seemed to stretch endlessly in the heat that was now intense after the vegetation

had opened up and as we found ourselves walking on rockslides. Just before giving up. we

arrived at the lake, or should I say, where the lake had been. It was shrivelled up, and only

after some more exploring did we find the lake itself. Apparently, the rockslide that helped

create the lake is porous and in the summertime the water leaves the lake faster than it can be

replenished by the creek that feeds it. After a good day’s work the swim in the lake felt very

good, although the population of water snakes made it quite short. Refreshed, we walked back

to Strike lake, as the site of the shrivelled Thunder Lake made for a poor campground.

At Strike Lake there is a wilderness camp. Fires are not allowed as the fire danger in the

park is high all through the summer. We wondered again where all the expected herds of

people had vanished to, as we shared the Site with only two other small and quiet parties.

On Sunday we walked all the way back to the truck and drove up to the downhill ski area

(Gibson’s Pass), where we went for a dayhike through the strawberry flats and to Nepopokum

Fails (actually three different fails). Being a strawberry researcher, I had nothing better to do

than to slow everybody down by eating wild strawberries that have a better taste by far than all

those commercial varieties (I also looked over my shoulder occasionally to make sure I wasn’t

foraging in Bruin’s territory). The few hikers we met on this trip all seemed to be terribly out

of shape, as they displayed an unhealthy red colour in their faces and seemed to breathe

unnaturally hard for such an easy hike. Soon we found the trail pointing downwards into the



dry area to the falls, and I’m sure we appeared just as breathless as the people we met earlier

when we finally made our ascent in the merciless sun.

On Sunday we drove up to the traithead to the Three Brothers trail. This again is an

unusual hike, as the trail first descends several hundred metres before rising slowly to reach the

Three Brothers mountains. This means that when you go back to the car you have to climb up

to the parking lot. The entire hike is in the alpine area with just a few wooded spots thrown

in. The final steep part to the actual mountain top is short. We again had a hot day, and

water is a problem in the summer as the trail follows ridges where no water can be found. Yet

the all around views are magnificent and rewarding for all the stress in the summer heat. If

you want to do a longer hike, you can keep on walking past the Three Brothers and come back

to the highway via the Hope Pass trail (Nikomen Lake). The trail is in the process of being

rebuilt and parts of it are extremely well laid Out.

PARTICIPANTS:

Tom Baumann Franz Gerber Angela Kuminer

REPORT OF THE 1988 DON WHILLANS MEMORIAL

“IN YOUR CUPS”

Ken Legg September 18, 1988

Despite it being a well-kept secret, there are a few of us who know that the famous British

mountaineer Don Whillans is alive and well and living in Vancouver. For the last two years,

he and his cronies have appeared mysteriously during the third weekend of September. Like

the magical Island of Brigadoon, they appear in the mists of the North Shore mountains for a

day, and when that day is spent, they dissolve back into nothingness.

This year was no exception to the rule. On Sunday, September 18th, twenty-six people

and three dogs were witnessed making a trek from Cleveland Dam towards the Troller Pub in

Horseshoe Bay. Some of these figures of the past sported tweed knickers, tartan ties, flat ‘ats,

umbrellas, waiking skirts and the like. These rowdy individuals showed no concern for the

sanctity of the park they were walking in as they laughed loudly and swilled pints of Guinness

Stout at every opportunity. A fine scrap was only narrowly avoided wdhen Whillans

exchanged some harsh words with the mountain bike racers who tried to share his trail. The

bikers were left quivering in their cleats.

A Contest was held to reward the most authentically dressed mountaineer. Bruce Fairley

walked away with four litres of potato salad for the best dressed gentleman (the tartan tie

clinched it), and Saskia Aisken received a huge tin of pickles for the best dressed lady. This

motley crew was then served a hearty Ploughman’s Lunch which was washed down with still

more pints. After lunch the sky fell, umbrellas were raised and a retreat, in fine Whillans’

fashion, was called from Cypress Bowl directly to the Troller Pub for dark pints and hot rum.

Over several more pints Whillans got completely out of hands and could not refrain from

telling stories of his exploits in the Lake District, the Alps and the Himalayas. Don recounted

epic tales from his many adventures. He told us of the time that he took a lead fall on the

Central Pillar of Freney and lost his hat, fags, and money. He also told the famous tale of the

late night noise in the alpine hut, and of the few fights that he had lost, and finally of his

untimely death in the prime of his debauchery. Just before he passed Out, Don was heard to



exclaim that he would be sure to return next year and he threatened all those in the bar to join
him or else..

PARTICIPANTS:

The Don Whillans Memorial Swillers

FALL LONCHIKE
Reena Meijer-Drees September, 1988

Well, someone had to volunteer to do the official exec. writeup of this annual event, and
since I organized t I figured I might as well bite the bullet. Let me first confess that
Longhike is every vice-president’s personal nightmare, what with all the organization required.
I also want to thank everyone who helped clean and cook, as well as those who brought
desserts!

The weather was fantastic and somehow everyone who had signed up for rock school or a
hildng trip managed to get up to where they were supposed to be. Every year, it seems to me
that there are too few cars, but in the end everything always manages to work out. Drivers
find out how much their vehicles REALLY hold! Loads of people signed up to learn how to
rock climb, and a good time was had by all. There were more advanced classes given for
those with a little more experience. Day hikes went Out U Singing Pass, Rainbow Lake and
up to the Black Tusk area. I believe there was an epic occurrence on the Tusk hike, something
about someone with a sprained ankle and walking in bare feet . . the Singing Pass hike was
fairly uneventful (we had to contend with a lot of mountain bikers along the trail) and we
enjoyed the view and gorgeous sunshine.

I was back at the cabin early, to get the supper crew organized. The caretaker, Nigel,
asked how many people we were expecting. When I told him about 100, he smiled, shook his
head and sald,You guys sure know how to party!’. He left shortly after -- I think he wanted
to sleep that night . . Dinner went down well: 3 varieties of chili (veggie, mild and hot),
salad, and garlic bread. We could have done with 30% more food, though. Next year
The sauna and hot tub got good use and so did that wimpy little car stereo they have up there.
Next time we gotta import a proper sound system!

We had blocked off the small parking lot outside of the cabin for use as a tenting area,
since these were definitely not enough bunks to go ‘round. In any case, the temperature and
noise levels outside were more conducive to sleep. I went to bed early, since I had to get up
at 6:00 to get breakfast rolling. I think I slept under somebody’s VW Bug, which leaked some
nameless fluid on me all night long. I was trying to get Out of the light of the streetlamp.

Next morning’s breakfast of pancakes and yoghurt dragged on until about 10:00. as late
night-partiers stumbled in for their morning hit of coffee, Day hikes (the one I was supposed
to lead, to Wedge Lake, was taken over by Richard and others) and ad-lib climbing groups
were organized, and by about 11:00 everyone was Out of the cabin, heading for the sunshine. I
was so bagged that I simply did a cursory clean-up of the cabin befor driving home and falling
into bed. Hope Nigel liked the 6-pack sampler of leftover beer we left for him! See you next
year!



PARTICIPANTS:

Too numerous to mention (about 110)

VOC TRIP TO GROUSE AND CROWN MOUNTAINS

John Omielan October 10, 1988

Thanksgiving Day, October 10/88, began misty and cool. Starting off on the great VOC

Grouse/Crown Mountain trek at the crack of dawn, I (along with most of the other people in

the group) brought along sufficient clothing to keep warm. As it turned out, however, this was

unnecessary since the day became sunny and unusually warm. This made the trek pleasant at
first. However, as we continued hildng along sheltered trails (especially with little or no wind),
it actually started becoming too warm. I, along with everyone else to some extent, stripped

down (but no indecencies). Also, some of the group (names withheld to protect the guilty) did
not bring along any water, so the available water was drained Out.

As the trek progressed, the group spread out due to differing athletic abilities and
masochistic desires to “walk till you drop”. Thus, I was usually by myself or witn a small
group of people allowing me to better appreciate the serenity, beauty and enormity of the
mountains. Most types of terrain (except for glaciers), from almost temperate rain-forest to
large expanses of boulders, were along the trail, making the scenery very diverse and
interesting.

Those people who made it to the top of Crown Mountain were given a real treat. A photo
(or series of photos) is really required, and since I don’t have a thousand words to spare, I’ll
just say that the view was outstanding in spite of the slight haze still present in the distance.
After a long, relaxing lunch, we headed back to Grouse Mountain. Although the army sergeant
among us would probably have preferred to walk down, the rest of us were quite happy to take
the gondola. I am quite sure that all of us slept well that night, with many pleasant memories.
PARTICIPANTS:

Lots

A LAKE CAROLINE THANKSGIVING:

ALPINE LAKES NATIONAL FOREST, LEAVENWORTH, WASHINGTON

October 8-10, 1988

A Thanksgiving long weedend to be thankful for. Three October days of clear, sunny
skies and unseasonable temperatures in the mid 20’s. Spectacular fall scenery: golden
tamaracks gleaming against brilliant blue skies, red- and orange-hued alpine flora bringing

colour to the meadows. All of this contributed to a thoroughly enjoyable weekend of relaxed
hiking in the Alpine Lakes National Forest near Leavenworth, Washington.

It started as a typical West Coast weekend as fog and cloud of indetenuinate depth
blanketed the coast. But as we drove up to Stevens Pass, the cloud disappeared for good. An

attempt to get a backcountry permit for Enchantment Lakes proved unsuccessful, but we still

had several options. So, in late afternoon, we started up the trail to Eightmile Lake, the



women of the party starting ahead while the men shuttled a truck to the other end of the trail.
Arriving later at Eightmile lake, the men found the note below, and obediently followed

up to Caroline Lake (the women had my supper). Picking a campsite with a view down the
valley to the east, we prepared dinner and spent the evening conversing and stargazing.

Sunday dawned another gorgeous day. With what could hardly be called an alpine start,
we continued along the trail to Windy Pass, from where we intended to follow the ridge along
to Cashmere Mountain (8501 feet). After a lunch break on a small peak along the ridge, we
broke up into 2-person “assault teams’ to attack Cashmere, while Reena provided support.
Judy and Kumiko descended from the ridge to crross a snow field and approach Cashmere
from behind. Rich and Carmen followed (after obsersving the first group for some time and
choosing a “better” route!). Steve and Tom continued along the mailn ridge, as did Brian and
Diane. The peak was gained with relative ease -- it was little more than simple scrambling --

and everyone it-grouped on top to enjoy the sunshine and take in the view that extended from
Mt. Baker to Mt. Rainier. We returned to our camp at Lake Caroline shortly before dark.

On Monday, we packed up camp and again headed up to Windy Pass, this time continuing
over the pass and down to Trout Creek, following it to the road at Icicle Creek. The trail
twisted down through meadows to the tree line, then entered the forest for some time before
emerging on a logging road and entering a logging slash 2 miles from its end at Icicle Creek.

Now here was a rarity, a VOC trip that was 2 miles from ending without incident. No-one
had yet hiked in the dark, fallen into a creek, got lost, or been caught in an avalanche (mind
you, it only October). But here was our chance: the trail Cut off from the logging road,
unmarked, and down to a bridge over Icicle Creek. Over the course of the day, we had
separated into 3 groups, each of which took a different approach to reaching the bridge. The
first group stopped on the logging road to tighten their boots, and while crouched over, just
happened to see the trail junction a few feet away. This is called “blind luck navigation”. The
second group contained a person who had hiked in the area before. Recognizing that his group
had followed the logging road too far, he led them on a bushwhack thorugh forest and logging
slash to reach the bridge. This is called “brute force navigation”.

The third group, having neither the luck nor the experience of the first two groups,
followed the logging road on and on, not realizing that they had missed the trail until it was far
too late. This is called “lost”. They ended up on a bluff overlooking Icicle Creek, where they
presently observed Tom driving his truck on the road that followed the opposite bank of the
creek. From there it was simple (and lucky): a few yells were somehow heard inside the
moving truck, it stopped, and the occupants determined that the creek was crossable at that
point. So, a few minutes later, everyone was loaded in the truck.

After retrieving the other cars, and the obligatory dinner at Gustav’s, we headed home. It
had been a beautiful weekend, with gorgeous weather and scenery, and it was tough to leave.
PARTICIPANTS:

Toni Baumann Kumiko Ide Judy Needham
Steve Dods Rich Lechleitner Carmen Dube
Diane Pennington Reena Meijer-Drees Brian Smith



ELAHO 3

Jan Palaty October 8-11, 1988

Not another article on Elaho Mountain? I’m afraid so, but I promise that this will be the

last one (at least in this edition of the Journal).

This trip began with a good deal of uncertainty, owing to large amounts of snow being

reported at moderate elevations in late September (somewhat alarming if you are relatively

inexperienced and plan to travel on an unkown glacier) and several previously interested people

dropping out of the venture. In the end, Chand Sishta and Greg Bissegger were talked into the

trip, and on the Friday evening of the Thanksgiving weekend we drove to the Meager Creek

hotsprings. This turned Out to be very unwise, because we were kept awake for the better part

of the night by a rowdy group of juveniles with an appalling taste in music, which they

insisted on sharing with the rest of us.

At 5:30 a.m. we left camp and drove to the end of the Meager Creek road (excellent 2WD

condition) at Devastator Creek. It was a perfect autumn day: blue skies, a moderate

temperature and a relative absence of bugs. We crawled up the previously-mentioned hillside

and made our way across the meadows to the Manatee Glacier. After some debate, we chose

Chand as the “person you’d most like to have to rescue from a crevasse”, and set off across the

glacier. A hint to the appearance-conscious mountaineer: a few dozen wands strapped on your

pack will make you the fashion sensation of the mountain. Anyway, we eventually made it to

the ridge, but not before passing through a singularly nasty crevasse field with many doubtful

snow bridges. We had our first view of Elaho, which convinced (7) Chand and Greg that we

had indeed chosen a noble objective. We reached the minor bump Peak 7940 around sunset,

and cautiously made our way down through the rocks. Darkness fell while we were still on

our way down, so we decided to camp at the first semi-reasonable site we found, instead of

pushing on to our original destination, a pair of small lakes above the Toba River valley. Our

campsite, which we found mercifully soon after total darkness, turned out to be the only viable

one within a 1 km. radius, and a very good one at that.

The following day’s events adhered to all the fine old VOC traditions: how many can you

recognize? We rose at an appallingly late hour (7 a.m.) and headed towards our objective

under brilliant blue skies. We dropped down to the Meager Glacier and followed the valley

west to where it dropped sharply into the Toba River valley. We had been rather worried

about this section, because the map indicated that this area would be very steep, if not cliff-

like. Fortunately, there turned out to be a gentle groove/ledge running diagonally down the

hillside towards the Elaho glacier. We followed this route and were astounded to see that it

was marked with cairns and very recent (probably 1988) flagging tape! Even though the (very

obvious) route was only marked down to the valley, a short distance below, we found the

presence of these markers in this wilderness most annoying. I was even greatly tempted to

obliterate them on the way back.

The head of the Toba River valley was a place of incredible beauty: sparkling glaciers

and the stunning Elaho Range Pinnacles towering over a broad gentle stream winding its way

through groves of spruce and meadows shining with the bright colours of autumn. Sorry if I

sound like a travel brochure occasionally, but there’s really no other way to describe this place.

We followed the ridge leading up to the Pinnacles without difficulty (there is a troublesome

crevasse, clearly visible from below, which is best avoided by going along the rocks to the



south), before traversing the steep glacier to the north, through a field of some very
intimidating crevasses, to the large glacial plateau beyond.

Upon reaching this plateau we had a splendid view of our objective. It didn’t look very
difficult (technically), but it was still a couple of kilometres distant and it was already 2:30
p.m.: a bivouac seemed inevitable. I had lectured Greg and Chand thatmorning about the
necessity of a sleeping pad for a bivy, but had omitted to bring my own. I like to think that
that the sight of a leader packing his bivy gear promotes despondency in the party.

We crossed the plateau and gained the summit ridge from the east, rather than from the
NNE as described in Fairley’s book. On our way up, Chand suggested that he stay behind
while Greg and I continued to the top, but he was promptly told to perish the thought and keep
going (aren’t you glad you did?). Upon reaching the ridge we could see the summit, a rocky
horn glittering alluringly in the soon-to-be-setting sun. Ten minutes later we were there! The
view was just incredible, since the peak is quite high, located in the centre of the action and
without any other high peaks in its immediate vicinity, to block the view. We could see the
snake-like Clendenning Glacier (far below us and already buried in shadow), Vancouver Island,
Black Tusk, Castle Towers, Samson and (presumably) Waddington itself. How about that for
variety?

We took the obligatory summit shots (complete with the VOC flag) and headed down at
5:15. We managed to get through the crevasses while it was still light, but then decided to
take a shortcut to the previously-mentioned crevasse by traversing across the steep face of the
glacier instead of going up to the ridge. This turned out to be a mistake (Rule # I of
Mountaineering: never gamble on an unknown route, especially when pressed for time), as one
of Chand’s crampons fell off and refused to be re-mounted. Eventually, we reached the
glacier’s edge in total darkness and picked our way down through the rocks by the light of our
two headlamps (the headlamp-less member shall remain nameless). The route from the rocks
to the valley floor, which had seemed so obvious by day, had become a confusing maze of
slippery frozen snow fields and rocks; needless to say, we got lost. We eventually ended up
on a mysterious steep snow field which seemed to disappear into the darkness below. Hanging
on to our ice axes for dear life (to this day I have not been able to figure out why we didn’t
put our crampons on), we cautiously made our way down and were relieved to discover that
the snowfield ended in the moderate slopes of the valley floor rather than in a cliff. Twenty
minutes later we reached the valley fToor, where we prepared to spend the night. A light
breeze was blowing but it wasn’t (at the time!) too cold. I observed that at least we wouldn’t
be bothered by bugs or Bob Seger, but no one else seemed to appreciate this. After putting on
every (really!) item of clothing we had brought, we made ourselves as comfortable as possible
in the heather and tried to get some sleep.

It was a bit chilly at first, bloody cold in the wee hours and positively glacial in the early
morning. None of us got much sleep, since most of the night was spent trying to stay merely
cold rather than frostbitten. As soon as we could clearly see our surroundings we packed up
and left, shivering uncontrollably. Twenty minutes later we were all warm again but now
sweating uncontrollably under our half-dozen layers of clothing. Less than two hours later we
were back in camp, feasting on Kraft Dinner and similar delicacies.

We had had hopes of climbing Manatee Pk. on this day, but since this was now out of the
question, we decided to make our way back to the meadows above Devastator Creek. After
reaching the ridge and spotting two mountain goats, we noticed a large reddish cloud in the



Elaho Valley to the south, coming towards us and growing in size: It was clearly from a fire
of some kind, so we were grateful that we were on our way out. In fact, the following day

was unusually hazy with very poor visibility..

We took a more sensible route across the Manatee Glacier this time, and reached the edge
by late afternoon. Greg left us here as he had classes the following day: he reached the valley
by early evening and was back in Vancouver later that day. Chand and I camped in the
meadows and left the next day at 10:00 a.m. We reached our vehicle three hours later, only to
encounter a huge log-hauling machine doing its thing in the middle of the road. Eventually we
were noticed and the operator (bless him) moved the monster a couple of feet forward and
motioned us to drive through. Drive? Where? All I could see was a gap on one side about
half the width of the truck. Nevertheless, we drove up and managed to squeeze through
(literally!) with half of the truck wic the log-hauler. After being almost tim down by two
logging trucks we reached the hotsprings, where we were obliged to sit around for four hours
until the Lillooet main line was open to the public.

This is my last Elaho article. Really.

PARTICIPANTS:

Greg Bisseger Chand Sishta Jan Palaty

SKYPILOT -• A GREAT INTRODUCTION TO THE VOC
Reena Meijer-Drees October, 1988

Well, this was the first trip I ever led, sometime in October, after Longhike. Steve, the
trips co-ordinator, phoned me up and told me that as a member of the executive, I was duty-
bound to lead a fall trip to ANYWHERE . . . so I just thumbed Fairley’s guide and it opened,
as if by magic, at the Skypiot section. It was fate, I know now. Originally I had planned an
overnight, but insidious rumours reached me that Skypilot was a day trip, so a day trip it

became. The weather report was for fog and rain. Actually quite a few people signed up but
were scared off at the trip meeting when I let on that:

a. I had never been there before,

b. we’d probably be coming down in the dark, and

c. it might involve some bushwhacking.

(They made the right decision).

I was in charge of transportation, but in the eventuality that The Bright Red Waterbed (as
my car is known) wouldn’t start (it was having battery problems), I’d get Brad to give me a
boost. Okay, so Saturday morning 6:30 I hop into the Reenamobile, turn the key in the ignition
and, you guessed it, not a peep. After a quick phonecall Brad comes roaring over, and, rather
than giving me a boost, generously offers to drive in his (infinitely more comfortable) VW
Rabbit. We burn over to Peter’s, because by this time we’re ten minutes late, and wander
around his house knocking on all possible back doors for a good ten minutes. No response.
We walk around the front yard a bit, even gingerly venturing up onto the front porch and
eyeing the doorbell -- but no, better not try that; we’ll probably only wake up the landlord. It
turns Out later that we did indeed manage to miss Peter, although how, I’ll never figure out.
He claims he was waiting on the porch. Anyway, after about a quarter of an hour Brad and I



decide that Peter has forgotten he ever heard of Skypilot and we hop into the Rabbit and race

over to Nancy’s.

All else hitchiess until we reach Britannia Beach, where Brad says the access road to

Skypiot is. We come to the first gate just outside of the town and it is locked. A fruitless

call at the key-keeper’s mobile home is made, and we decide to just hike up the road. It turns

out to be quite a walls and it is noon and spitting before we reach Utopia Lake, where we have

lunch. Nancy, for whom this is the first outing since Longhike, still believes us when we say

it won’t be a big deal to get to the summit (which, incidentally, we cannot see, since it is

hidden by a huge hill). However, she starts to doubt our sanity when, in order to avoid the
slippery vegetation (white alder and solomon’s seal) on the aforementioned hill, Brad and I don

our raingear and proceed to climb up a dry creek bed, which, after about 500 feet, turns out
not to be dry after all. We do some rockclirnbing in this natural (cold) shower, clambering

over some small waterfalls, and when the rocks become too steep and slippery, we head off

into the bush. It is steep and long. New horizons in vegetable belays are defined. And it
doesn’t get any less steep as we finally get above the tree line. We can see that a cold fog has
started to drift in and it has started to snow. There are snow patches all around and the
heather beneath our feet is icy. This is worse than the bushwhacking; the footing is
treacherous and now there are no handholds anymore.

When we finally arrive at the ridge from which the summit should be visible at about 3,
the fog is so thick that there is not even a dark lump where Skypilot should be. We are all
rather wet and chilly, but cheer up when Brad cracks open his thermos of spliced hot chocolate.
Nancy’s feet are soaking wet in her runners, but she puts on her winter boots and feels better.
As it is obvious even to me that we will not be going anywhere near the summit, we discuss
possible exit routes. There is the possibility of an easier route down, and Brad and I pursue
this eagerly, dragging the uncomplaining Nancy around over the scree slopes at the base of
Skypilot, looking for the access into this other, easier, valley. The fog is so thick, however.
that we can’t fmd it. We decide to go back the way we came. The bushwhack back down is
easier; gravity is now working for us, and we avoid all creek beds. There is a collective sigh
of relief when Utopia lake (what a misnomer, incidentally: it’s an ugly man-made flooded
valley) is in front of us. From here there’s a clear trail to the car. It’s really raining now, but
we’re all too tired to care. Twilight catches us on the old Anaconda Copper Co. road, and the
rain lets up. We pass the Britania Beich town dump in the dark. By the time we reach the
Rabbit it is 7 p.m. True VOC style. I tell Nancy she’s had a taste of some of the more idiotic
things that people in the VOC do. Next time I do this one, though, I want BETTER VIEWS.
PARTICIPANTS:

Brad Nixon Reena Meijer-Drees Nancy Bepple
Peter Macgillivray (in absentia)



WINTER 1988-89

THE BALLAD OF THE BUS, OR:
OF BAKER, BUSES, BARMAIDS AND BLACK RATS

Nick Fotkard December, 1988

Two carloads of us went a-skiing that day,

Into Washington State we made a foray,

We skied many hours in the fog and the rain,

And were really quite glad to be leaving again.

A Volkswagen bus is fme transportation,

So four of us climbed in with shouts of elation;

Out of the wind and the cold and the wet,

What more could one want, how much happier get?

We rolled down the mountain in gear number one;

The engine it rumbled, the headlights they shone.

But as we were whizzing past Graham’s cafe,

The bus said out loud, “That’s enough for one day.”

We pushed it and pulled it. We called the AA;

They said, “Oh, so sorry, can’t make it today”.

There was nothing to do but roll to the pub,

And wander inside for some beer and some grub.

Who should we see there but skiers we knew?

The others had stopped for some sustenance too.

We sat at their table -- no need now to panic --

And wondered if anyone knew a mechanic.

The lady across from us said, “Yes, I do!’

The girl at the salad bar cried Out, “Me too!”

EVERYONE soon had gone to the phone

To call their mechanic . . . We sat there alone.

They came back and told us that nine men were coming,

Experienced with cass, their wiring and plumbing.

We said, ‘Oh my gosh, we only need one,

And anyway, soon, we’ll likely be gone.’



For Randy is Out there with headlamp and pliers,

Tweaking and twisting and playing with wires.

Perhaps we’ll just sit by the hot stovepipe here,

And order some nachos, and -- yes, one more beer’.

So we ate and we drank and we tried on some hats.

Into white plastic buckets we threw rubber rats;

Then Randy came stumbling in from the night

And said, “Shall we go now? The bus is airight.”

The barmaid was cute and with Eric she’d chatted;

She’d brought him his drinks, and with him she’d ratted.

When told we were off in one minute, not more,

Poor Eric looked sad, and was dragged through the door.

We made it right back in the dark to Vancouver.

Old Randy had managed a crafty manoeuvre:

He’d taken the wire from the bright red back light,

And connected it up to the spark plugs real tight.

The moral for those who drive round in old buses,

But want to avoid lots of swearing and cusses.

Is always take one who with engines can play,

And ALWAYS break down outside Graham’s cafe!

PARTICIPANTS:

Martin Bell Randy Engman Cohn Daniel
Marilyn Noon Suzanne Rao Nick Foilcard
Eric Smith

ROGERS PASS

Brad Nixon Christmas Break, 1988

Christmas break, 1988, saw the return of 16 hardy (foothardy???) VOC’ers to Wheeler Hut
in Rogers Pass, B.C., land of the steep and deep and home of the infamous head christie turn.
This year, while the steepness remained as prevalent as ever, the deepness was sadly lacking,

as the snowpack was a small fraction of the usual multiple metres (that’s 3.28 multiple feet for
you non-metric types) of the fluffy white stuff. All the same, some notable refinements were
made to the somewhat radical head christie style, including some particularly remarkable
contributions by Eric Clemson. Honourable mention also goes to Theresa Duynstee, Dean
Alien, and Marilyn Noon for their work in the ongoing development of the technique.

Boxing Day morning saw four carloads of turkey-stuffed skiers heading eastward on
Highway #1. The departure was almost a complete exception to the usual VOC style, in that
almost everyone left/arrived at their designated pick-up point on time. However, longtime-



VOC-member-returned Deiwyn Smith ensured the late-departure VOC tradition was upheld by
having her ride arrive at her house at the designated time to find her barely awake and her
living room floor littered with mounds of food, ski clothing and gear. With assistance from
Dean and Steve, her gear was hurriedly stuffed into packs, loaded into Dean’s truck and all
were on the road by 9:30 am. Considering the festivities of the previous day (Dec. 25), this
short one hour delay was quite remarkable.

Seven hours later, this last load of skiers arrived at the designated meeting place in
Revelstoke, and a further delay ensued as Dean remembered that he had forgotten his skins (an
item almost as essential as skis to backcountry skiing). Numerous phone calls and much
confusion later, the problem was solved as Craig announced that he had an extra pair which
Dean could borrow. More phone calls to advise those in Vancouver to forget all the previous
phone calls, an hour of getting changed, eating dinner, putting on boots, skinning skis. etc.,
etc., and the group was finally, really and truly on their way into the famed Rogers Pass. Two
membets of the group were Conspicuously absent at this point -- namely Stuart who had
contracted some nasty fonn of anti-skiing virus and was laid up in Vancouver feeling especially
frustrated since his wife had avoided the dreaded virus and was now happily ascending the
heights of the pass, and Peter, who had contracted a Calgarian strain of the same virus and was
also laid up. Happily, both managed to overcome the disease, and appeared on the scene a few
days later.

Forty minutes later the four vehicles pulled into the Illiciilewaet parking lot, and all began
unloading their gear. It became immediately obvious that all members had taken to heart the
advice that the ski into the hut was short and relatively flat, as the volumes of food, clothing,
equipment and assorted liquid refreshments which were unloaded from the vehicles appeared to
be sufficient to supply the proverbial army. Two trips into the hut, including some noteable
manoeuvering of a cooler-laden toboggan supplied by Dean, saw all members and their supplies
safely ensconsed in the hut. As the hour was well past 10:00 p.m. at this point, all decided to
retire immediately rather than try to build a fire and take some of the chill off the -12 degree
temperatures which prevailed inside the building at the time. This decision was regretted by
some at 2:00 am, when they began to realize that the three seasons which their sleeping bags
were rated for were NOT fall, winter and spring. All managed to survive the night, and the
morning saw Craig and I hunched on our knees for the major portion of an hour. with our
heads stuffed halfway into the wood stove blowing madly on a small flickering flame covered
by tiny and painstakingly shaved splinters of rather cold and damp firewood. In a manner
which would certainly be admired by any boy scout worth his Swiss Army knife, we managed
to coax the reluctant stove to life, and the crackling sounds which filtered upward through the
rafters soon had the other members of the group stumbling down the stairs.

Breakfast sounds and smells began to fill the air, and a number of hours later, when Eric
finally realized that he just wasn’t going to be able to pawn the last of his apple pancakes off
on anyone, all were finally outside donning skis. The group was off in true alpine-start fashion
(a good 30 minutes before noon), heading off up the Asulkan Valley. A major portion of the
day was spent taping on skins, rewaxing skis, repairing bindings and so on. It was a day for
exploring the area, looking for slopes suitable for practising the head christie style. All
returned to the hut by dark (a surprising accomplishment for a VOC trip) and the evening was
spent enjoying the delights of some truly remarkable gourmet cuisine.



That night proved to be a warm one for all, thanks to Delwyn, whose one-season (not

winter) sleeping bag necessitated her sleeping 6 inches in front of the stove and arising every 2

hours to restoke the fire. This unfortunately required Craig and I to abandon our head-in-the

stove method of fire starting the next morning, but we both found we were able to revert to the

pile-more-wood-on-the-existing-coals method of fire-starting with little regret. This day saw the

whole group return to the Asuilcan Valley, only to find the snow very unsuitable for head

christies, forcing us all to resort to the more traditional telemark turn. With the exception of

some wind slab at higher levels, the snow proved to be very amenable indeed to this old-

fashioned style. Dean had elected to attempt the pick-up truck style on the highway into

Revelstoke run this day, and returned having accomplished some remarkable turns as well as
having picked up some additonal supplies (although what in particular was needed escaped me

completely, considering the mountain of supplies which had been packed in only 2 days
before). With the arrival of Heather, Sally, Nelson, Peter and Stuart, our numbers had now
swelled to fifteen. One would think that such a number of bodies would contribute
significantly to the heating of the cabin, but even such warmth proved insufficient for Delwyn
who now found it necessary to sleep ON A TABLE six inches in front of the fire.

The following morning saw a truly incredible feat accomplished, whereby all thirteen skiers
were up, breakfasted and out on the trail by 8:30 am.! Surely this must be some son of
record. We were headed for Balu Pass, where it was rumoured that there was some snow that
was just perfect for head christies. Perhaps this was the incentive which got everyone moving
with such rapidity this particular morning. Alas, the rumours proved unfounded and we arrived
at the pass only to fInd 20 cm. of fresh light powder, and were forced once again to resort to
tele-turns. After carving up every slope in sight, we all headed back down the trail, where Eric
discovered that with sufficient speed some exceptional head christies could be performed even
in this poor snow. Also on the trail down, Delwyn and Heather were overcome by some
mysterious urge to search for trolls under one particular bridge, and spent a number of minutes
floundering around in the snow under this bridge before they could be coaxed and pulled Out

by Nelson and myself. Backcountry mountain skiing can affect some people quite strangely.
That evening nearly saw one group of four go hungry as Dean discovered that it was one thing
to bring 10 pounds of frozen lasagna for dinner, but quite another thing entirely to transform
the same into an edible form with no oven.

Friday saw the entire group return once again to Balu Pass. On this day, however, the
snow conditions had changed considerably -- the previous day’s 20 cm. of fresh light powder
now being covered with an additional 15 cm. of much heavier snow. To the delight of all
present, these conditions proved to be ideal for the spectacular head christie style. The day
saw virtually every member of the group practising this manoeuvre across the steeper slopes of

the pass. On the shallower slopes, it was found that the only effective technique was the linear
tele-turn. In this manoeuver, the skier bobs up and down moving first one ski and then the
other to the front in normal tele fashion, while all the time pointing his/her skis directly down
the fall line. Following a short and rather cool lunch break at the pass, at which my thermos
full of rum-spiked hot chocolate proved once again to be exetremely popular, the group
descended back down onto the trail out of the pass, where some of the steeper sections of the
narrow trail once again provided excellent opportunities for the head christie style. Particularly
notable were some examples performed by Eric, including the only aerial head christie which I
have seen to date, as well as a manoeuvre known informally as a head-christie-into-the-creek.



Returning to the traithead at the Rogers Pass Lodge, the group was reunited with Deiwyn, who
had turned around early on the trail having decided (for some inexplicable reason) to opt for a
free sauna and shower in the Lodge over the wonderful thigh deep heavy wet snow. With a
2:30 return to the lodge, the entire group was looking forward to a quick trip down the
highway to the Illicillewaet parking lot, with visions of making it back to the hut in time for
happy hour. It was not to be, however, as the highways people had seen fit to temporarily
close the highway. Two hours of wandering around the National Parks Display Building later,
the parks people finally agreed to provide us with a special escort back down the highway
(perhaps they had visions of us all camping in front of their wonderful, huge, Stone fireplace).

The final day at the pass was marked by two notable events — the first one being a small
avalanche which managed to knock down and partially bury a few members of the group (see
separate article), and the second being a very momentous New Year’s Eve Pasty. There were
those who scoffed at my carrying a small ghetto blaster into the hut for the New Year’s Eve
festivities, but when the music began to play that evening, it was soon agreed by most (if not
all) that the idea did have some merit. The dancing was wild and woolly. A few of us
became so overheated from the activities that we finally tore open the door, dashed outside into
the -10 degree temperatures, and plunged ourselves into the snow to cool down. I believe that
those who laughed at such antics were the very same people who thought there was nothing at
all strange in donning all of one’s slci wear at 2:30 New Year’s morning and traipsing out for a
“bit of a ski”! Each to his own, I suppose.

Awakening sounds began at a surprisingly early hour the next morning. As with the
evening meal of the night before, breakfast was a wonderful display of philanthropy and
sharing, as everyone realized that whatever they couldn’t eat themselves or get someone else to
eat, they would have to pack out. Heather, Sally and Nelson, who were staying an extra day,
were deluged with offers of free this and free that. I’m sure they could have stayed an extra
week on the food that everyone was offering. When all had finally distributed all that they
were able, the packing was completed with remarkable efficiency. With some help from
others, Dean and Steve managed to lash about 50 pounds of garbage (in addition to the cooler)
onto Dean’s toboggan, and manoeuvre it down the trail without losing any of it. With the
arrival of everyone at the parking lot, vehicles were all loaded, started, jumped, boosted or
otherwise coaxed back to life, and all dragged Out of their respective snowbanks. And with
visions of Wendy’s burgers dancing in our heads, our group of intrepid skiers headed westward
on the final leg of another eminently (with a few minor exceptions) successful Rogers Pass
VOC “head christie” ski trip.
PARTICIPANTS:

Brad Nixon Stuart MacDonald Dean Allen
Salley Leys Craig Hollinger Eric Clemson
Steve Grant Marilyn Noon Heather Bury
Peter Fredman Leslie MacDonald Delwyn Smith
Nelson Louzon Andrew Broomhead Randy Engman
Theresa Duynstee



FLOW WITH THE WHEELER EXPERIENCE

Dean Allen Christmas Break, 1988

The struggled flow of water grasped within the depths of winter’s slumber and
The loosening flow of water and wine as the cabin warmed and we unwittingly expressed
ourselves.

The phenomenal flow of winter’s perfect powder puff as we cruised Balu’s exquisite existence
and

The wonderful flow of savoury cuisine to satiate our resulting desires.

The startling flow of the Selkirk’s wispy warning and
The intense flow of tunes and laughter, hugs and love as we unconsciously celebrated our
fragile mortality.

And this is the exceptional flow of fond memories I savour when I recall my Wheeler
Experience.

PARTICIPANTS:

Brad Nixon Stuart MacDonald Dean Allen
Salley Leys Craig Hollinger Eric Clemson
Steve Grant Marilyn Noon Heather Bury
Peter Fredman Leslie MacDonald Delwyn Smith
Nelson Louzon Andrew Broombead Randy Engman
Theresa Duynstee

BURIED ALIVE
Eric Clemson December 31, 1988

It was the last day of the year and we had planned to do only a short trip so we wouldn’t
wear ourselves out for the evening’s festivities. Considering also the increasing avalanche
potential due to the now continuous snowfall, we chose what we thought would be a moderate
tour up Glacier Crest, staying mostly on a treed trail. It turned out, however, that we ended up
on the Illedilewaet Glacier trail and had lunch on the moraine somewhere below the glacier.

After a leisurely bite to eat, during which Heather was avalanched on by a less-than-subtle
Albertan, we spent some time looking for four buried Pieps. After about 20 minutes the last
tricky Pieps was found and we prepared for our descent to the Wheeler Hut.

Throughout the day things had been going quite well, but in the next several minutes the
pace changed to an uncontrolled panic. The area where we had been “Pieps hunting” was
basically the side of a large open valley with a short slope above us and a ridge of mountains
quite far up valley from us. As people started to leave for the ski down, a small but growing
surice powder slide broke loose on the slope to our side. The avalanche knocked over
Andrew and carried him down into the little gully where the rest of us were waking. We
knew there was troublô when Craig yelled, “This is the real thing!”. Being alarmed about



Andrew and his quickening tumble, I didn’t realize what was happening up valley. Someone
shouted and pointed up, and I turned around to see a huge, billowing mass of snow racing
down towards me. At this point, it was about twenty feet away from me. I recall quietly and
fearfully crying the words, “OH SHIT!”, as I covered my head in preparation for the blast. A
combination of fear, sadness and terror went through my mind as I was hit by the avalanche
and thrown into the ground. I knew what was happening to me, yet I didn’t know how big the
avalanche was or what was happening to the others. After several seconds the avalanche came
to a stop and I spread my arms to make an air pocket. Suddenly everything was calm and
quiet and I realized I was still alive and in no physical pain. However, I was terrified, not
knowing how deep I was or how deep everyone else was. After resting about twenty seconds,
I decided to attempt to extract myself as I could see some light through the snow and realized
that I might have to be a rescuer instead of a rescuee. I started to thrash with my arms.
destroying my air pocket in the process. I realized that I had just entered a one way road and
HAD to succeed or I would suffocate. With a bit more struggling, I managed to pop an arm
out into the air, Immediately I began to dig out my face as I was now starving for oxygen.

My hand was soon clawing at my face and I gasped for some oxygen, receiving with it some
of that Rogers Pass powder. I coughed it Out and was able to push my head out of the snow.
After a bit of struggling, I stood up and looked around to see who was left. To my surprise,
there were several people up and I realized that I had gotten the worst of the blow, being at
the highest point in the gully.

A quick survey with Pieps showed that Andrew was the only other member buried. He
was soon uncovered by Steve, who spotted Andrew’s bright orange Co-op ski poles sticking out
of the snow, There were now no beeping Pieps to be heard, yet we could not ignore the
possibility that someone had forgotten to turn theirs back to “transmit” after the Pieps practice.
We assumed that those who were missing were the ones who we had seen descending when
the avalanche occurred, yet there was still the slight possibility that a friend was buried under
the snow. However, we eventually came to the conclusion that everyone not present had
descended. Immediately, we started to think about getting the hell out of the freeway we were
standing on, just in case another Kenworth decided to come our way. This was not as easy as
one might think, as various items such as packs, poles and mitts were missing, some of them
worth up to $700. After finding the two most valuable items (the missing packs) and a few
poles, we decided not to push our luck and got going. The ski down was absolutely terrible.
being totally uncontrolled through difficult, deep powder. In addition, nobody was able to pay
any attention to ski technique as we were all too shaken up and exhausted to concentrate on
anything but the growing danger above us. We somehow made it back to the Hut intact, but
we were mentally and physically drained. To our surprise, many of those who had descended
just as we were being pureed had no idea that an avalanche had occurred. However, everyone
was there, alive and quite glad about it. A great load was taken off my conscience when I saw
Marilyn and Sally, the two who I was not 100% sure I had seen descending. It seemed at the
time that a cold beer and a well-done steak werethe best medicine available.

I will now attempt to discuss what caused the avalanche, why it hit us, and what we had
done right or wrong. First of all, there were no signs that indicated avalanche conditions.
except for a slight wind that picked up that day and maybe a small warming trend throughout
the week. It was snowing when the avalanche occurred, yet no more so than on previous days.
The wind probably deposited the new snow which caused the slopes above us to slide. There



had been no other avalanches that day, but I am not sure whether or not the initial slide was

triggered by Andrew. He had been crossing the slope at the time, but considering that the

major avalanche started up valley from us, it may be that he just happened to be in the wrong

place at the wrong time.

We were not in an obvious avalanche trap, but below the side of a wide open valley with

no major slopes above it. Neither were we overly preoccupied with routefinding. However,

there were several things we did wrong or not at all. Firstly, we had just done a Pieps practice

in a bad location. If the avalanche had happened ten minutes earlier when we all had our

Pieps on “receive” (and some buried instead of around people’s necks) the outcome could have

been much less happy. Secondly, our group was much too big to be traveffing in this

hazardous terrain, as not everyone could be easily accounted for. Smaller groups would have

been much more simple and secure. Finally, we had ignored the small but important changes

in the weather.

On a more positive side, however, there were some things that we did right during this

incident. First off, we were quick to determine who was missing, and Andrew was taken care

of in less than a minute. Once everyone was found to be okay, Craig, who assumed rescue

leadership, ordered all Pieps back onto “transmit” in case another slide came down on us.

Although in panic, we all seemed to cooperate very well with one another, giving help to those

who needed it to dig for lost gear, etc. Finally, covering your head with your arms when

avalanched does work; I was able to get a reasonable sized air pocket once the snow set.

Remember, though, that this was a dry powder avalanche, not a wet coastal slide, and that I

did not have my hands through my polestraps.

This experience was certainly a big lesson to me and others, not only about how serious

avalanches can be, but also about how mortal we really are. The short moment of doubt that I

had about my destiny was enough to change my whole outlook on the things I do and enjoy in

life. Climbing crazy routes, skiing steep snow and running it out wherever are some of the

more fulfilling things that one can do in a lifetime. Yet, we must each decide just how far we

will push the limits of nature and ourselves.

P.S. I really do recommend taking an avalanche course!

(UNWILLING) PARTICIPANTS:

Brad Nixon Stuart MacDonald Dean Allen

Salley Leys Craig Hollinger Eric Clemson

Steve Grant Marilyn Noort Heather Bury

Peter Fredman Leslie MacDonald Delwyn Smith

Nelson Louzon Andrew Broomhead Randy Engman

- Theresa Duynstee

AVALANCHE!!

Brad Nixon December 31, 1988

“This is the real thing!”, I heard someone shout as I turned to see a 30’ wide mass of

snow sliding silently down the slope towards a couple of members of our group. For some

reason that can only be called instinctive, I turned again to see another slide curling down the



gulley that a number of us were standing in. A few very quick steps- forward put me just out

of its path, and I watched a white cloud of snow enjuif Craig, Eric, Heather and Deiwyn. The

irony in the timing of it all was astounding, as we had only minutes before completed a

simulated avalanche rescue exercise and switched all our Pieps back to “transmit”.

“All right -- everyone back to receive’, the command came as the white cloud settled and

a number of our group reappeared. Eric had been knocked down and suffered a couple of

minor scrapes to his cheek, and Craig had been carried down slope 10 feet or so, but otherwise

both were unhurt. Heather and Deiwyn had ducked behind a large rock at the last second, and

aside from needing some assistance in untangling themselves from each other, were both fine.

Stuart also reappeared nearby having escaped the central impact of the slide. I could hear

Andrew calling for assistance. Although needing some help in extricating himself, he was

okay. I noticed Dean moving quickly toward Andrew to provide assistance: another member

accounted for. . who was left?

Think, man! Think!

I now saw Steve moving toward Andrew as well, so he was okay. Who was left?

Sally was well down below in the willows when the slide occurred, so she should be okay,

and there was Peter moving towards Andrew.

“Is everyone on receive?” I shouted as I plugged the earpiece of my Pieps into my ear and

listened intently.

Silence. This was a good sign -- or was it? Had everyone switched back to transmit

following our practice? I hoped so, but had no way of knowing for sure.

“I’m not receiving anything.”

“Nothing here.”

‘Tm not getting anyone.”

The replies came back from all the skiers scattered across the slope.

“Who is still unaccounted for?”. I tried to think. “Randy? Okay -- there he was well

down below, moving towards Dean and Steve. What about Marilyn?”

‘Has anyone seen Marilyn?” I shouted.

“I’m pretty sure I saw her well down below just after the slide,” replied Craig.

“Are you sure?” I asked again as I strained to hear even the faintest peep from my

earpiece.

A pause from Craig Yes, I’m sure.”

Was that everyone? I couldn’t think of anyone else, but I began to realize that I wasn’t

even sure of the exact number of skiers in our party. What was becoming very clear to me

was that it was far too large a group to take siding into the backcountry in Rogers Pass, where

avalanches occur by the hundreds every winter, especially when a number of members were

almost complete novices to backcountry skiing. As official leader of this trip. I had made a

number of serious mistakes.

I had organized this trip not with the intention of being leader, but rather as simply playing

the role of organizer. While I was more than confident in my personal ability to handle myself

in the backcountry, I realized that all my previous backcountry experience had been with skiers

of similar or greater experience. I had not been prepared to handle a group of skiers in which

only one other member had ever skied in the area previously. I began to realize the vital

importance of ensuring that such a large group as ours be broken down into smaller groups of

more manageable size. I had not done so because there were insufficient experienced persons



to act as leaders of such subgroups, but I realized that I could have ensured -that each person
was designated as a member of a small group which they would always stay within sight of,
and, more importantly, whose other members they would know specifically.

Then there was the question of our being where we were in the first place. I had been
confident to the point of negligence of the stability of the slopes in the area. The slide had not
been a slab avalanche, but rather a sloughing of the top few inches of light fresh snow, more
than likely initiated by a strong gust of wind higher up the slope. It had not been excessively
large or deep, which only served to hammer home the point that it doesn’t take much snow to
bury a person.

The lessons had all been valuable ones, and, learned from firsthand experience, would not
be soon forgotten. I had no doubt that everyone there would exercise considerably more
caution in their backcountry ski trips in the future.

As I became confident that all members of our group were accounted for, we turned to the
task of locating and recovering missing articles. With one of us keeping a sharp lookout for
evidence of further activity on the slopes above us, we began probing for the missing packs.
Fifteen minutes later, both packs had been recovered and we were all moving off down the
slope into the relative safety of the willow brush.

Our return to the hut confirmed all members of the group present and accounted for. We
had escaped with the loss of only a couple of s poles and a number of gloves. We had been
let off easy . . . this time.
PARTICIPANTS:

See “Buried Alive”.

HARRISON HUT (CHRISTMAS)
Greg Bissegger Christmas 1988

‘Twas two nights before Christmas,
As rain fell from the sky;
Ten fearless mountaineers
Off to give Overseer a try.

Our epic began
With only one care:
That our party and flying food
Would eventually get there.

It was Brian’s altimeter
Leading the way.
We made it to Harrison Hut
Later that day.

With Judy’s burnt kerchief
And Dave’s crotchiess woollies
We watched Jan practise crevasse removals
With ice screws and pullies.

At 6:00 every morning
There was always a clatter;
Just Peter and Judy
Attending to matters.



Away to Overseer
We flew like a flash,
Then down Magic Carpet
In a mad dash.

Sun every day
Lit up the new snow,
Almost perfect weather
From the word go.

Then what our wondering eyes did behold
Dawn on the Meager Group, pink, clear and cold.

Up 8230, behind Dave we came
he whistled and shouted and called us by name:
“On Statter, on Peter, on Phil, Greg and Jan.
On Judy, on Betsy, on Brian.
And Gunning too far back to hear me anyway.
To the top of the peak
To the top of the col
Now telemark, telemark, telemark all.”

Down from the ridge,
Greg turning around
He popped out his binding
And had to walk down.

Not only was he slow,
But a good cook as well
Whatever Phil was preparing
No one could tell.

He made lots of rice,
But not very well.
We all dreamed of burgers
At the Pemberton HoteL

The skis on his feet
He used like a pro.
When Brian descended in a bail
He gave us a show.

Betsy and Brian
Their bags zipped together
Not one cold night
Did they have to weather.
He spoke of the Northland,
Some fascinating Stories.
Statter transfixed the cabin
With the Klondike’s Stories.

It was time for a party
As the end drew near,
We rolled naked in the snow
To celebrate New Year.

Our last day of skiing
Was as good as day one.
From start to finish
This Christmas trip was fun.

Before the end
The hotsprings we had to try.
Sitting around naked.
No-one was shy.



We sprang to the jeeps.
This was a bit of luck,
The first VOC trip ever
With two functionin. 4 X 4 trucks.

I heard a voice whisper
As we drove Out of sight.
“Happy skiing to all
And to all a good night.

Out trip to Harrison Hut for Christmas 1988 was a great one. We collectively climbed 13

peaks, many of us bagging 9 or 10 for ourselves. I’d like to thank Phil for all his work with

the logistics of the trip; he did a great job.

PARTICIPANTS:

Greg Statter Dave Williams Jan Palaty

Phil Gunning Brian Waddington Peter Stone

Betsy Fletcher Judy Needham Phil Stone

Greg Bissegger

JOSHUA TREE

Alice Waterman December 9 - 17, 1988

By the time December rolled around I was ready for Sun! In fact, this year, I was so
ready for sun that I was even willing to do a bit of wic..c.ijrnbjng in order that I could have a
plausible excuse for going to Southern Califomia (it was quite a sacrifice!). The day of
departure was suitably hectic, involving a four hour exam (in conducting, of all things) and a
last minute exchange of my brand-new, horrifyingly trendy, low-cut, turquoise/hot pink.,
“Ascent” rock shoes on the way out of town.

The next 34 hours were a nightmarish blur. I vaguely remember the image of Mt. Shasta,
having to start a driving shift at 4 in the morning, and dropping two of our riders in
Hollywood at about 1 am. the next day. That day was spent recovering and adjusting to Palm
Springs style culture. It was my first time down there and the date palms and mobile chest X
ray vans took me quite by surprise. Eventually -- yes, this a climbing trip -- we got up to
the National Monument. I could barely believe my eyes: it’s such a cool place.

Of course, we started climbing as soon as possible, before we even got a campsite. I was
surprised at how uich climbing there was and how relatively uncrowded it was. Hidden
Valley campground became home for a few days. We added one more VW van to the already
densely VW-populated climber hangout. Also, within a few hours of arriving, the almost
legendary “Dick Silly” (believe it or not, that really is his name) made our acquaintance. He
sells climbing gear out of the side of van! We spent a blissful 3 days climbing in the sun
in T-shirts, and spent one night on top of Echo Rock where I both climbed and played my
viola the next day. Then, all of a sudden, we woke up and it was cold, grey, windy and soon
began snowing! After initial depression, we decided hiking wasn’t so bad after all, and spent a
great day exploring the desert and hills on foot. I saw all sorts of birds and plants completely
new to me, and learned how to count to 100 in Spanish.



Luckily, the weather got better and we were able to climb again by the next afternoon. I

can’t remember all the climbs, or even the different areas we went to other than a few, but they

were all excellent. I grew to love face climbs in a way that Squamish couldn’t teach me. All

too soon it was time to drive to L.A. and for me to fly back to the rain. I can’t wait until next

year!

PARTICIPANTS:

Brad Boyle Alice Waterman

JOSHUA TREE:

NOT JUST A LOAD OF OLD BOULDERS

Nick Folkard Christmas Break 1988

Joshua Tree is renowned as place to go for snowed-in northern rock jocks. This

reputation is so great that lesser mortals might be put off -- after all, you have to be able to

climb at least 5.9 or there’ll be nothing to do there, will there?

Well, take heart all ye who like having your feet on something more than a centimetre

wide. Of the dozen or so sun-seeking VOC’ers who headed south this Christmas, about half

never once put on ropes or rock shoes -- and they still had a wonderful time.

One contingent, consisting of Andy and Muriel, two Chris’s, Suzanne and myself, piled into

the Pacheco family’s immense wagon and weaved off towards Highway 99 at 6:30 a.m. P.S.T.

(Pacheco Standard Time -- add an hour to get Pacific Standard Time) on Boxing Day. After a

largely uneventful (ahem) 24-hour drive, enlivened by the interesting wallowing motion of the

Beast as it sped down the 1-5 at an effortless 70 m.p.h., we stopped for breakfast just outside

Bakersfield. Fifteen minutes later, Geoff (Harris) and crew joined us, apparently not in the

least surprised that they had chosen the same place as we had -- one restaurant amongst six or

seven clustered at a rather obscure exit exactly like all the others in that area. There must have

been some kind of VOC FSP at work.

Another six hours saw us pulling in to Yucca Valley, having argued fiercely about the

meaning of “naive” for the last hundred miles or so. Shopping and similar chores detained us

until dusk, and it was dark before we had our tents pitched in the Jumbo Rocks campground. I

fought to stay awake over my Kraft Dinner and soon gave up the battle and crawled into my

bag.

Twelve hours of oblivion later we awoke to bright sunshine and, much to my surprise,

warmth -- quite a contrast to the previous year’s Arctic conditions. We managed to finish

breakfast before Polish Chris started, which was fortunate because his concoction of raw

ground beef, raw onions and raw eggs was enough to destroy my appetite for quite some time.

Eventually, we were away; we drove to Hidden Valley, where Suzanne and I headed off on

foot while the others clanked off to fmd a climb.

We spent the morning exploring the Real Hidden Valley, which is completely surrounded

by huge, fantastic rock formations and has a nature trail explaining the various plants present;

most of these plants look identical -- dry and extremely spiky -- and all of them were eaten by

the local Indians, who must have been a particularly hungry band.



After lunch, which we ate in the car to escape a brief snow flurry, we walked out to
Barker Dam to have a look at the small lake behind it. The dam is a legacy of Joshua Tree’s
cattle-ranching days, the history of which reads like the script for a Western -- gunfights,
gangs, hardbitten goidminers, honest ranchers with pretty wives, etc., etc. Things are a bit
quieter there now, and we managed to see a pair of mallard ducks and a heron -- not your
typical desert birds!

Suzanne and I spent the next day in the Wonderland of Rocks, clambering about amongst
the confusion of enormous boulders and domes, avoiding the cacti and yuccas, and soaking up
the sun. Late in the day, we climbed a few hundred feet to the top of a hilt overlooking the
Wonderland to watch the sun go down; the geology and ecology both changed markedly
during our short ascent -- the warm golden-brown quartz monzorlite beloved by climbers was
replaced by ancient dark brown gneiss. and the Joshua trees and thorny bushes of the desert
floor gave way to grass and aromatic herbs near the summit. As we returned to the car, a
golden eagle circled above us, putting the finishing touch to a fine day.

Our third day was the hottest yet, and as we climbed the trail up Ryan Mountain, I
gradually removed layers until I was wearing only shorts. An hour after leaving the car, we
reached the top, where the magnificent 360 degree view demanded to be photographed and the
chilly breeze demanded that I put my shirt back on. After lunch, instead of returning the way
we’d come, we continued north along the ridge leading to Lost Horse Mountain, leaving the
trail and its people behind, and finding instead giant barrel cacti, ferociously spiky yuccas and
absolute peace and quiet. For some reason, I was reminded of the English Lake District, a
place at the opposite end of the aridity scale and, on the face of it, completely different.
However, I found the rolling, rocky hills, the magnificent views and the low vegetation oddly
comforting and much more familiar than the towering forests and spectacular alpine scenery of
B.C.

We scrambled down into the pass between Ryan and Lost Horse Mountains, set a compass
hearing for the campsite and headed off across the desert. The gentle swell of the terrain
prevented us from seeing our destination, or the road a couple of miles to our north, and we
could have been hundreds of miles from anywhere with only the Joshua trees and the rodent
tracks for company. I was irrationally relieved and pleased when, after four and a half miles
of cactus-whacking, the Jumbo Rocks appeared no more than half a mile away dead ahead.
We put away the compass, and as the moon climbed higher and night fell, strolled into camp
feeling like Lawrences of Arabia.

New Year’s Eve, the next day, was less triumphant. We discovered that large chunks of
Joshua Tree National Monument around Hidden Valley are still privately-owned, and three
times forbidding “NO TRESPASSING” signs prevented us from exploring areas we’d spotted
on the map. Still, it was another beautiful day and we got to know the network of dirt roads
in the area much better!

We had a small but noisy party that evening, but managed to avoid drinking too much
champagne to spoil the following day, our final one. Suzanne and I borrowed the Beast and
drove up to Keyes View. where we stood in the tearing wind and admired the vast stretches of
desert and mountain to the south. Then we returned to the Lost Horse traithead and followed
the broad sandy path up towards the Lost Horse Mine. After lunch on a handy hill-top, we
reached the site of the mine, with its diggings and water-erosion and the remarkably well
preserved ten-stamp mill, which had been used to crush the gold-bearing rock. From this



fascinating place, we climbed past gigantic nolinas to the top of Lost Horse Mountain, and

walked back to the car over several lesser summits and past a huge pinyon pine thriving on the

extra water funnelled to it by a little ravine. That evening and the following morning were

spent packing, and we reluctantly set off on the 1400-mile journey home, well provisioned with
tangerines and chips.

So -- don’t be put off if you’re not a rock-climber. Joshua Tree is a fantastic place to
spend a week or two at Christmas, whatever you do., Memories of the sun, the weird
vegetation, the superb desert scenery and the complete freedom to do exactly what you want
when you want -- take hours over breakfast at a picnic table outside your tent, Sit in a hot pool
in Desert Hot Springs and watch your fmgers turn to prunes, anything — will keep you going
through many rainy weeks of the winter term.

PARTICIPANTS:

Andy Pacheco Muriel Pacheco 2 Chris’s
Suzanne Rao Nick Folkard Sundry others

VOC GLACIER SCHOOL 1988

Steve Dods

The 1988 glacier sschool had an auspicious beginning. We had about 40 people sign up!
It was gratifying to see so much enthusiasm, but the spectre of 40 novices on the glacier was
somewhat unpleasant. We managed the situation by encouraging as many “intermediates” as
possible to come, and we distributed them amongst groups of two or three newcomers. As the
evening lectures wore on the numbers came down, but by Saturday morning the group total
was still about 30. By 11:00 a,m., everyone had arrived at the Joffre Lakes traithead. It was
quite a mob scene. Imagine the scene at the beginning of a 10 km. road race and add lots of
mountaineering hardware. This is a reasonable approximation.

The weather was typical for this time of year -- cold and misty. I was hoping no-one
would get hypothermia. The glacier was quite icy, with a light covering of snow. Soon
people were practising self-arrests, throwing themselves down the hill with abandon. The
runout was not safe, since the glacier ends abruptly on a scree slope. Therefore, there were
spotters to catch the ones who failed to stop. Spotting is not an easy job and unfortunately a
pick from someone’s ice axe ended up in someone else’s leg. The wound was fairly superficial,
but it suggested that this should be done differently next time. It also illustrated the value of
Wilderness First Aid.

On Sunday we practised with various anchors and belays, and then roped up and headed
for a crevasse on the Joffre Glacier. There, people were lowered into the crevasse so practise
prussicking out. A demonstration of the Z-pulley method was also shown.

For a skill like glacier travel, experience is a better teacher than demonstrations. Our rope
group gained some real experience that day, too. The route to the crevasse is quite steep,
about 30 degrees, and at this time was mostly ice. Franz, the middle person on our rope, was
suffering from cold ket, which might have contributed to his being unstable on his crampons.
On the steep pan. Franz fell down, but quickly stopped himself with a good self arrest.
However the rope jerked enough to pull Angela, at the front of the rope, off her balance so she



fell head first on her back. This is a difficult position in which to self arrest. She had just

started one when the rope caught her and flipped her over again. I still have a clear mental

picture of Angela tumbling down the glacier, both crampons flying off, and realizing the only

thing to stop her was Franz (he did). The next step was rather awkward, as without her

crampons, Angela could not stand up. I anchored the rope with an ice screw and was

gathering enough rope through the prussick to go over and anchor Franz, when Eric Smith

showed up and gallantly retrieved Angela’s crampons for us. When the ordeal was over, I

discovered Angela hadn’t been fazed at all and she waanted to do it again! Franz and I were

less than enthusiastic.

Time slipped by quickly and some didn’t leave the campsite until near dark. Poor Mike

Flayden was the last executive member out and was unfortunately left with a lot of unclaimed

equipment to carry down. People arrived at the trailhead between 9 and 11 p.m., and so this

trip, like so many VOC trips, ended in the dark, on a winding trail with the way illuminated by

headlamps.

PARTICIPANTS:

Most of the executive, the technical mountaineering keeners in particular, and a substantial

portion of the general membership.

THE CYPRESS EPIC

Steve Grant, Anthony Collett, Andrew Broomhead January 1989

One Thursday in January, four VOC’ers with the urge to ski decided it would be ultimately

beneficial to their education to take time off classes and abuse their bodies in the sport of

relemarking. Disaster loomed on the horizon of this epic trip when Steve “Old Style” Grant

found that he had spent his last quarter on beer, stranding us in B-lot. Fortunately the Gods of

Finance prevailed and Andrew came up with a quarter. The traffic downtown was hell,

literally!

After this harrowing first stage we established base camp at Steve’s in West Van. There,

over lunch, we determined our logistics and analyzed the meteorological data reported by

Misty, “your ski bunny bimbo”, on the Cypress snow phone. There was a brief clearing and

we decided to make our summit assault. All went well on the second stage and we

rendezvoused with Tony and Kathy (with a K”) at the bottom of the puke green chair. We

boarded the low speed park benches, flabbergasted at how slow they went compared to the

high speed couches we’re accustomed to at Blackcomb. This low speed was clearly too much

for us as we collided while unloading, creating havoc and damaging our egos.

There we stood, atop Mt. Cypress, gawking at the VW Bug sized moguls on “The Face

From Hell”. After saying grace we began our deadly descent. Mogul by mogul, fall by fall,

we arrived at the bottom battered and bruised. After being entertained by Kathy’s zoo noises

on the chair we once again converged at the top. We were incredibly impressed by Tony’s

speed, style, grace and complete lack of control which regularly culminated in spectacular falls.

“Ha Ha Ha!” we said. On subsequent runs, as we gracefully tackled moguls, one question was

often posed by downhill bunnies: “Wow! Is it hard?” “Yes”, we said. “Oh, you mean

skiing — that too”. Later, visions of the New Year’s avalanche flashed through Steye and

Tony’s minds as a big ball of snow (known by the in-crowd as a “death cookie”) fell off the



lift tower and covered them. “Oh no! That was real scary!’, they said. As night fell we all
felt thoroughly abused and decided dinner was in order. By dodging the lunch cops we snuck
four beers into the cafeteria and happily consumed our stash.

After dinner, dreams of more turns were quickly dashed by an incredible onslaught of SKI
BIMBOS. Bus load after bus load, screaming herds of mindless fluorescent-clad losers poured
Onto the mountain. After deciding that they were in fact real and not hallucinations brought on
by altitude sickness we opted for a hasty retreat to the parking lot. Thus ended an epic trip
that will be talked about for many years to come, and who knows, maybe someday repeated!
PARTICIPANTS:

Steve Grant Anthony Collett Andrew Broomhead
Kathy (with a “K”) Stilwell

STORMS AND SNOWCAVES IN ThE SPEARHEADS
Jan Palaty January 14 -16, 1989

The following trip has been accepted by participants and others as a genuine epic: in
other words, they’re not always like this. Although this was actually a scheduled ACC outing.
I hope that you will permit a brief account.

Early Saturday morning, a party of six, led by Doug Ash, set forth from Lions Bay for a
weekend of skiing in the Spearhead Range. The weather was poor and expected to get worse:
furthermore, the mountains had received about a foot of snow in the last 24 hours. We
obtained one way lift tickets from the good people at Blackcomb ($6 or $1.20 per thousand
vertical feet) and after waiting in line among the Beautiful People we were soon deposited at
the top of the Horstman Glacier in a semi-whiteout. The trip up was uneventful, except for the
author’s nearly being crushed by the Wizard chairlift. Anyway, we skied across the Blackcomb
Glacier and then up to the col above the Decker Glacier. Lunch was consumed and the party
continued on to a wind ciique below Mt. Pattison on the Trorey Glacier.

While the rest of the party started work on a snow cave, two of us went up to the ridge
for an enjoyable run down the glacier before rejoining the others. I mention this because it
was the only decent ski run had by anyone on the entire trip.

Building a snow cave was a novel experience for me, but also one I would not care to
repeat. It took us about three hours of fairly strenuous work before the mining team had
produced a cavern judged to meet ACC standards for volume and artistic merit. The interior
was very comfortable, but not warm enough to cause the ceiling to drip. We were completely
isolated from the rapidly growing storm outside.

The following morning found the entrance to our cave almost totally blocked by a
snowdrift. The expected storm had indeed arrived and had reduced visibility to a minimum.
The wind had also picked up and was blowing fiercely. As we were traversing up the steep
wall of our wind cirque to the glacier, the leading skier triggered a small slab avalanche which
sent him rolling to the base of the cirque some 15 m. below. Ominous.

We followed our wands back to the upper Decker Glacier in a howling whiteout before
running into a bit of a problem: where was the snow gully and col which led to the
Blackcomb Glacier? We had climbed up a ridge expecting to see the glacier below us but we



were met only by cliffs and horizontally-blown snow which bitterly stung our faces. We

groped around for over an hour trying to find the col, but without success. Realizing that we

were definitely LOST and that the hour was too late for travelling further, we retreated to the

upper Decker Glacier, dug two snow caves and settled in for the night. These caves were

rather cramped but took just as long to dig as before. Their construction virtually drenched my

remaining dry clothes and made that night very cold and almost sleepless.

We suspected that we were somewhere on the southeast face of Blackcomb Peak so the

col should be relatively easy to find by compass work. However, my impression is that the

problem with the Spearhead Range is that navigation must be very precise because the ridges

often have only one spot where they can be easily crossed.

Since the weather was, if anything, even worse than before, our leader’s opinion was that it

would be wise to stay put in our caves. However, a brief period of semi-visibility revealed The

Spearhead, which, by its bearing, confirmed our position on the southeast face of Blackcomb.

Two of us decided to go and look for the col. Being a day late was humiliating enough

already: two days late and (quite possibly) evacuation by helicopter was simply unacceptable.

We followed our compasses in the expected direction and eventually found a long snow gully

which looked somewhat familiar and was assumed to be the correct one. Following our wands

back to the snow caves (ski tracks were obliterated within minutes), we managed to persuade

the others to start the return journey.

Pure misery. We traversed up the slope as the blizzard encrusted our faces with ice, half-

expecting to see the entire hillside come sliding down whenever we heard a sudden roar from

the wind. We eventually reached the col, looked around and saw . . . What? Where did those

large wands come from? Does this mean that. . . ? Yes! We’re in the wrong col! I leave it

to the reader to imagine our party’s spirits at this point: we had just spent nearly an hour

clawing our way up to this hostile col with horizontal snow coming in from all directions (yes,

I know it’s impossible, but it really was), only to discover that we were in the wrong place
with the possibility of cliffs between us and the Blackcomb Glacier below.

Oh well, let’s try it anyway and see what happens. Fortunately, the cliffs never

materialized although we had to thread our way through some rock bands down to the basin.
That’s when IT hit us. Namely, a 160 knVh (as we found Out later) wind. Skiing became
impossible. Walking became extremely difficult, often impossible. Even remaining stationary

on the ground, after being bowled over by a powerful gust, was often a major challenge. At
one point the wind deposited a solid crust of ice and snow over my eyes in a matter of
seconds: I was essentially blind for several minutes as I made ineffectual attempts to brush it
off. Desperate.

After wehad staggered about 0.5 km. down the glacier, the wind eventually died down a
bit (i.e. we frequently remained standing for over thirty seconds at a stretch). We eventually
reached the Blackcomb Creek valley where we followed sporadic markers to a road leading to
the downhill ski runs. Twenty minutes later, just as total darkness was about to fall, we heard
the poetic growl of a grooming machine and soon after saw the friendly lights of Whistler
Village twinkling below us. We descended the downhill runs in darkness (not fun) and arrived
at the Blackcomb Valley station at 5:30, where we promptly dropped our packs and raced for
the telephones. Search and Rescue were not losing any sleep over us but apparently they were
planning to send in a helicopter the following day if we didn’t show up.

I can never remember a cider tasting so good.



We then had to retrieve our cars (which had been towed from the day parking lot despite
assurances by Blackcomb staff that we could leave them them there overnight) and notify the
R.C.M.P. that all was well. Finally, we celebrated our survival at a local inn (remember, this
was an ACC trip: VOC’ers wouldn’t dream of having dinner in Whistler), where a great deal
of food and drink (Just water, please. WITHOUT ICE!”) was consumed in preparation for
next week’s epic.

Moral of the story: if the weather’s bad, just say no.
PARTICIPANTS:

ACC party of six.

WHAT CAN GO WRONG ON A SKI TRIP?
The Mad Irishman January 14, 19S9

On Saturday, January 14, 1989, I managed to crawl out of bed early, since I was driving
myself and a couple of other people to Cypress Mountain for a VOC telemark school with
Craig Hollinger. Little did I know at that time that the day was going to be one of those days
when you at times wish you had never got Out of bed. I got off to a late start to pick up the
other people. Not being familiar with Vancouver, along with slippery side streets, meant that I
was over half an hour late getting out of Vancouver and arriving at Cypress. When we got to
the slopes we couldn’t find anyone we recognized. However, we finally found another group
of VOC types who had just arrived on the slopes.

It was just before 10:00 am, and all I had to do was rent skis, so I thought that the worst
was over. Boy, was i in for a surprise. After waiting for about half an hour at the ski rental
shop, I finally got in, only to find that they don’t rent telemark skis there. I was told to go
back down the road a mile. Although I didn’t recall seeing any ski shop along the road, I
headed back to the car. The parking valet alto said that the ski shop was a mile back on the
road. However, after driving several kilometres down the road, I still hadn’t seen any ski shop.
I then realized they must have meant turning off at the toboggan and slide area, which I later
found also has cross-country skiing. Since I had already pasted the tom-off and couldn’t turn
around due to heavy traffic and sharp bends in the road restricting visibility, I drove about 5 or
6 more kilometers before I could turn around at Cypress Park. By the time I got back to
the turn-off, I had to park about half a kilometer back from the ski shop due to the large
number of cars already there. After another half hour or so wait at this shop, I got my skis.
When I finally got back to the slopes, it was lunch time. I went to get a candy bar, only to
find even the vending machine wasn’t going to be co-operative for me that day. Due to the
placement of the Mars bar, it didn’t fall down after the screw had pushed it forward. Vigorous
shaking of the machine failed to dislodge it. Finally, I had to pay for another Mars bar to end
up with two.

After lunch, I got onto the ski slopes to try the skis out. When Craig came out, I found
out that my problems were not over. Although I had asked and paid for telemark skis, I had
received cross-country skis. I had never seen telemark skis so I didn’t know what they were
supposed to look like. Due to a lack of edges and width, the cross-country skis were not very
good at turning and stopping on slopes. Since it was already afternoon, I decided to make do



with these skis. When I tried skiing downhill, due to the skis and my lack of experience (I
had never skied downhill before), I couldn’t slow down, so to stop I often fell down on
purpose, which the other people sometimes found quite humorous. After a while this caused
me to have a rather wet behind. Thus, to have anything that resembled control, I had to ski
almost perpendicular to the slope.

After several hours of skiing (or at least a good facsimile of it), it was time to go home.
Fortunately, I was able to get back the extra that I was charged on the skis (telemark are more
expensive to rent than cross-country).

The ski trip was certainly a learning experience in many ways. Don’t take the article in
the wrong way. Although many things did go wrong, they were relatively minor nuisances and
on the whole I enjoyed my introduction to downhill skiing. My next ski trip will go more
smoothly (maybe?) since there aren’t many more things that can go wrong (if you believe this,
then I have a bridge in Brooklyn to sell you).

BEYOND METALDOME
Robson Gmoser

After browsing thorugh the VOC ski guide and getting psyched for the weekend, I called
Hugh and Brian to see if they wanted to go skiing too. Hugh suggested we go to Metaldome
which sounded mighty fine.

All Saturday I sat in North Plaza learning how to patch up injured people, while the sun
swept freely across the sky. By the evening it was cloudy again and I wasn’t getting my hopes
up for the trip.

The morning was also cloudy but it had snowed during the night, so we figured at least
we might get some nice snow. We stopped off in West Van. to pick up Hugh’s brother
Anthony and barrelled up to the trail head, blasting Bnsce Cockburn and talking about
avalanches all the way. Unfortunately, the parking area was full of snow and Hugh tried to
launch his Subaru into it. The car ended up sitting on its belly in the snow with its wheels
spinning freely. After digging the snow pedestal out from under the car, Hugh managed to
park.

By now, the sun was shining through holes in the low clouds, illuminating a sea of fresh
snow up on Mt. Brew. We were so psyched to get up to the good skiing that we didn’t listen
to Hugh, who had been here before, and went straight at the fork in the road instead of turning
left. A couple hundred metres along, the road was washed out, but we kept on going. After a
few washouts we came to an alder patch with a small stream running through it. Hugh and
Anthony crossed the stream near an old mine shaft-like structure. Brian and I jumped across
the stream sideways and whacked our way up a small hill through the alder. Ski
bushwhacking was a first for me. The skis make it so much easier! Next came a creek which
Brian jumped straight over, using an alder to pull himself up the bank. I followed using the
same jump, belly flop, grab anything technique. The road ended here and we all knew the
easy route was above us. We took off our skis and followed some orange markers up to it.
‘This must be the summer trail; it’ll make a wild tree run on the way down! Haw, haw,
haw.”



Once on the road we strained to keep up with Hugh’s kick-ass trail-breaking pace. We
were soon gasping our way up the clear cuts on the shoulder of Metaldome in the hot sun.
There’s another good reason to stop clear cutting: the sun cooks you when you climb up them.
Imagine what it does to the soil! Once we were up higher, a cold wind counicied the sun’s
warmth. Above the last clear cut we ran into some winter campers who had come up the night
before. They had already broken the trail up to the peak. From their campsite on, the
views kept getting better. They had been great all day but now they were peaking in their
beauty. As we came out of the trees we ran into about ten people, more campers from the
previous group and a group who had come up the other side. By about now I was quite burnt
out and slid to the back of the pack. I thought about my mushroom, tomato, pickle, cheese,
mayonnaise and home-made bread sandwiches as I took in the panorama of winter mountains
and peaceful sky. No EPIC crap on this trip! This was relaxing. On top we ate lunch and sat
against the cairn for a while to keep Out of the wind. I checked out prospective slopes over on
Brandywine which have kept me entertained when I sense boredom attempting to get my goat.

Once we were cold, we packed up for the run we had been waiting for. ‘The top is going
to be wild; that crust looks brutal!” “Yeeee-haw! AAAAA!” Crash, tumble, buttplant, head
plant. That was only the top! Lower down, Brian found a nice drop-off and went for some air
time with a spectacular landing. Lower down, towards the valley, between Brandywine and
Metaldome, the snow was perfect West Coast powder. Light as smoke in the shady spots and
like thick ghosts where the sun had gotten to it. We skied all the way to the valley floor and
talked about how excellent it was for a while. Then we had to start heading home.

Mt Garibaldi, framed between trees with a pinkish plume-like cloud rolling off one side,
was our backdrop as we headed out of the hanging valley. We skied to the logging road
through cutting which I wouldn’t miss (selective logging would leave plenty of room anyway),
before heading down the road. Some snowmobiles had been up so the road was FAST.
YEEEEEEEhaw! Crash and bum all the way down! We almost fell in a few of those open
brooks which spanned the road. Those psycho snomobilers had even jumped a few of them.
We also skied two of the lower clear cuts which were crusty and called for survival technique.
The body plant was quite popular on those slopes. As we got closer to the car the road
became faster. When we got to the two hairpin corners we were really moving and the Collett
brothers bit it. I had had my share of the same so I was glad to get to the car. I was even
happier to get home two hours later to jump into bed and pass into my wild world of sleep. It
had been my best day of skiing around Vancouver so far.
PARTICIPANTS

Hugh Collett Anthony Collett Brian Carter
Robson Gmoser

WINTER LONGHIKE -- VOC COES TO THE SWISS CHALET
Nick Folkard February, 1989

‘There was mild disagreement in the Executive over the venue for this year’s winter

longhike. The more hardcore (or poorer?) members preferred the Spartan simplicity of



Pemberton Coast Mountain School. whereas the wimps among us, led by arch softy Eric, liked

the sound of the more full-appointed Swiss Outdoor Club Chalet at Glacier. The matter was

put to a vote and the shocking truth became clear -- there are slightly more wimps than

hardmen purporting to run the VOC. We voted to go to Glacier, despite the muttered protests

of the bivy-bag brigade, who were obviously seriously concerned about the lack of moral fibre

displayed by their opponents.

Therefore, the first weekend in Febmary saw some 35 people leave Vancouver and head

for the Land of the Free. For at least six of us, the most gruelling part of the whole weekend

was the journey to Sumas. Our departure was somewhat delayed (surprise!), but Martin’s

efforts to make up time on Highway I were thwarted by a howling crosswind. While he did

his best to prevent the bus being blown into the path of any of the numerous 18-wheelers

which were thundering past, the rest of us shivered in the icy blast which had somehow

infiltrated the back.

Body core temperatures and morale were equally low by the time we reached the border.

Things were not improved by our discovery that it was actually colder outside the bus than

inside. Despite the glorious sunshine, the wind sweeping down from the wastes of Alaska

reduced the effective temperature to approximately absolute zero. The prospect of skiing in

this was unappealing, as was the thought of coaxing the bus up the mountain on its elderly

summer tires. In the nick of time, four distressingly gung-ho VOC’ers emerged from the
warmth of Spud’s, where they had been sitting for an hour and persuaded us that we should

carry on.

Our fears were groundless, all of them: the bus charged up the road, Martin’s expression
changing from anxiety to glee as he realized that drifting the back end around hairpin bends
was actually quite fun. We reached the parking lot in no time and emerged into a perfect,
cloudless, windless winter’s day.

No more than an hour later, a large and colourful group of inexpert skiers shuffled off up
the Home Run, heading for Artist Point. We left the run at a bend, and made a beeline for the
ridge ahead of us. The snow was awful -- extremely hard and icy -- but this was more than
compensated for by the weather and the absolute magnificence of the views.

At the ridge, we discovered where tha wind had gone to. Most of the group turned back,
the sensation of being sand-blasted not being to their liking. A few less intelligent souls
pressed on to the top of Artist Point, where they took shelter behind a clump of trees and ate a
much-needed lunch.

The retreat was largely uneventful, although Eric, our fearless leader, provided
entertainment by attempting to ski down the front of the Point. From our vantage point below,
Rob and I watched him make one turn, two turns, three . . .oops. We assumed that the
hundred-foot slide on steep ice hadn’t hurt him, as this seem to be quite a common sort of
occurrence for Eric.

Back at the run, we joined a few other VOC’ers on a wonderful powder slope. I
discovered two things on this slope: (a) why people rave about powder and (b) why the
chairlift was invented. A couple of ascents was all anyone could manage, and soon we were
back at the t.odge, where we piled into our respective vehicles and slid down the mountain to
the beer store and thence to the Swiss Chalet.

The cabin proved to be every bit as magnificent as we’d been led to expect; the rood was
even more magnificent 4nd a fine evening was had by all. The Table Mountain skiers arrived



well after dark in the best VOC tradition, having experienced the same snow conditions as us

in rather more hairy terrain. There was a sing-song of sorts, accompanied by 5/6 of a guitar

and one and a half recorders and then most people retired to bed; those that stayed up were

apparently transformed into ducks at midnight.

The following day got off to a splendid start with coffee and pancakes (in that order of

priority) for breakfast. Eric wimped Out and went ice-climbing in crampons, so I took those

who wanted to go ice-climbing on skis up to the base of Table Mountain, where we were

entertained by the grey jays and Dean’s efforts to photograph them. Another wipe-out infested

descent brought us to the sadly demolished powder; from there, a few more headplants and a

few more whoops of exhilaration took us back to the Home Run. We paused for one last look

at the stunning view of Mt. Shulcsan and then turned and headed for home: the end of a truly

memorable weekend.

PARTICIPANTS:

“3 Canadians, 2 Britons and a Tasmanian” in the bus. Many others elsewhere.

SHANNON FALLS

Eric Clemson Feb.9, 1989

What does one do with a day off in the middle of the week when the ski conditions are

lousy, the weather has been cold, yet it still seems like good enough weather to go out and

play? Go ice climbing, of course.

I was in need of some excitement after a month of mellowness, due in part to my lack of

interest in anything scary after being tumble-dried by an avalanche on New Year’s Eve (how

soon one forgets the horrible aspects of mountaineering!). Finding a partner for a midweek

climb was not as hard as I expected, since Peter, a native of Scandinavia, land of the fossen

(waterfalls), was quite keen to do some ice as well.

So off we went Thursday moming up the 01’ Squamish highway. We stepped out at the

Kiahanie to look at our objective, Shannon Falls. There she was, liquid and all. However, both

sides of the Falls were still frozen, and we saw what turned out to be a pair of climbers from

Quebec finishing the first pitch. Therefore, we concluded that it must be climbable.

We set off up the trail, and as we were putting on our crampons at the base of the Falls,

who should come along but a photographer/reporter asking if he could take a few shots for the

paper. I thought of Peter and I becoming instantly famous, but my dreams were not to be

fulfilled, as the photographer turned out to be from that famous newspaper, the “Whistler

Sound”. Oh well, fame comes gradually. Besides, too much attention and wealth might cause

Peter and Ito end up in the Betty Ford Clinic like Dwight Gooden et al.

Anyway, after posing for a few hero shots, we set off up the first pitch. Peter led, as my

waterfall ice experience consisted of one top-roped pitch the weekend before, during Longhike.

I was getting quite moist at the belay near the bottom, due to the Falls flowing by right near

me, but Peter eventually reached the belay and I proceeded to climb up. This wasn’t all that

bad, I thought, and as I reached the belay I felt like carrying on. With Peter’s encouragement, I

grabbed the rack and cruised on up what seemed to be a “not too difficult” (NTD) pitch.

Soon, I reached the crux, which was a series of vertical sections interspersed with little

terraces for rest points. I realised that one can place pro anywhere when ice-climbing, and my



confidence increased as I continued on. At one point, however, things began to get a bit tricky,

as not only was the climbing steep,, but my screw did not want to go in. On inspection, the

screw proved to have one tooth missing and the other bent severely inward. I was replacing it

with another screw, when, all of a sudden, a huge ice collapse went crashing down the main

waterfall, hitting past of the first pitch. Peter was completely safe, but it occurred to me that we

had better get a move on, as we hadn’t really gotten an alpine start that day. So, after placing

the screw, I earned on up the vertical bit, enjoying the hard climbing. This waterfall ice was

not that much harder than the alpine ice I had climbed. In fact, it was a lot easier and more

protectable than some of the heinous neve/glacial ice I had been on.

I placed the two long VOC screws at the top and Peter followed up below me. Way

down below, I could see our official photographer clicking away, I was feeling quite happy

after this lead, as it was harder than I’d anticipated, but I had gotten through it without any

panic. Off went Peter above me, this time kicking small chunks of ice towards me. No

problem, I thought, as I was able to dodge them without any trouble. However, I had to look

down occasionally to sort the rope, and it was on one of these occasions that I ran Out of luck.

As I looked up Out of the comer of my eye, I saw a huge chunk of ice faling towards me. It

hit me smack on my forehead, crashing partly into my helmet and partly into me. I yelled in
terror and anger, but was amazed to find that I was still conscious after this blow. My head

was in deep pain, but I could see fine and was not disoriented at all. I therefore signalled to
Peter that I was OK, as all I wanted to do was to fmish this climb. From this point on, every
little sugar-cube-sized piece of ice caused me to overreact immensely; Iwas now quite paranoid
of anything falling from above, including the big ice falls that were occasionally breaking apart
on our left.

Peter soon reached the end of the rope and belayed me up, and I continued on to do the
fmal pitch. This again proved to be more difficult than anticipated, as most of it was mixed
climbing on verglas-covered rock, with ice in the little corners where I could get some good
solid “fwacks” with my tools. The pro here was pretty bad, due to the shallow ice. However, I
was able to get two tied-off screws in, one being limited by ice depth and the other by my
strength and the amount of time I wished to spend on it. What a wild pitch!

Soon, I was at the top of the ice, where I could grab some bush and then traverse over to
a tree, the first anchor I could put 100% trust in during the whole day. This was the end of the
climb. Yeehah! We weren’t hurt (my head was no longer in pain, and I had forgotten about it
after the last awesome pitch), and we had climbed the Falls with daylight to spare! Feeling
quite happy about our accomplishment, we removed our crampons and set up for our rap at the
top of “Local Boys” (a rock climb). After three uneventful raps into the darkness, we reached
the bottom and proceeded down what I tried to convince Peter was the trail We got to the
truck, unloaded, and headed over to the Kiahanie for the traditional post-climb snack -- sides of
fries and onion rings. What a great day at the crags!!

PARTICIPANTS:

Peter Fredman Eric Clemson



MOUNT GARIBALDI
Steve Dods February 11-12,
1989 I had wanted to climb this mountain for some time. As a new member of the VOC I
went to Sphinx Camp and climbed a ridge on the near side of the Warren Glacier to get a
good look at Garibaldi. I sat there eating my lunch and watched Enrico Kindi and friends climb
it. It looked like fun, but the route seemed awfully steep to me. Maybe next year, I thought.
The next year passed, and the year after that was passing...

Meanwhile, back in the clubroom, our illustrious president, Andrew McPacheco (it is a
liitle known fact that he is Scotish by birth), was making plans to climb Atwell. This is a
difficult climb, but some of us thought we’d tag along and see how far up the ridge we could
get. At the Friday meeting, however, it was discovered that poor Andy had the ‘flu, and the B
team” didn’t fancy going to Atwell alone. I suggested Garibaldi, and by Saturday morning
(never plan anything to far in advance!) a group was formed. The group was made up of a
likely cast of characters: Judy the Restless, Jan the Intense and Peter Solo. A fifth member,
Dave, I had not met before, but apparently he was a recent graduate of the VOC glacier school,
which I took to be impeccable qualifications. We got our stuff together and headed up to
Brohm Ridge.

Two weeks of sunny and cold weather had made the snow very hard. This reduced the
avalanche danger, but it also made the skiing difficult. On steep ground the edges sometimes
would not hold. As soon as we were off the flat ground on top of Brohm Ridge we had to use
crampons instead.

We were considering a campsite below Dalton Dome, a hanging glacier on the north side
of Garibaldi, when Judy expressed some doubts about possible ice fall. We agreed and walked
away from the cliff until we encountered a large crevasse. Considering the danger of the
crevasse and the danger of the cliff we found a point of minimum danger where we put up our
tent (it’s a standard linear programming problem). As soon as the sun went down, the sun
reminded us that despite the good weather, this was indeed February. We discussed plans for
the next day, and after the conversation had subsided Jan reassured us by stating in a calm and
sombre tone: “Something will go wrong tomorrow’. That night, we were awakened three times
by the sound of ice fall from Dalton Dome.

The following morning was cold, and everyone was blaming themselves for feeling it
until Dave produced a thermometer which read -20 degrees C. After that, it became socially
acceptable to complain about the cold. We roped up and prepared for the final ascent. The
sections near the base of the mountain were wind-blown and hard. Fortunately, these conditions
did not persist to the steep sections, and we could climb by kicking steps. Peter and Judy lead
the way. I found the exposure uncomfortable, so Jan, Dave and I experimented with snow fluke
belays for a while, until we realised that it was slowing us down so much that we’d never
make it to the top; so we pulled up our flukes and continued up.

Peter and Judy reached the Summit at about 11 am. While there, Peter noticed a black
speck on the summit of Atwell. At the time, he thoughtit might be a cairn. In fact, it was
Richard Howea, who is not normally mistaken for a cairn. Richard later reported seeing two
specks on top of Garibaldi. What a day for the VOC, with one party on the summit of Atwell
and another on Garibaldi at the same time!



Our rope team made the summit at noon. I felt quite a rush of exhilaration in the final

few metres before the summit. I found the climb quite unnerving, but was glad I had finally

done it.

On the way down, I was thinking of Jan’s prophecy the night before, because as far as I

could see, nothing whatsoever had gone wrong yet. l’his sense of doom vanished as soon as I

got off the steep section, and I forgot about it until later in the day when we stopped to

remove our crampons. When I did so, I noticed that one of the straps was not in place. Upon

closer inspection, I discovered that the metal stay holding the ring had sheared off. I have no
idea when it broke, and it is possible that I went to the top of the mountain and back with a
broken crampon! Jan remained unimpressed, however he was expecting to find the gate at the
end of the logging road locked, thus preventing us from driving home. At the end of the day,
we found the gate unlocked. Everyone was relieved, except for Jan, who, I suspect, harbours a
secret love of epics!

PARTICIPANTS:

Peter Stone Judy Needham Jan Palaty
Dave Pfeiffer Steve Dods

ATWELL PEAK - SOUTH RIDGE
Peter Fredman February 11-12, 1989

I am turning around in my sleeping bag, trying to ignore the fact that I am freezing by
thinldng of something else; I remember entering the clubroom one day about two weeks ago. I
had a strange feeling that something unusual was going on, but I couldn’t tell what it was.
Everyone was excited and was talking about it. Wild plans had been made, and Andy said it
should last for at least a week. There I stood like a question mark, trying to get an explanation.
It was the northern cold air that was coming. This would mean temperatures well below zero
and a clear sky. Water would freeze, the snow would consolidate and ice axes would be
sharpened. At last, the weather that we had all been waiting for while counting the raindrops
during the last three months was here.

I am turning around once more, looking at my watch, realising that I have to spend
another four hours like this before it’s time to wake up. I am thinking of the great trips I have
done during the last few weeks: the nice views from Metal Dome, a bit of an epic on Mt.
Harvey’s north face, Black Tusk (the picturesque old volcano) and the enjoyable ice on
Shannon Falls. Three hours left, and my thoughts are now in a hot car crossing a Nevada
desert in mid-summer...

Finally, Craig turns on his headlamp, and a few minutes later the stove is going. It takes
one and a half hours; then we are on our way. In front of us we have the South Ridge of
Atwell Peak (2620m).

It takes 15 minutes from camp up to Little Diamond Head where the ridge itself starts.
The first 600 - 700 metres of the ridge are almost horizontal with a few narrow passages; then
it rises up towards the last, very steep pitch and the summit. We are making a fast climb on
the hard snow, and soon we get magnificent views from our position. The valleys are all



Craig Hollinger on the south ridge of Atwell Peak

Photo: Peter Fredman
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covered by clouds, but the peaks are visible all around. The early morning sunlight gives the

sky a red colour. It is like a painting.

After three hours on well consolidated snow, we reach a point approximately 50 metres

below the summit. It is now impossible to follow the ridge, as it rises almost vertically up

towards the summit. Richard goes first, traversing over to the east face: unprotectable mixed

climbing on snow, ice and rock in small gullies leads up to the small snowfield that ends at the

summit. The last pitch takes a lot of time but is enjoyable. The sumit is only a small snow

pyramid with room for a maximum of two persons. While I am standing there I can see some

people at the summit of Mt. Garibaldi, not far away. It is not cold at all, more like a nice

sunny day in May. To the south, I can see Squamish, the Chief and Howe Sound, all

surrounded by clouds. We rappel down from the summit by using a sling around it, and the we

make the descent via a gully on the east face.

Six hours after standing on the summit, we (Craig and I) hit the crowded highway, busy

with people coming from Whistler. I am tired and hungry and my blisters hurt. “One of the

most memorable climbs in the guidebook, and a perennial frigid favourite” has been done. I do

agree: one of the most enjoyable winter climbs I have ever done. An unforgettable day.

PARTICIPANTS:

Craig Hollinger Jeff Greenwood Greg Statter

Richard Howes Peter Fredman

AIRHEADS ON ATWELL

Jeff Greenwood and Greg Statter February 11-13, 1989

Greg: In an attemtpt to inject a bit of spontaneity into the story of our ascent of Atwell

Peak (8650 ft) it was decided that the facetiously suggested title was not too offensive, and in
many ways was quite appropriate for the three of us. Aftetr all, “Yahoos Storm Wahoo” and

“Sisupletons on Slesse” have both been previous VOC titles of great esteem. Let’s cut with the

crap and see how this story’s titlew is so well deserved.

Jeff: This particular tale concerns a winter ascent of the south ridge of Atwell Peak. For

those of you who don’t know the mountain, Atwell Peak is the majestic pointed summit which

dominates the skyline as you drive into Squamish. The south ridge can be clearly seen,

sweeping steeply down and along to its shoulder at Diamond Head. It is features such as this

which bring sweat to the palms of many a mountaineer.

Five such mountaineers chose the south ridge of Atwell as a worthy objective for a clear,
cold weekend in February. They were Craig Hollinger (the token Canadian), Peter Fredman (on
loan from Sweden) and last but least the bold threesome of “blokes from down under”, Richard

Howes, Greg Statter and myself.

Greg: For Richard, Jeff and myself, the evening prior to our departure offered about three

or four hours sleep before a surprisingly punctual R. Howes knocked on my basement door
shortly after 6:00 am. We were off to a good start, blazing up the Whistler Highway to
Squamish. Somewhere just before Britannia Beach our Grand Prix efforts were thwarted by a
conscientious policeman, and Richard copped three points, despite the speedometer indicating

that we weren’t doing any speed at all, ever. Fortunately the malfunctioning speedometer was



kept a secret from the policeman -- don’t forget we’re airheads, not snide. Unperturbed by the
efforts of the policeman, Richard sped on to recover lost time and rocketed the car up the icy
road to the Diamond Head car park. Jeff sustained several cerebral contusions, and I sore
shoulders, before the car -- or rather the salt shaker --

spun to a halt on 15 degree ice. It was no use, chains were the order of the day for this, so
Jeff and I left the automated attempt of the car park to Richard. Fearing that failure here could
spell disaster on the mountain, we urged and shouted the car onward, only to be dismayed by
its inevitable flounderings. We retreated the car to the 90 degree bend and equipped ourselves
for the ski in.

Jeff: The approach via the Diamond Head trail and Elfin Lakes cabin was an individual
effort, with party members spreading out in order of fitness and degree of abdominal
discomfort (due to an excess of exotic food the night before). While skiing alone one seems
more attuned to oneself and the environment. The senses are active and alert to any stimulus.
The rustle of clothing, the swish, swish of skins sliding along the hard, icy tracks. The misty
cloud of exhaled breath and the chst’s regular rise and fail, sucking in the cold fresh air. The
heavy bite of the pack straps into unwilling shoulders. The incredible view of the majestic
Tantalus Range across the valley, and, further up the trail, of Atwell Peak itself, its summit
tower reaching for the sky. And the surrounding silence...occasionally broken by a distant
whining snowmobile or jet flying far overhead.

Greg: It took Jeff and I about four hours to reach the Elfin Lakes shelter, or about one
hour longer than Richard. From the high point onwards I skied without skins on the rather
nasty crust, coming to grief on even the most elementary grades -- it’s great to be humbled
sometimes.

Jeff: The thick icy crust on the trail provided challenging skiing and made me wish I’d
sharpened my edges beforehand. When we reached the Elfin Lakes cabin, Peter and Craig had
already left and Richard was ready to go. I put my foot down (through the crust) and stayed a
good half hour to eat my lunch. Greg hardly ate anything -- he wasn’t feeling well, poor guy.
In fact I’d never seen him so slow on a ski trip before. His performance was far below the
usual Olympic standard. At least I had someone to ski with now.

Greg: Up past the Gargoyles and down to the Columnar Peak saddle, where the crust was
very firm, we headed, and then ascended the southern aspect of Diamond Head, making camp
about 400 ft below the Diamond Head summit, at about 6500 ft.

Jeff: One advantage of the icy conditions was that the avalanche hazard was minimal. We
made rapid progress across the slopes below Columnar Peak and up towards the col between
Columnar and the Gargoyles. Richard again steamed off, tongues of flame licking from his ski
boots. I didn’t see him again until later in the afternoon when we reached our campsite just
below Diamond Head.

The others had chosen a shallow gully as a suitable place and had commenced to build
shelter walls of snow blocks across the gully. The snow was of good consistency for
construction work; I leapt at the opportunity to make use of myself for the first time on the
trip, and added several layers of blocks as well as filling in gaps where the wind could sneak
through. The final result was an architectural masterpiece (if I may say so mysell), putting to
shame the effort of Craig and Peter. They were very brave to pitch their tent so close to their
wall. We had no tent, and instead elected to be hardmen and sleep out in the open. The
weather was perfect for an open-air bivvy, clear skies, little wind and the temperature a cool,



crisp -15 degrees C. The only problem was that no-one wanted to sleep next to Greg, who is a

chronic snorer. Not only would he keep everyone awake, but the vibrations might seriously

damage the structural integrity of the snow wall and put our lives in danger. I suggested that

we have an ice axe nearby to quell any rumblings, and Greg solemnly promised not to snore.

With the sleeping arrangement sorted out, Richard prepared a yummy dinner while Greg and I

stood around and whined about the cold and anything else we could think of to whine about.

Craig discovered the excitement of trying to relieve the calls of nature while wearing

hoilofil booties, slipping gracefully down the slick swface of the gully. This performance

prompted Greg to relate the tale of a climber on Mt. Rainier (also wearing hollofil booties)

who was arranging equipment outside his tent when he slipped and fell a thousand feet or so
down the mountain. Miraculously he survived, only to be faced with an extremely technical
ascent in booties back to his camp. This was enough for me. When nature called my name, I
took the shovel to Cut bootie-sized steps for safety, despite jeers of disapproval from my
comrades.

The sleeping arrangement was quite comfortable and cosy and, surprisingly, most of the
audible snoring came not from Greg but from within the tent further up the gully. However,
Greg demonstrated a different form of aberrant behaviour, occasionally waking up in a
claustrophobic panic. thrutching desperately to release himself from his tight cocoon of sleeping
bag and bivvy sac.

Greg: In the morning we were up and whingeing at 5:00 am. I got warm by spending 15
minutes getting my right boot on, while Richard, Craig and Peter (the latter two Jeff and I
hardly saw) got going.

Jeff: The sky was clear and cold, and there was still no wind. Great conditions -- let’s go
for it Richard prepared breakfast for us while Greg and I whined inside our sleeping bags. I
felt tense and excited. Were we actually going to do this? Feet were shoved into frost-lined
boots, crampons were strapped on and ice axes made ready. Richard took off again, saying that
he’d see us up there, which I took to mean at the far end of the long knife-edged portion of the
ridge. Greg and I soon followed, and although the ridge crest was in good condition, the
tremendous exposure on both sides was almost more than we mediocre mountaineers could
handle. We talked to each other in a restrained manner, agreeing that yes we were both
extremely seared, but yes we could do it, even if this was the last place in the world that we
really wanted to be. An interesting section of this ridge traverse had us jumping off a rocky
promontory three or four feet down onto the ridge crest. It was hard to keep one’s eyes fixed to
the landing point and not glance down the endless slopes on either side. I don’t mind telling
you that I was scared on this bit. However, time and lots of mutual encouragement saw us
safely at the end of the ridge traverse with the magnificent steep section of the south ridge still
ahead of us. But where was Richard? Up there, somewhere. I felt like a little lost lamb, alone
on this big mountain with only Greg for company.

Greg: Jeff and I climbed together and in a rather frightened state crossed the kilometre-
long ridge between Diamond Head and the start of Atwell. The weather promised to be
glorious, just like a Himalayan setting: the cloud-filled valleys bubbled thousands of feet below
us and the Skypilot group, Mamquam and Tantalus peaks towered like tall sailing ships Out of
this sea of cloud, while Jeff and I scaled the heights towards the “crow’s nest” of Atwell Peak.
The exposure was continuous and only every now and again did we feel secure away from the
40-degree-plus slopes that sustained their angle for at least a thousand feet. Like ostriches, Jeff



and I kept our heads to the ground, blatantly defying the abyss below, towards which we might
falter if we did otherwise. Fortunately, Jeff’s wailing was repressed and the pair of us
concentrated hard, working our way up the south ridge in the most ethereal conditions
imaginable. By 10:30 am we’d reached the col between the south ridge and the main spire of
Atwell. Richard was being belayed by Craig and Peter and was obscured from view, apparently
climbing some horrendously difficult pitch to the summit. Jeff and I dug a secuer bench in the
snow and contented ourselves with a long wait.

Jeff: Once at the summit, Richard placed some anchors and acted as a belay boy for
Craig and Peter. They satisfied their summit quest while we waited patiently below. After
rappelling back down to us, they both continued their descent, leaving us alone with our fears,
the mountain, and ther end of the rope to tie in to.

Greg: It was several hours before we started the climb, aided by the luxury of a belay
above from Richard. We crossed a tricky section of rotten ice and rock, tied in and began
climbing. We encountered two difficult bulges and then proceeded up a very steep chimney of
rotten ice and rock. Technically this was the most difficult section of the climb, although we
were safe with Richard’s belay.

Jeff: On the last pitch I attempted the gentle art of front pointing on steep ice in telemark
boots. A wee bit like farting at thunder, but somehow I scraped and scrabbled my way up to
join Richard and Greg at the summit.

This was great, the fulfilment of a mountaineering dream! The taste of success was even
sweeter for me, this being my second attempt at the peak. We all took turns being
photographed on the summit, and carefully poked our heads over to breathe in the stunning
exposure on the west face of the mountain. This was a memorable VOC mountaineering
weekend, for as we took our summit shots another group of VOCers were descending from the
nearby summit of Mt. Garibaldi. There was so much to see and think about that it was hard to
take everything in, and soon it was time to leave. We rappelled off a sling lassooed around the
summit, assembled all our gear and commenced the long descent.

Greg: At about 2:30 pm the three of us had rappelled from the summit and I had crossed
the tricky section of mixed ice and rock. Jeff was feeling a bit nervous about this section and
decided a belay across it would be a good idea. Meanwhile, I set off down the south ridge,
weaving down through the spires of rotten volcanic rock and detouring the many gendarmes on
the ridge. Every now and then I paused to check the progress of Jeff and Richard, but was
unable to sight them. I continued down to the large gendarme where on our ascent we had
climbed a steep snow chute, perhaps to 50 degrees. The snow and ice conditions were very
reminiscent of a previous climb on Mt. Orizaba (18900 ft) in Mexico, although this section was
considerably steeper. I was constantly reminding myself of Dave Williams’ 2(100 ft tumble
down Orizaba and the consequences of a fall in this couloir. I conscientiously and with great
concentration front-pointed my way down the couloir for what seemed like an eternity, passing
well below the ascent route, as it was thought this would be a quicker way back. The couloir
seemed endless but there was no sign of Jeff and Richard above. Had I missed them? Had
something gone wrong, or were they just airheads? The couloir was less steep in the lower
sections: I began a descending traverse on 40 degree hard ice and then walked down when I
could break through the ernst. I was relieved to be out of the couloir. Way, way, way up I
could see Richard and then Jeff beginning the slow painful descent.



Jeff: I was scared and slow on the descent down the couloir, kicking steps so firmly that

my toes ached. Richard was just below, offering advice on technique and kind words of

encouragement. Far below was the tiny form of Greg, waiting patiently on the easier slopes at

the foot of the face. After an eternity I was able to turn and plunge sep down the crusty snow,

saying my last goodbyes to the mountain. The others had already left and were retreating

specks in the distance. I followed as fast as I could, and soon rejoined them at the camp.

Greg: In the fading light we skied down from the bivvy Site towards the Columnar Peak

saddle. The skiing was great on a very predictable hard ice crust, and despite the descent of

darkness I was soon at the saddle below the Elfin Lakes shelter. There was no sign of Richard

and Jeff, and it was ages before I sighted one of the airheads, who hardly seemed to have

descended from the Gargoyles. I decided that if something was seriously amiss they’d probably

yell, and headed up to the cabin where I joined a group from Pearson College for some toasted

marshmallows.

Jeff: I left the campsite first, but my skiing techniqye could only be described as inferior,

and soon the others passed me. In failing light and with failing strength and failing headlamp

batteries I struggled up towards the Gargoyle-Columnar col, where I removed my skins and

resigned myself to my fate. After a hundred metres or so of panic-stricken side-slipping, I

misjudged the contours of the slope and colipsed in a helpless, snivelling, whingeing heap. The

heap slid down for some way, before it came to rest and lay still for a while, considering its

predicament. Soon the heap became a person once again, shedding its pack and skis. I had

decided to swallow what little pride I had left and don my crampons for the rest of the descent.

Richard had returned to see if I was OK, and we continued to the cabin together, my miserable

skis strapped firmly to my pack and my feet sinking through the crust every few steps.

Greg: Previous VOCers I’d skied with at Harrison Hut over Christmas had claimed that

there are few skiers in the VOC these days. Before me lay a snivelling example and it was

only with the “ess restraint that I didn’t pick up my Kazamas and hack him to death with

those sharp edges. Instead I decided to arouse Jeff’s confidence and poked him in the eye.

Jeff: Greg greeted me with open anus, and after some discussion we decided to remain at

the cabin for the night. The few hours of sleep were heaven indeed. My battered and bruised

body melted into the folds of my sleeping bag, and for a while all my problems seemed to

disappear. Morning was a rude awakening, however, as all the aches and pains returned with a

vengeance. I gave myself a head start on the others, which was a good move as we all arrived

at the car at much the same thue. Cecil’s battery was, of course, dead, but after some

manhandling on the ice, we managed to turn him around and give hun agood run at the hill to

get him started. As we drove back towards Vancouver I vowed to improve my skiing, I hope

Greg vowed to get hio€ bowel movements sorted out before the next trip, and I imagine

Richard vowed never to go on a trip with us again. Airheads indeed!

PARTICIPANTS:

See previous article.



SPECIAL FEATURES
DO’S AND DON’TS FOR SKI-TRIPS

Nick Folkard January 1989

1) DO leave UBC before 8 am.
2) DONT sit in the cafe at Squamish for an hour, hoping that someone else will have
another coffee so you can too.
3) DO be careful not to get mown down by cars whizzing along the Whistler highway, or
snowmobiles whizzing across it.
4) DON’T set off up the trail at a brisk jog.
5) DO make sure your pack is big enough to carry all the layers you’ll take off.
6) DON’T overtake the group in front so you have to break trail.
7) DO make frequent stops for water, i.e. to allow your pulse to drop below 200.
8) DON’T let on that 8 minutes is far too long for you to break trail and that 30 seconds
would be much more satisfactory.
9) DO bring more for lunch than two somewhat squashed sandwiches.
10) DON’T follow someone who was here last week and knows the way through a forest,
unless you enjoy skiing in circles.
Ii) DO tie yourself to the pack of a super-fit Swede so you will be pulled effortlessy along.
12) DON’T dig a snow-pit at the top of a mountain at 4:15 p.m. in January.
13) DO develop either your telemarking or your body-surfing sufficiently well to get you
down steep slopes of deep powder in minutes rather than hours.
14) DON’T allow the pinhole-plates to rip out of your boots.
15) DO stand up for more than 15 seconds at a time.
16) DON’T ski down beside a creek when you should be several hundred feet up its left
bank.

17) DO try not to swear so much every time you embrace a tree.
18) DON’T use skins with no glue so they fall off 20 minutes back down the trail.
19) DO talk nicely to good skiers earlier in the day so they stay around to help you out when
it gets dark and starts snowing.

20) DON’T stand in the middle of a steep logging slash for half an hour wishing you had a
Pieps.

21) DO make sure your pinholes don’t ice up so your skis fall off all the time.
22) DON’T panic when you think you’re above 4000’ up a mountain in the dark.
23) DO make sure that more than one out of four skiers have a headlamp that is brighter than
a small candle and lasts more than ten minutes.
24) Oh, yes, I forgot: DON’T use ski poles held together by the Grace of God and duct tape.
24) DON’T step in creeks with your skis on. They will immediately collect several kilos of
snow on their bases and refuse to move.

26) DO pause to reflect that it’s actually quite neat whizzing down a snow-covered logging
road at 9 p.m.

27) DON’T try and go to sleep every time you fall over, in the hope that your companions
will leave you to die.

28) DO give thanks to Allah when you find your car hasn’t been towed.
29) DON’T try to drive home in a snow-storm.



30) DO figure Out how to put chains on in the comfort of your own home.

31) DON’T assume the foetal position on the back seat of a wann car when your friends are

laying to put chains on said car in a blizzard.

32) DO eat a Big Mac and believe it tastes good.

33) DON’T forget to HAVE FUN!

PARTICIPANTS:

Nick Folkard Muriel Pacheco Andy Pacheco

Peter Fredman

PUMORI

Richard 1-lowes

Purnori, 7161 metres (23,500 ft), lies amongst some of the giants of the Nepal Himalayas,

only eight kilometres from Mt. Everest. While Pumori is 1700 metres lower than its giant

neighbour, the mountain possesses an incredible beauty and purity of form which never fails to

draw the eye of the visitor. To a climber, its daunting slopes are irresistable, and the desire to

stand on the apex of the elegant, icy pyramid becomes strong. Many feel that Pumori is one

of the most beautiful mountains in the Himalaya, and George Mallory (“because it is there”)

named the mountain Pumo Ri, or “Daughter Peak” after his young child when he first explored

the Tibetan side of Everest in 1921.

Pumori has no straight-forward route to its summit. We had chosen a route, the South

Ridge, which took perhaps the most striking line on Pumori, but one which also promised

difficult climbing. Five years previously, afer climbing a smaller peak in the same area, I had

gazed in awe at this ridge. I felt then that such a climb, with all the difficulties of Himalayan

weather and the altitude, would be one I could scarcely hope to be capable of doing. Yet by

the time Jeff Wiffiams, an “old climbing friend from Australia’, phoned me to tell me that he
“expected me to come along”, I had trodden considerably more summits and had climbed

harder than I had ever thought I would and I felt that, just possibly, I was ready for this route.

Landing in Kathmandu exposes one to an onslaught of different smells, sights and
impressions. For me these often brought on a rush of old memories, but for the most part
these feelings were submerged by the hectic activity of organizing a full-scale Himalayan

expedition. Soon our group of seven climbers and six trekkers, all friends of climbers, were

able to depart Kathmandu for the mountains. We flew the first stretch of the approach, and
our airplane terrified first-time passengers by dropping from the sky towards the ridiculously

short, sloped, dirt runway perched on the side of a mountain. This was the standard approach
to the village of Lukla, however, and soon we were breathing in the crisp mountain air. We
had entered the world of the Sherpa people and perhaps experienced as profound a change in
lifestyle, customs and religion as we had upon arriving in Kathmandu from our Western home.

The Sherpas, whose forebears moved centuries ago over the high passes from the Tibetan

Plateau, are gentle Buddhists with open friendly and enterprising natures.

Our arrival had placed us five days walk from the nearest road. There are still people in

the area who are quite familiar with planes and helicopters, but who have never seen bicycles,

cars, trucks or buses! Eventually the rest of our gear arrived and we began the trek in to our



Mount Blackstrap, known to the locals as Pumori. Richard went up the ridge facing the



Base Camp. I was put in charge of organising and keeping track of our forty-three porter loads

of equipment, and in this I was ably assisted by our Sherpa staff. Expeditions are required to

employ a sirdar (organiser of porters, etc.), cook, cook’s assistant and mail runner, along with a

Liason Officer, yet for us this obligation was no chore and soon we were the best of friends

with all of our staff.

We moved higher up the Dudh Kosi valley and lush forests gave way to pine trees. By

Namche, the almost mythical “capitol’ of the Sherpa world, we were beginning to feel the

altitude. From now on a gentle pace to allow safe acclimatization would be the rule. As we

made our way further towards our goal, we switched to great shaggy yaks for load carrying

(these beasts are actually uncomfortable below about 3,500 metres), and we felt the Whinning

air more and more acutely. The magical Thyangboch Monastery, perched on a ridge below the

mighty yet soaring form of Ama Dablam, was a welcome resting place several days after

leaving Lulda, and we spent a morning being blessed at the monastery.

As we made our way up the Khumbu Valley we left the treeline behind and travelled on

formerly glaciated terrain. Bad weather often removed the astounding peaks from view, yet I

wrote at the time: “The mist which has dropped down to just above us has forced the gaze to

the Jackson Pollock canvass of muted reds, greens, yellows, greys and wildflower blues of the

beautiful alpine country. A rugged, heaped moraine with a confusion of rises and hollows,

with rocks scattered over all, carpeted by the most gentle layer of that colourful vegetation.”

The altitude became more noticeable. I also wrote, “Felt quite breathless; was left

‘drowning’ after conversation whilst walking on almost level ground”. This was at 4300 metres

(14,100 feet); how on Earth would we manage at 7000 metres? The answer would be the

incredible adaptability of the human body in its ability to acclimatize to a lack of oxygen, and

perhaps more importantly, the resilience and stubbornness of our psyches in the face of

discomfort, cold and uncertainty.

On the 24th of September we straggled into our Base Camp site at 5340 metres (17,500

feet). We were on a corner of elevated moraine bounded by the large Khumbu Glacier which

flowed from Everest, and a considerably shrunken Pumori Glacier. Below us in altitude,

further up the valley and sited on the ice and rubble of the Khumbu glacier, was the Everest

Base Camp. This was home for several large expeditions climbing on the south side of

Everest.

Our work began again in earnest. Somehow we motivated ourselves to do the necessary

chores and began to push our route up Purnori. I developed an enervating case of bronchitis,

quite a new experience to me, which was to plague me for the rest of our stay on the

mountain. Carrying loads up to our “Advance Base” at the foot of the actual climbing

occasionally left me almost passing out following a particularly persistent bout of coughing.

Still low on the mountain, we were appalled by the difficulty of the route. Ray Vran and Scot

Woolums (the latter from Oregon) put in some hard work climbing a steep slope of rotten

snow and ice to gain a horribly knife-edged, and often corniced, col at 6100 metres (20,000

feet), on the South Ridge itself. On this and other slopes which we planned to climb at least a

couple of times during the course of load carrying and acclimatization, we left fixed ropes in

place. By afternon all of our ice-anchors had partly melted Out, so we took to climbing in the

cold of pre-dawn.

This col was the only feasible site for our camp one, which we eventually dug into the

very crest of the ridge, placing two tents with a drop of thousands of feet a metre or so on



each side of our homes. We were on a tightrope suspended in the clear Himalayan sky, and
dramatic views of Everest, Chotse, Nupste and dozens of other peaks surrounded us. Above us
the climbing promised only to become more difficult. (At one point, still on the col, we
actually had to tunnel through the crest of the ridge.)

Overcoming a challenge, however, provides deep satisfaction and a learning experience.
Above the col the route steepened yet again where we had to skirt Out onto the South Face of
the mountain to avoid two great rock towers on the South Ridge. Scot and I led this section
over two days of climbing punctuated by a retreat to Base Camp during a storm which briefly
engulfed the mountains. The terrain was breathtaking, with steep climbing over mixed rock
and ice, capped by one pitch of 80 degree water ice to regain the ridge, hard work at 6,400
metres (21.000 feet).

Finally, after two weeks of hard work, fatigue and excitement, we were ready and
sufficiently acclimatized to make our summit bid. The weather was good, but every day closer
to winter the temperatures dropped a little further below freezing and the wind from the North
became stronger. Scot. Ray, Armando Corvine and I set off from camp one, followed our
ropes past the rock towers and along the ridge above to where we would make a “prepared
bivouac” at around 6.500 metres. We had sleeping and cooking gear, but no tents. Cosily
ensconsed in our little eyries of ice and rock, we brewed up drink after drink, and watched the
sun set in a crystal clear sky. Few views could equal this.

The next morning, we readied ourselves in the frigid darkness for our summit bid,
yearning heart and soul for the sun’s rays to peek over the bulk of Lhotse (fourth highest
mountain in the world). A wind blew unrelentingly from the North-west. and Armando and I
set off soon after Scot and Ray. We were a long way from the summit, and some very
difficult climbing remained, promising a long day.

More ridge climbing brought us to an almost vertical wall of rock and rotten ice. Above
this was a steep wall of glacier ice which took us past huge, alabaster walls of overhanging
ice-cliffs. The slope eased back after this before joining a precipitous ridge of ice and snow,
often loose and unconsolidated, which we moved along roped together with at least two
anchors placed to safeguard our climbing.

At last Armando and I emerged onto the 550 metre (1800 feet) summit snow slopes.
Scot, superbly fit and fresh from a season of guiding clients up Alaska’s Denali (Mt.
McKinley), plugged steps for himself and Ray all the way to the summit, and they were by
floW out of sight. Somewhat slower than my normal pace at altitude, I was feeling the effects
of my bronchitis, a mild case of diarrhea and a cracked nb, sustained from my violent
coughing. Armando was strong, but his forty-nine years kept him at my pace. Already it was
three-thirty in the afternoon, and we realised that we would not be able to both make the
summit and return to Camp Two before darkness. We did not hesitate to choose to bivouac. I
knew we could endure a bivouac in only the clothes we wore, at about 6700 metres (22,000
feet) in temperatures of -20 degrees, without damage. From previous experience I was
confident that being able to dig into the soft snow to shelter from the wind would just make an
unprepared night Out possible.

We met the other two descending from the summit and they shook their heads at our
plan, handed us their radio, and continued on down with calls of good luck for us. A little
further on we began to dig in as Everest started to glow pink. Finally, huddled in our tiny



cave (made small to conserve heat), with our packs blocking the entrance, we began one of the

coldest, longest nights of our lives in the thin. unsustaining air.

The coming of the sun cannot be described in words; suffice to say that by eight in the

morning we were on our way to the top. A little slower after our night out, we finally

stumbled onto the breakable crust of the summit snows at noon. What a view! To the North,

Tibet lay spread out, receding into the brown and dry distance. The North Face of Everest, the

North col used by Mallory and Irwine on their mystery shrouded attempt and disappearance on

Everest before the War and the routes of various other expeditions were visible. Mountains

beyond count stretched in every direction, most of them below us. We looked down onto the

summit of mighty Ama Dublam! We spent forty cold, cold minutes on the top of Pumori,

overwhelmed. I buried a sling belonging to my dear friend Enrico, who had died in the

mountains he loved, and wept without hindrance as I relived his memory.

After photographs, a recorded message and a talk to Base Camp on our radio (during

which both radio and walkman died from the cold), we left the freezing summit, buffeted by

fifty-knot gusts of wind, and carefully began our descent. Much lower, with one rappel to go.

a couple of hundred metres above our camp two, Armando dropped the rope! Darkness was

falling as I racked my brain to find a way to bypass those steep ice-cliffs and eventually after

some intense down climbing, we managed to regain our fixed ropes. Back at our sleeping bags

we brewed and drank for hours, and again the next morning, lying in our bags while

contentment filled our hearts, and my mind soared on wings of music. Three days later we

had climbed down to Base Camp.

Andrew and Matt, on the next summit attempt, withdrew when Andrew found the steep

terrain between camps one and two overwhelming, even with the fixed ropes. Jeff, our leader,

was content to see everyone safely off the mountain, and we all had many more adventures

before returning to Kathmandu. Leaving the by now cold Base Camp (temperatures of -20

degrees celsius at night ushered in winter), I felt I would explode with joy as I kept turning to

gaze at Pumori.

COAST MOUNTAIN WANDERINGS

Peter Stone

THE PEMBERTON ICECAP

In April I made a ski trip across the Pemberton Icecap to meet up with a VOC group at

the Hanson Hut. I climbed a few peaks on the way, including Longspur and the 8353’ peak

at the head of the Squamish Glacier, and enjoyed some fabulous views across valleys which

were filled almost to the brim with clouds.

Befor leaving the cabin I made a long day trip to complete a traverse of six peaks around

the edge of the South Creek Glacier, starting with Southry Peak and ending at Zygo as the sun

was setting.

THE MONARCH ICEFIELD

In May I joined John Baldwin and George Fulton on a two week ski trip to the Monarch

Icefleld. Due to long spells of poor weather we only managed two days of peak-bagging. We



Ogre Mountain, Monarch Icefield
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climbed a 9200’ peak on Iroquois Ridge just east of Snowside Mountain, and a week later

climbed Ogre Mountain a few miles to the south.

Although the peaks in the area are really quite rugged, if you go early in the year, many

can be climbed for the most part on skis with possibly a short rock scramble for the last few

hundred feet to the summit.

PARAPET, 1SOSCELES AND HOUR PEAKS

For me, this July trip was basically a late season ski trip. I was actually slightly envious
of Andy and Muriel climbing on Crosscut Ridge, but still preferred to rip around the various
peaks as a first priority.

RIDE-IN-PEAK

My first hiking trip, late in July, was to a small group of peaks adjacent to the Pemberton
Icecap. Even though these peaks are really quite accessible, they only had one previously
recorded ascent.

Ride-in-Peak and the neighbouring peak 8100’ were climbed in one day, and a second
day was spent wandering each way along the ridge which runs parallel to the Longspur Glacier
in order to climb peaks 8200’ and 7982’. The north face of Longspur presents an impressive
view all along this ridge, and is much more glaciated than is indicated on the map.

FROM THE CHILCOTIN TO THE LILLOOET ICEFIELD AND BACK

The access to the Coast Mountains from the East on this trip made a pleasant change
from the usual wrestle with coastal bush. A long hike up Gun Creek brought me to Griswold
Pass, and from there I traversed a small icefield to reach the valley which connects the Bridge
River and Lord River valleys at the edge of the north-east corner of the Lillooet Icecap.

Mounts Perry (East summit) and Wheatley were climbed on successive days from a base
camp in this valley, before I returned to the Gun Creek valley. By stretching out my food
rations I was able to spend a day climbing Mount Warner and neighbouring peaks. The views
of green Chilcotin valleys provided a mellow contrast to the icefield views from Mounts Perry
and Wheatley.

MANATEE AREA

Our mountaineering activities were rather restricted due to various circumstances, namely:
having to search for a missing party member and losing an ice axe during an attempted
crossing of Manatee Creek. In spite of this, Jan and I make a successful ascent of Obelia and
also explored the intended route towards Elaho Mountain.

The approach route through the extensive meadows from the ridge above Devastation
Creek is an added attraction of a trip in this area in summer. However, using skis in spring
would provide easier access to the high glaciers and peaks.



NORTH CREEK

For a final fling before the Fall term I made a five day trip from Railroad Pass to North
Creek. I climbed Locomotive Mountain and one of the peaks of Face Mountain before heading
towards the Boomerang Glacier and Mount Sessel. From a camp at the head of North Creek I
set off toward Thiassi, but ended up spending most of the day scrambling around on the ridge
at the head of the McParlon Glacier. There was no cairn at the 8300’ high point so I rectified
that situation before heading back. I ended the trip by braving bOsh and hornets on the North
Creek trail.

NOEL CREEK

I returned to the Railroad Pass area on the Thanksgiving weekend and hiked up the south
branch of the Hurley River to the head of Noel Creek. I spent most of the second day
scrambling around on the long 8200’ peak to the north-east of the pass at the head of Noel
Creek. To avoid the class 4 ridge connecting the west 8200’ summit to the east 8100’ summit,
I climbed down 1000’ from the ridge. As this climbing ended up being quite steep and tricky,
I might as well have stayed on the ridge.

To finish off the day, I nipped over Valpolicella Peak back to my campsite. Well, I
think it was Valpolicella Peak as there was a wine bottle at the summit cairn, even though the
grid reference given in Bruce Fairley’s Guide Book is that of a neighbouring lower peak.

For a bit of variety I hiked Out across the boulder-strewn alpine area to the west of my
inward route, making a short side trip to climb the 7900’ summit before descending to the
logging devastation.

KEBNEKAISE -- AND OTHER MOUNTAINS IN SWEDEN
Peter Fredman

I am sitting on the train going from Stockholm, the capital of Sweden, to Narvik in
Norway. It is early May and in Stockholm the birches are soon shifting to their beautiful
bright green colour. The further north I get the more wintery the landscape gets. Finally, after
18 hours on the train I reach my first destination: Kiruna, a small mining town in the very
north of Sweden. Here the snow is still covering the ground, but spring is coming with light
24 hours a day. My journey continues by bus to Nikkaluokta, a very small village where
native people (Laplander) still live and make their living from reindeers. At this point the road
ends.

SEVERAL OPTIONS TO REACH KEBNEKAISE

In Nikkaluolcta, the snow is even deeper and the signs of spring (except for increasing
daylight) are hard to see. From this point I have to continue by skis. The goal of the trip is
to climb the highest mountain in Sweden -- Kebnekaise’s south summit: 2117 metres. From
Nikkaluokta I have several options. The easiest is to ski the 20 kilomteres to Kebnekaise



Lodge and then take the normal route up to

the summit which is a six-hour non-technical

climb from the lodge. A more challenging

option will be to ski up to the Tarfala cabin ..

and from there choose one of several technical <.EI3?J AJ$

climbs. Other possibilities would be to stay in

a tent or snowcave closer to the mountain.
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The Tarfala cabin is a small cabin with 14 beds owned by the Swedish Touring Club. It

is located at 1260 metres, close to the Tarfala lake in the Tarfala Valley. The valley is

surrounded by some of Sweden’s highest peaks, including Kebnekaise. The Tarfala Valley

offers good technical and nontechnical mountaineering, and also provides excellent skiing on its

glaciers.

NYGREN’S ROUTE

Nygren’s Route, named after the man who did the first ascent, is a fairly easy technical

climb that follows the SE ridge up to Kebnekaise’s North summit. The Tarfala cabin is a good

starting point for this route which starts at 1700 metres and is usually slciied. The climb starts

with a 50 metre long traverse on exposed rock, then continues on a mostly snowcovered ridge,

with some short tricky rock. At the end of the climb, a huge snow overhang (created by

predominately westerly winds) has to be passed. There are several ways to do this, ranging

from making a tunnel through it to climbing around it (if possible).

From the North Summit an easy snowcovered ridge leads up to the south summit. The

summit is actually a small glacier on the top of a mountain, and this means that if this glacier

melts, Kebnekaise will not be the highest mountain in Sweden anymore.

THE TOP OF KEBNEKAISE

To stand at the top of Kebnekaise at 10:00 p.m. on a clear night in May is’ a pleasant

experience. To the dark rolling hills covered with forests and to the west -- a red
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sunset over the Norwegian mountains. North of Kebnekaise there are several 1800 - 2000

metre peaks and many of these still have unclimbed faces; there is still exploration to be done

in this area!

Far to the south, another region of peaked mountains is visible; this is Sarek, one of

Sweden’s largest national parks.

SAREK NATIONAL PARK

Sarek . . . yes I remember! Some of the best skiing I have ever done in this country.
The perfect place if you are looking for remoteness and space. Here you can practise your
telemark turns without being watched, If you are lucky you might see a wolverine or an eagle.
You can also climb Sweden’s second highest mountain -- Sarektjakka, 2089 metres. Sarek
doesn’t provide any facilities for its visitors: one little tiny cabin with an emergency phone in
the centre of the park is all. If you go there you have to rely on your own skills, and must
stay in a tent or snowcave.

It takes at least one and a half days of skiing from the road to reach the park, but the
terrain is relatively flat and the skiing is usually good. Within the park most people follow the
big valleys, which aie excellent to ski in. The treeline is at 650 metres, and most of these
valleys have no trees at all.

You need at least a week if you want to go to Sarek. Many people who go there to do a
ski-trip move every day, but I have found it preferable to ski in and make up a basecamp and
from there do trips up to the peaks. Although most peaks have been climbed during the first
half of this century, there are still several unclimbed routes to do.

PAD3ELANTA NATIONAL PARK

The real “cross-country ski freak” might prefer to do a trip to Padjelanta National Park.
This park is located immediately west of Sarek and is about the same size (2000 square
kilometres). Here the mountains are more like rolling hills, which are typical in southern
Sweden. You can ski almost everywhere. This is the perfect place for relaxing trips under
warm and nice spring sun. In May, the snow usually gets bad during the day, so skiing has to
be done during the night. So what -- it really doesn’t matter! It never gets dark and for a few
weeks the midnight sun will give light to a new summer
NOTE:

The best time for skiing and winter mountaineering in northern Sweden is from March to
the beginning of May. Early in the season the days are cold and not that long but the snow is
at its best. Later, a warmng sun makes it more pleasant, but the snow might not be as good
for skiing. Some areas have cabins where it is possible to stay overnight (located every 15 -

20 kilometres) but other areas have no facilities. One night in a cabin costs about $14 during
winter and fuel is provided. Maps are available (scale 1:100,000). Public transportation is well
developed and a car is not needed. If you want more information, don’t hesitate to contact me:
Peter Fredman, Aklejavagen 24, S-12532 Alvsjo, Sweden.



Catherine McCammon

P0 Box 46231, Vancouver, V6R 4G5

732—1778

Impressions of India and Nepal

I have been back from India and Nepal for almost two

months now, but the overwhelming impressions of my trip are

still deeply imprinted in my mind. A simple chronological

account seems hardly appropriate to communicate these

images, however; I have instead chosen to write on several

topics that made the strongest impressions.

I was away from Vancouver for two months starting 1st

October 1988. The first part of my trip was spent in India

where I lectured at universities and government

laboratories. I travelled alone until mid November when I

met Richard in Nepal (fresh from his climbing success on

Pumori) and we then travelled together through Nepal and

Thailand.

On trekking in Nepal:

I spent two weeks in Nepal after arriving in Asia and

hoped to do some trekking before leaving for India. Reality

turned out somewhat different from expectation, but I did

make two excursions, described below, which left me with two

radically different impressions of Nepal.

The day started quietly with a bus ride to an outlying

village in the Kathmandu valley. Empty space on the bus was

kept to a minimum (including ceiling space) and liberal

policies were applied to admission (I shared my few

centimetres with a goat and several kilos of fresh

parsnips). Initial hints that the day might be interesting

came soon after nine am when I was chased through the

botanical reserve by a ragged collection of very drunk men.



Fortunately they were so inebriated that I soon outdistanced
them.

My route followed paths through several small villages
where I was alternately enchanted by shy smiles of village
elders and frustrated by hordes of small children demanding
“one rupee each”. One gang was so persistent that they
commenced pelting me with large stones when I wouldn’t give
into their demands. I fled rapidly, appalled at how western
greed had transformed these children.

After several hours of walking along the heavily
terraced slopes I came upon my lunch spot, a Buddhist shrine
that was situated in a saddle commanding a spectacular view
of two separate valleys. My meditations were quickly
interrupted, however, when a group of about forty men
surrounded me with curious stares. My broken Nepali did
little to relieve their curiosity and I was finally driven
away by their benign yet menacing presence.

I fled down the slope only to be confronted by a group
of giggling school girls who could hardly contain themselves
with derisive laughter as they pointed to my legs. Thinking
they found my socks funny, I looked down and was horrified
to see my legs covered in leeches. I quickly retreated and
spent the next few minutes coaxing them of f with iodine. My
legs looked appalling, like a chain saw massacre, but I was
reluctant to wash them in water (not too clean) and invite
infection.

After a few more hours I finally got back to the road
and the bus. Although it had not been a physically demanding
day I felt totally done in, seriously wondering if I should
trek alone again.

As was to happen again and again in my travels through
India, my depression was quickly replaced by soaring spirits
that I wouldn’t have thought possible. A few days later I
tackled the mountain Shiwapouri, a “hill” outside Kathmandu

involving a climb of 1500 m up steep vegetated slopes. It



was a long route involving three days of travel, so I packed
my tent and sleeping bag. Many sherpas had warned me not to
travel alone, and I proceeded with the journey not so much
from recklessness than sheer determination after looking for
but failing to find any trekking companions.

Imagine my surprise when, after one and a half days of
climbing through steep jungle where sweat continually poured
of f in buckets, being continually wary of tigers and wild
men, pulling off leeches by the dozens, getting lost in the
thick jungle and becoming generally discouraged at ever
reaching my destination, I emerged from the darkness onto a
sunny plateau covered in gras with an absolutely
breathtaking view of the unbroken Himalayan chain. The
crickets were chirping, the bees were buzzing, the birds
were singing and there was a cool gentle breeze to offset
the warm rays of the morning sun. An intoxicating smell of
jasmine filled the air, and I felt a bubble of joy that
started deep within me and grew as it rose until it exploded
in an absolute burst of happiness that made me shout aloud.
Truly one of the happiest moments of my life.

I still had half a day of climbing before I reached the
summit, but barely noticed the gradient as I steadily rose
through the steep forest. That evening I was treated to a
spectacular sunset, followed by a spectacular sunrise the
next morning. My head was still filled with the wonder of
the environment, and not even the bone jarring descent down
the mountain could dispel the feeling of inner peace that
still lingered.

On the people of India:

One of the great advantages of travelling alone is the
opportunities for interacting with the local people. it is
difficult to describe the feeling of sharing a small train
compartment with twelve Hindi ladies (there were six seats)
who spoke very little English. It was at first unsettling to
be the centre of attention of so many, but fourteen hours is



a long time to get used to anything. They were surprised by

my pink skin, appalled by my childless state and shocked

that I had chosen my husband (99% of marriages are arranged

in India) while L,in turn)was touched by their childlike

curiosity in everything about me. They implored me to come

visit them in their village and cried when it was finally

time for me to go.

Men also offered a continual source of interaction,

although of a different sort. I became constantly wary and

even aggressive at times, and managed for the most part to

stay out of trouble, only having to punch one guy in the

face.

The first strong impression that the traveller to India

receives is that there are a lot of Indians. I arrived

during rush hour and was astonished at the seething mass of

humanity that seemed to stretch endlessly in every

direction. During the mad ride from the New Delhi Railway

Station we had four separate accidents (none serious),

although one involved a poor cyclist who was sent sprawling

into the path of an oncoming bus. I noticed a general lack

of feeling among Indians for one’s fellow man, particularly

if he were in distress. On a one to one basis, however, I

found the Indian people to be among the friendliest people I

had ever met.

On science in India:

I visited many scientific institutions during my

lecture tour and found a tremendous gulf between the top

institutions and the ones at the bottom. Competition to get

into University is incredible due to the high population,

and a success ratio of 1 in 5000 is not unusual for some

areas. Financial support also varies dramatically; at one

institution I was awed by the advanced equipment they had

(it made UBC look poor) and yet at another they were still

using voltmeters the size of refrigerators that dated from

before the war (which one?).



I met a number of brilliant scientists during my Visit
and was amazed at the level of innovation in their projects.
For all the money that the government spends on these
institutions, however, it seems that very little gets back
to the common man. There are few industries in India capable
of applying results of the research, and there are few
positions for the highly trained graduates to apply for.
Instead, the graduates go overseas, and universities form
liaisons with companies in the UK, USA, Canada, etc.,
creating a huge gulf between the India of high technology
and the rural population.

The gulf appears to extend to a social level as well. I
was amazed to discover that educated Indians had the same
problems I experienced in dealing with Indian life, and
would never even consider some of the things I did. For
example, after failing to find accommodation in Delhi one
night I dossed on the filthy concrete floor of the train

station. It wasn’t lonely; there were at least one thousand
other Indians to keep me company. One graduate student was
horrified at this, and confessed he would rather die than
sleep beside so many Indians.

On booking trains in India:

I needed a fixed itinerary for my lecture tour around

India, so I set off early one morning to Delhi on what

initially seemed to be a straightforward errand. After many

false starts (people will tell you anything just to avoid

saying “I don’t know”) I finally located the railway booking
office, and was at once overwhelmed.

The room was crammed full of people (three hundred at a

guess) and the queues in front of the five magic windows
where the booking agents sat had merged into one great

seething mass of Indians. You had to fill out a form for

every train you wanted to book (I wanted to book four) and

could only book one train during each. session with the

booking agent. Added to that there was no information on



when trains left, how many per day, what classes were

available, let alone if there were any seats left, so each

foray into the melee could possibly be for nought (query -

how do you know what to book if you can only find out what’s

not available). I took a deep breath and plunged in, only to

discover after two hours of waiting that the queues were

actually moving backwards due to feeding at places other

than the end. I tried this tactic myself, but my small

stature and reluctance to physically injure anyone prevented

much progress.

It was time to try something else. I experimented with

American Express Travel (why not pay someone else to do it),

Baroda House (where tourists obtain permission to book

trains) and tried to find the phantom “Tourist Booking

Office”, all with no success and I finally gave up at

sundown.

Day 2. I decided to try a branch office close to the

University. But after waiting one hour after opening time

for anyone to show up (the Indians have a very relaxed

approach to work) I was told that tourists (read non

Indians) could not book here, but had to go to the central

booking office (my bete noire of the previous day). The

score so far - Indian government 2, Catherine 0.

Day 3. I got to the booking office early for a renewed

attempt. After only 45 minutes (!) I finally made it to the

booking agent, only to find that the trains were booked out

for the next three months.

Getting nervous now, I paid a visit to Indian airlines

to book a flight to Bombay where they were expecting my

arrival in the next few days. Miraculously, the booking

process only took three hours. That still left me time to

finally locate the phantom “Tourist Booking Office”, a haven

where you can break into the tourist quota, allowing you to

book on otherwise full trains. After another two hours I

actually held a one way Delhi-Jammu train ticket in my hand.

I clutched it desperately to reassure myself of its reality,



and as I passed out of the booking office with a mad smile
on my faceseveral people eyed me curiously, probably
wondering what drug I was on.

On Indian planes, trains and buses:
My itinerary gave me ample opportunity to experience

several different modes of travel. Planes were definitely
the fastest mode of transport, but probably not the safest.
There were two crashes just after I arrived in India and it
the number of broken interior features (seats, overhead
lockers, etc.) is any indicacion of the overall state of
maintenance, I wouldn’t recommend flying. I listened
carefully each time we landed for the Sound of the landinq
gear; I had recently read about two separate incidents where
the pilots apparently forgot to lower it, resulting in
spectacular landings. The closest call I had was when our
flight from Srinigar landed 2 km away from the Delhi
airport. Apparently they thought there was a bomb on board,
so we were quickly evacuated and our luggage impounded for
several hours. In most other countries this would be a
significant event for a traveller, but in India it Just
fades into the background noise.

My favourite mode of transport were the trains. There
are numerous possibilities for meeting people, even if you
Splash out on a first class ticket. On the train to Jammu I
shared a four person compartment with ten men. There was
more excitement outside the train than inside on that
journey, however; the route crosses through the Punjab and
although we had two pilot trains precede us (to check for
explosives) and two heavily armed guards in each car, we
could still look out the window and see the daily violence
in uhic the rest of the world seems to have lost interest.

Indian buses also offer much excitement to the
traveller. I missed several in Delhi before I realized that
they don’t stop at bus stops; you have to run alongside and
jump aboard at the right moment. Agility is also required in



getting of f, otherwise you fall under the wheels. The buses

were always full (hanging room only) with entrance at the

rear and exit at the front. This results in a mass migration

of humanity through the bus as it travels, somewhat similar

to the way an earthworm moves by ingesting and expelling

earth. And most amazing of all, the bus conductor somehow

moves against this tide of people to collect bus fare from

all of the occupants.

Long distance buses are also entertaining for the

traveller. The sixteen hour bus ride from Jammu to Srinigar

(300 kin) is still deeply imprinted in my mind. The road

started climbing immediately from Jammu, reaching heights of

1500 m above the rivers before plunging down into the next

valley. There were no guard rails, of course, and shortly

after my journey a bus plunged off the edge, killing all

sixty passengers. The road signs along the way were

hilarious to read — some examples: “Don’t be rash and end in

a crash”, “Be horny, honk on curves”, “Life is deep, don’t

sleep” and so on. Evidence of the severe landslides that

closed the road recently for many weeks became more evident

as we progressed, and there were many delays as much of the

road was still one lane. It was incredible to see — vast

expanses of mountain had slid away into the valley carrying

the road with it, and bulldozers were fashioning the

replacement road from the rubble. Looking at the landscape,

it was obviously a hopeless task because of the extreme

steepness of the slopes. An interesting comment is that the

road has only existed since partition of India cut off the

route from Islamabad to Srinigar. The dust in the air was

quite thick, and when we (finally) arrived in Srinigar I was

amused to see my face; it was completely black with two

white eyes staring out.

On Kashmir:

I have mixed feelings about Kashmir. The scenery is

incredibly beautiful (similar to the Canadian Rockies, in



fact) with shimmering lakes, towering glaciated mountains

and lush pine forests. Superimposed on all the beauty,

however, are the politics of the region which, even for the

tourist, are inescapable.

I travelled by local bus to a small mountain village

not far from the India-Pakistan cease-fire line. My plan was

to go trekking into the mountains overnight, but a visit to

the Tourist Officer changed my plans radically. Apparently

the presence of the military causes quite a few problems,

not only for the tourists, but also for the villagers. His

concern for my safety went far deeper than the usual “female

on her own” concern that is common everywhere; this was

evidently quite a serious situation. We discussed

possibilities, and finally he advised that I would be safe

if I camped with the shepherds at the foot of the glacier.

So I shouldered my pack and joined the long queue of ponies

travelling up the valley.

I made slow progress due to a nasty chest cold, but

finally arrived at the foot of the glacier after several

hours walk, only to find that everyone was leaving the area.

All were genuinely alarmed that I planned to sleep there,

and it quickly dawned on me that these men were also afraid

of the military. (It was ironic that the Muslim men, whose

advances I normally had to discourage, showed such genuine

concern for my safety) . So I packed up the tent and headed

back down the valley in the company of the pony herders. I

was interested to note over my shoulder that the army men

who had followed me up the Valley had now doubled back and

were following me down.

It was nearly dark when I arrived back at the village

and I had nowhere to stay; all the tourists (including the

Tourist Officer who normally stays there) had left on the

bus. The army men were still following me so I found an old

disused storeroom and barricaded myself in for the night.

By an unfortunate coincidence my exertions of the day

had produced a most alarming state of health, and I worried



about suffocating during the night. I had to prop myself up

against the wall (too hard to breathe lying down) and for

about five hours I lay gasping with the exertion of

breathing, occasionally overtaken by racking coughs that

totally exhausted me. In hindsight I really had done all the

wrong things. Here I was at 3000 m after a day of heavy

exertion with no help in sight and a reasonable probability

of being shot if I went out after dark. In fact I heard

artillery fire nearby, and someone tried to get in during

the night. Miraculously, I finally fell asleep, although my

dreams were punctuated with visions of violent Indian army

officers.

Things always look better in the light of day, and the

next morning was no exception. I could breathe properly and

felt on top of the situation once again as I arranged to

take the first bus back to Srinigar. As I wandered around

the village in the early morning light, I was struck anew by

the incredible beauty of the area, and the cruel fate which

had placed the India—Pakistan border so close by.

The remainder of my stay in Kashmir was very pleasant.

I gave lectures at the University, relaxed on Dal Lake

houseboats, visited the High Altitude Research Laboratory

for a few days and slowly recovered from my chest cold. In

retrospect, my visit to Kashmir was the highlight of my trip

to India and I look forward to being able to return one day.

The bottom line:

As I think back over my trip with the hindsight gained

through a two month lapse, events may be blurred but the

overall perspective is very clear. I am often asked “Did you

enjoy your trip”, which is a difficult question to answer

because “enjoy” is not the verb I would choose. It was an

extremely rewarding trip; the effort required to endure the

bad parts were paid back more than a hundredfold by the

happiness of the good parts. I was fortunate to have been

extremely healthy (apart from a chest cold) during the trip,



definitely an important factor. I wouldn’t recommend India

to the weak hearted (unless you have lots of money to
insulate yourself from the true India), but for those
inclined it is incredibly good value in all respects. The
unbelievable density of experiences will last you through
several years of anecdotes (don’t ever get stuck in a
snowcave with me) , and impressions are imprinted so deeply
that even years wouldn’t erase them.



Is There a Brew Hut?

by
Andy Rooney

1 dent believe in the Tooth Fairy, I don’t believe that K2 is higher than Everest. and I don’t

believe that there actually is such a place as Brew Hut. Maybe there was at one time, but

no one seems to have seen it lately.

first heard of the place at Longhike ‘87. It was too wet to go rock climbing, but enough rain

hail trickled into our brains that we decided to hike up to Brew Hut instead. It was a dark

and stonny day. and visibility was virtually zero. Someone claimed to find the hut in the fog,

and blew on a whistle so the rest of us could locate it. I saw something up there, but I’m not

just sure what It looked sort of like a cabin, but maybe it was just a big rock.

In February 1988. a VOC group started out for a weekend ski trip to Brew Hut. I quote ex

cerpts from their journals.

it was a dark and stotmy day ... visibility was virtually zero.

the snow continued, and the fog got thicker ... We climbed a slope that I

don’t think I want to see if it ever clears. Sometimes it’s better if you don’t

know where you are.

it grew darker ... I don’t have a clue where we are, but if it’s 5:00 PM and

dark, then this must be camp ... We dug a 9 man snow condo, and settled in for

the night.

Does it sound like they found the hut?I think not. And this despite the fact that the group

contained the VOC president and trips coordinator.

In late Septetnber 1988. another VOC group ventured into the Brew Zone under the expert

leadership of the VOC Special Projects Coordinator. And a special project it certainly was,

the gioup having the lofty goal of trying to be the first VOC expedition in almost a year to

reach Biew Hut But don’t for an instant think that they found it they didn’t.

So. I ternain a sceptic. People have sent me pictures of the place. and I just thiow them in

my ‘Loch Ness Monster / Sasquatch / Brew Hot Photo’ file thes’ all Took the s;i,lte T TI iv

to hn’T ilic lull again someday. but iii the mean me tm content to go ock cliniTing with T

a,ii’ ,S;iii’ver. I In Tier lead

nv ibr was’, a Vot.’ group &js to have reached Brew I-hit on a beautifully sunny Sunday on

the Longhike 8$ weekend. But I don’t believe them. I think that they were still under the

influence from the Saturday night party at the AMS Cabin. After all, everyone knows that

October weather is lousy in B.C.

*s w’ll
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Quality
Boot

Repair

GOLD STAR SHOE
REBUILDERS LTD

4236 DUNBAR ST.. PHONE:
VANCOUVER, B. C. V6S 2E9 (604) 734-7477

Goldstar
Shoe Rebuilding Ltd.
4236 Dunbar Street

Vancouver, B.C., V6S 2E9
(604) 734-7477

THE VERY FINEST IN SHOE REPAIRS

Frank Pao!ini
Proprietor

“SPECIALIZING IN HIKING & CLIMBING BOOT REPAIRS”
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SUPPLYING QUALITY

I EQUIPMENT FOR

I SPORTS OF ALL SORTS:

I KAYAKS, WINDSURFERS, DOWNHILL
I X-COUNTRY AND TELEMARK SKIS,
I CLIMBING EQUIPMENT, TENTS,

I MOUNTAIN BIKES AND MUCH MORE.:

I 20% OFF TO STUDENTS WITH ID!
I 2560 ARBUTUS

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
733 1605



A complete stock of
technical rock dllmbing equipment

CHOUINARD SMC GRIVEL BEAL ROPES FRIENDS
ULTIMATE HELMETS FIRE ROCK BOOTS NORTH FACE PATAGONIA
CARLETON RECREATIONAL EQUIPMENT

3201 KINGSWAY. VANCOUVER, B.C., 438-6371
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